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Abstract
In this dissertation novel methods are proposed for analyzing EEG and fMRI. These include an 
advanced technique developed to integrate these modalities. Majority of the proposed methods in 
this thesis are based on blind source separation (BSS) concept.
Artifact removal is an essential task to prepare EEG signal recorded simultaneously with fMRI 
for further processing. This is tackled using two new approaches. In the first method, a hybrid 
independent component analysis (ICA) plus discrete Hermite transform (DHT) is developed. The 
second method employs a new cost function to perform source extraction based on joint short- 
and-long term prediction. The main objective of this work is to incorporate the prior information 
about the temporal structure and periodicity of ballistocardiogram (BCG) artifact into separation 
procedure.
The main objective in fMRI analysis is detection of blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD). 
General linear model (GLM) is a widely used technique for this purpose relying only on stimuli 
onset times and predefined haemodynamic response function (HRF). In this thesis, several BSS 
methods mainly based on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) are developed for fMRI anal­
ysis. The main superiority of these techniques over GLM is their model-free nature. However, 
we demonstrate that the performance of these techniques can be improved by exploiting some 
statistical and physiological prior information. This leads to an advanced approach that does not 
entirely rely on a predefined model (in contrast to GLM) while taking advantages of all existing 
information.
An important step in our approach for EEG-fMRI fusion is through estimating the fMRI time 
course using the EEG signals. One approach is by detection of movement onset from brain event- 
related oscillations. Extracting these oscillations is challenging due to their non-phase-locked na­
ture and inter-trial variability. In this research, a novel method based on linear prediction is 
proposed to extract rolandic beta rhythm from multi-channel EEG recording. This technique em­
ploys a spatio-temporal constraint to effectively extract beta rhythms to study post-movement beta 
rebound. The results are used to construct a regressor for fMRI analysis in a combined EEG-fMRI 
paradigm.
The last contribution in this thesis is development of a novel technique for EEG-fMRI fusion. This 
method combines the reconstructed time course using the extracted beta rhythm and fMRI using 
a partially constrained algorithm. PARAFAC2 is used for this purpose. The obtained results 
identify the voxels which are involved in post-movement beta rebound due to performing a motor 
task.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The human brain is a complex network of neurons which controls the information flow and 
human interactions with the environment. A variety of tools have been developed over 
the years to study different aspects of brain functionality. Electroencephalography (EEG) 
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have been proved to be two widely 
used powerful tools which provide this opportunity. The advances of acquisition systems 
in recent years allow one to acquire both EEG and fMRI simultaneously. This opens new 
lines of research about the brain functionality. A primary stage in EEG and fMRI analysis, 
either taken individually or simultaneously, is removing the inherent artifacts. Artifact 
free signals need to be further processed to investigate the neurons behavior reflected in 
each modality (i.e. EEG and fMRI).
In this research, first, we introduce the existing signal processing techniques used for 
both artifact removal and data analysis to extract the main features of the data. Then, 
new methods are developed to improve the results in each stage. The proposed methods 
attem pt to take advantages of additional information about expected features to enhance 
the performance. Finally, the extracted features from two modalities are combined to 
obtain a meaningful representation of brain activities.
In this chapter a general introduction about physical and physiological aspects of each 
neuroimaging modality is presented. The main characteristics of EEG are explained in
1.2. Electroencephalography
sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Next, blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) as the main 
outcome of fMRI experiments is described in section 1.3.1. Finally, the objectives and 
organization of the thesis are highlighted in sections 1.5 and 1.6 respectively.
1.2 E lectroencephalography
EEG was first introduced by Berger [5] in 1929. EEG represents the neural activity in­
side the brain by measuring voltage changes over the scalp using electrodes placed on the 
head. The main problem in EEG analysis is to understand the underlying neurophysiolog- 
ical mechanisms and the maps from the sources to the electrodes, referred to as forward 
problem.
The underlying neurophysiological mechanisms refer to the synaptic excitations of the 
dendrites of pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex. Synaptic currents are generated as 
a result of neuron activation and produce a magnetic and electrical field over the scalp. 
The electrical field can be measured by EEG system. Electrical dipoles between the body 
of the neurons (Soma) and apical dendrites, which are produced by summed postsynaptic 
graded potentials from pyramidal cells, are the source of variation in electrical potentials 
(Figure 1.1) [6 ]. The electric currents in the brain are resulted from pumping the positive 
ions of sodium, Na’’ , potassium, K’*', calcium, Ca"^" ,^ and the negative ion of chlorine. C l", 
through the neuron membranes in the direction controlled by the membrane potential [1 ].
The volume conduction of electrical currents generated by dipoles to the scalp is known as 
EEG forward problem. In principal, human head consists of three main layers including 
scalp, skull, brain and many other thin layers in between. The skull weakens the EEG 
signals approximately one hundred times more than soft tissues. In other words, only 
large populations of active neurones can generate sufficient potential to be recorded on 
the scalp. Anatomical complexity of the biological tissues and obstacles in modeling their 
corresponding conductances prohibit finding a direct solution for forward problem.
Study of the physiological origin of EEG and information derived from EEG (such as 
evoked potential (EP), event related potential (ERP) and brain rhythms) is an active 
research area which provides good opportunity for diagnosis of many neurological disorders 
and other abnormalities in the human body.
1.2. Electroencephalography
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Figure 1.1: Structure of a neuron [1].
1.2.1 Evoked and event-rela ted  p oten tia ls
Evoked potential refers to the recorded electrical potential after presenting a stimulus.
Amplitudes of evoked potentials tend to be very low, ranging from less than one to several 
microvolts. Averaging a number of consecutive trails having the same stimuli is a simple 
effective technique to resolve this problem and prepare EEG signals for further analysis. 
Since the signal is time-locked to the stimulus and most of the noise occurs randomly,
averaging of repeated responses can remove the existing noise.
ERP refers to the measured brain response as the direct result of a special sensory, cognitive 
or motor event [7,8]. ERFs are small (in the range of 1 — 30pV) relative to the background 
EEG activity. Therefore, a signal averaging procedure is normally performed (similar to 
EPs) to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). ERP signals are either positive such as P300 
(P for positive) or negative such as N400 (N for negative). Digits in the name of ERPs 
refer to the latency representing the time instant after the stimuli where the ERP peak 
occurs. Several ERP components are displayed in Figure 1.2.
ERP components with latency within 100 ms after the stimulus onset are labeled as 
exogenous components. Exogenous components are affected by physical properties of 
the stimuli such as intensity, modality, and presentation rate. In contrast, endogenous 
components such as P300 are non obligatory responses to the stimuli and are not influenced 
by physical properties of the stimuli. Features of endogenous ERP components such as 
amplitude, latency, and scalp distribution vary with strategies, expectancies, and other 
mental activities triggered by the event eliciting the ERP [6 ].
1.2. Electroencephalography
N1i
P1
20 pV
0 200 400 600 800
Tim e in m illiseconds
Figure 1.2: ERP components [2]
1.2.2 Brain rhythms
Scalp EEG shows oscillation in a number of frequencies. Amplitude, frequency and spatial 
distribution of EEG oscillations represent different states of brain functioning such aa 
wakefulness or various sleep stages. The characteristics of EEG oscillations are variable 
with age. Brain waves are categorized in five main groups which are distinguished by
Delta
Theta
Beta 0
Gamma Q
2 3
Time (second)
Figure 1.3: EEG oscillation in different frequency bands.
1.2. Electroencephalography
different frequency ranges. These categories are called delta {6), theta (6), alpha (o), 
beta (/?), gamma (7 ) and mu (/r). Figure 1.3 represents EEG oscillation in five different 
frequency bands.
Delta rhythm  lies within the range of 0.5 — 4 Hz. This rhythm  is primarily related to deep 
sleep and is presented in waking state.
The waves with frequency in the range of 4 — 8  Hz are known as theta  and appear as 
astuteness slips towards drowsiness. The theta  wave is associated with creative inspiration, 
access to unconscious material and deep meditation. This EEG rhythm  often comes along 
with other frequencies and is assumed to be related to the level of arousal. For example, 
healers and experienced mediators have an alpha brain rhythm  which gradually extenuates 
in frequency over long periods of time. Theta wave plays a major role in infancy and 
childhood.
Alpha waves lie in the range of 8  —13 Hz and are seen in the posterior half of the head over 
the occipital region of the brain. This rhythm demonstrates relaxed awareness without 
any attention or concentration. The alpha wave is the most distinguished rhythm  in the 
whole area of brain activity. Most subjects produce oscillation in the alpha band during 
eye closing which means producing a waiting or scanning pattern  by the visual region of 
the brain. The alpha rhythm  is weakened by opening the eyes, anxiety, hearing unfamiliar 
sound and mental concentration or attention. The maximum amplitude of alpha rhythm, 
which is normally less than bOpV, is seen over the occipital area.
Mu waves have the same frequency range as alpha waves and reflect the activity in the 
motor cortex (central scalp). Electrodes placed in central area of the scalp, i.e. C3 and 
C4, are used to measure this rhythm. This rhythm  is diminished due to internally or 
externally paced movement, intention to move and when subject observes performing 
action. Suppression of mu rhythm is known as event related desyncronization (ERD) 
and is characterized by its fairly localized topography, its phasic behavior and frequency 
specificity.
Beta rhythm is another electrical activity of the brain varying within the range of 13 — 30 
Hz and is found over the frontal and central region. This rhythm is a waking rhythm  
and is related to active,thinking, active attention, focus on the outside world and solving 
concrete problems. The central beta rhythm is also associated with motor activity. Similar
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to mu rhythm , beta  waves are also blocked by motor activity or tactile stim ulation. After 
movement term ination while the mu rhythm  returns to  the baseline, the be ta  rhythm  also 
comes back to the baseline and exceeds pre-movement level. Increasing the power of a 
beta  rhythm  due to m otor activity is known as event related synchronization (ERS).
The frequencies above 30 Hz refer to  gam m a oscillations. Gam ma rhythm  is observed in 
the  fronto-central area. In spite of the fact th a t gam m a rhythm  has very low am plitude and 
occurs rarely, it helps to detect some of the brain diseases. It has been shown th a t EEC  
brain oscillation in gam m a band are also a good indication of event-related synchronization 
resulted from neuron activities in m otor cortex.
1.3 F unctional m agn etic  resonance im aging
fMRI is an MRI procedure which is able to  detect brain activity by m easuring the associ­
ated changes in the blood oxygen level. M agnetic resonance imaging (AIRI) looks at the 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NAIR) signal from hydrogen nuclei. A typical MRI session 
begins when the subject is placed horizontally inside the bore of a m agnetic field. A typ­
ical clinical MRI system  requires field strength  of a t least 1.5 Tesla. M RI system s also 
require radio frequency (RE) coil to generate the oscillating m agnetic field [9]. Figure 1.4 
represents a block diagram  of a MRI scanner. The hydrogen nuclei of the water molecules
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram  of AIRI scanner [3],
in the subject’s body are the source of NM R signal. The hydrogen nuclei (protons) have 
an intrinsic property called nuclear spin. The spin of the  particle can be considered as
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a magnetic moment vector which makes the particle behave like a magnet. Inside the 
magnetic field, a large fraction of magnetic moments aligns parallel to the main magnetic 
field and forms a net magnetization which oscillates at the Larmor frequency [10]:
f  = 7B  (1 .1 )
where B  is the strength of the applied magnetic field and 7  is a constant related to the 
nuclear species. Applying an oscillating magnetic field a t a frequency equal to Larmor 
frequency causes the spins to absorb energy and become excited. The magnetic field is 
normally generated by a RF pulse of magnet energy. As a result, the excited magnetization 
processes around the static magnetic field and is tipped into the plane perpendicular to 
the main magnetic field. The mentioned processing decays exponentially and finally the 
magnetization comes back to equilibrium state. Resonance between these states induces 
a current in a coil which placed near the subject. The technology of MRI is performed by 
a controlled manipulation of magnetic field [1 1 ].
According to (1 .1 ) a spatially variable magnetic field creates different frequencies in various 
locations. As a result, detected signal is changed based on variable magnetic field leading 
to  a signal containing spectral information. Inverse Fourier transform is the mathematical 
tool which converts the spectrum into real signal in spatial domain (fMRI images). The 
image produced in each scan is called volume. Each volume is composed of a number of 
slices through the brain and each slice has a certain thickness and contains a number of 
3D unit elements called voxels.
fMRI extends the use of MRI to find information about biological functions as well as 
anatomical information. During the past decades numerous studies have shown th a t neu­
ral activity causes change in blood flow and blood oxygenation in the brain. In early 
1990s, Ogawa et al. [12] used MRI to measure the hemodynamic response (changes in 
blood flow) in the brain. When the subject performs a particular task during the scan­
ning, the metabolism of neural cells in the brain regions responsible for performing the 
task is increased and leads to increasing need for oxygen. The haemoglobins in capillary 
red blood cells deliver oxygen to the activated neurons. Oxygenated haemoglobins (oxy­
hemoglobin) are diamagnetic. In contrast to oxyhemoglobins, deoxygenated haemoglobins 
(deoxyhemoglobin) are paramagnetic [13]. So, the level of oxygenation affects the NMR
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signal and consequently changes the intensity of the recorded MRI images.
1.3.1 Blood oxygenation level dependent
Blood oxygenation level dependent refers to a phenomenon in fMRI representing the 
changes in NMR signal due to changes of concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in the blood 
in activated areas. There is a biomedical model for dynamic changes in deoxyhemoglobin 
content during brain activation. This model is known as the haemodynamic response 
function (HRF) which presents the temporal properties of brain activation. If the human 
brain and scanner are considered as an linear time-invariant (LTI) system the measured 
voxel time series d(n) can be represented as the convolution of the stimulus function s(n) 
and the impulse response h(n). Noise v(n) is also added to this system (1.2).
d(n) =  s(n) * h(n) -h v(n) (1.2)
where * denotes convolution operation. The HRF function is modeled by subtracting two 
gamma functions [14]:
77, —(n —fci ) Y) —(n —fc^)
h(n) =  (— )^  ^ e *’1 -  c(— )°  ^ e ‘’2 (1.3)
where kj = ajbj is the time (in second) when s(n) reaches to peak. The common choice
of these parameters are ai  =  6 , « 2  =  12, 61 =  6 2 =  0.9 and c =  0.35. Figure 1.5 gives an
example of a HRF function with different parameters settings. Observation from fMRI 
experiments have shown that haemodynamic responses vary for different parts of brain 
and different subjects.
The input or stimulation function, s(n), in (1.2) can be modeled based on the type of fMRI 
experiment. Two common schemes of experimental design are used in fMRI experiments: 
the block design and the event related design [15]. In block design, different cognitive 
processes alternate periodically. This is the most time-efficient approach for comparing 
brain responses to different tasks. The simplest form of block design experiment includes 
two states: “rest” and “active” . These states are alternated throughout the experiment 
in order to obtain an optimum experimental design for BOLD detection with sufficient 
SNRs. The block design is an ideal choice for many types of experiments because the
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shape of brain response is simple, so it can be very useful in an early exploratory stage. 
Although measuring the temporal response of the brain is almost impossible to achieve 
in block design experiments and limits the flexibility of block design, the robustness of 
results still makes it a valuable technique.
In contrast to block design, in event-related design discrete stimuli are applied randomly 
during the scans. In event-related design, the input is modeled by discrete impulses in 
the stimulus time instants. Event-related fMRI is a suitable tool to capture the temporal 
properties of the brain response. Moreover, it provides the opportunity to investigate 
timing of the HRF [16]. In event-related fMRI experiments stimuli are separated by 
inter-stimulus intervals. When sequential stimuli with large inter-stimulus intervals are 
applied, the HRFs do not have overlap. This better reveals the transient variation in brain 
response. Event-related design can also be used to study individual responses to stimulus, 
for example, when a subject has a judgment with emotional content [17] or errors resulted 
from complicated paradigms [18].
Two main categories of noise are present in fMRI experiments. First is the noise added to 
fMRI images during data acquisition which is discussed in two levels: 1) object variability 
due to quantum thermodynamics, and 2) thermal noise characterized as a white noise. The 
second source of noise is brain movement which is considered as physiological noise [19].
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1.3.2 Preprocessing of fMRI data
The first stage in analyzing fMRI data is its preprocessing with the aim of ij removing 
non-task-related variability from the data iij increasing SNR and in) preparing data for 
further analysis in order to detect active area in the brain. In general, preprocessing is 
divided into two categories: spatial and temporal preprocessings. Spatial preprocessing 
includes motion correction (realignment), coregistration, segmentation, normalization and 
smoothing. In temporal preprocessing, slice timing correction is performed.
Realignment: the aim of this step is removing head movement artifact in fMRI data. This 
artifact loses the correspondence between the voxel time series and the correct points in 
the brain.
Functional-structural coregistration: structural MRI is a high resolution image which pro­
vides static anatomical information. In contrast, functional MRI has low resolution and 
provides dynamic physiological information [20]. Functional images have little structural 
information, so it needs a high resolution anatomical image to determine the activated 
area. Registration between functional and structural MRI solves this problem by aligning 
two images [9].
Normalization: intensity normalization refers to rescaling intensities in all volumes such 
tha t at the end of normalization all volumes have the same mean intensity. Spatial nor­
malization is another im portant step in fMRI preprocessing. This step is similar to coreg­
istration, however, it corrects dissimilarities between volumes in shape.
Smoothing: the aim of this step is improving signal to noise ratio in fMRI images. In 
other words, the high frequency components are removed from fMRI images during the 
smoothing. Usually a Gaussian kernel with a specified width is used to blur the fMRI 
images.
Slice timing: in slice timing correction, differences in image acquisition time between the 
slices are corrected. In fMRI, each slice of a volume is scanned at a time. Capturing these 
slices is distributed over a few seconds when the total volume is acquired. Since fMRI 
slices are acquired separately, the information from different slices will come from varying 
points in time after task events. Therefore, the fitted model is not optimal and performing 
this step will resolve this issue.
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1.3.3 fMRI data format
There are a number of common file formats for fMRI data:
- D IC O M : which is the standard form of data taken from scanner. DICOM is 2 dimen­
sional and can be converted to ANALYZE or NIFTI before analyzing, statistical para­
metric mapping (8 PM) [21] is a toolbox which is used to convert DICOM to ANALYZE 
or NIFTI format.
- A N A LY ZE: this format is the common standard for fMRI analysis program. MATLAB, 
SPM and fMRIB software library (FSL) use ANALYZE 7.5 format. ANALYZE 7.5 data 
format consists of two files, an image file with extension “.img” and a header file with 
extensions “.hdr” . The “.img” file contains the recorded image and “.hdr” file contains 
the volume information of “.img” file, such as voxel size, and the number of pixels in the 
X , y and z directions (dimensions).
- N IF T I: is the most recent standard of fMRI data format. The extension of NIFTI is 
“.nii” with arbitrary information. This format can be converted to ANALYZE by MRIcro 
toolbox.
1.4 R elation betw een EEG and fM RI
Although EEC provides a direct representation of synaptic activities with high temporal 
resolution, the identification of underlying neuronal sources using EEC is an ill-posed 
problem due to low spatial resolution. In contrast, fMRI is a neuroimaging technique 
providing a high spatial resolution map from active regions inside the brain. Although this 
advantage allows one to detect small active regions of the brain, low temporal resolution 
of fMRI restricts obtaining an illustrative description about the temporal response of the 
brain. Such a high contrast in characteristics of EEC and fMRI indicates tha t their 
combination may effectively complement each other and compensate their weaknesses 
resulting in a strong spatial-temporal model.
More extensively, fMRI measures the haemodynamic response, i.e., the so called blood 
oxygen level dependent, which reflects the indirect or secondary effect of neuronal activ­
ity. In contrast, EEC is able to record the external electrical potential which is directly
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produced by synaptic activity. So, realizing the physiological relation between EEG and 
fMRI depends on understanding how changes in neuronal activity reflected in EEG af­
fect the fMRI BOLD signal. Unraveling the relationship between these modalities is not 
straightforward due to some mismatches between EEG and fMRI. The first mismatch 
refers to different temporal scales in EEG and fMRI which is obvious in BOLD signal is 
a slow and delayed version of the neurophysiological activity [22]. The second issue is the 
non-linear relationship between the haemodynamic response and neuronal activity [2 2 ]. 
The third issue refers to lower SNR of haemodynamic compared to the signal resulted 
from neurophysiological activity [23]. The main question arising in this step is tha t which 
type of neuronal activity is reflected in fMRI data. Although the relation between magni­
tude and spatial scale of BOLD signal and neuronal physiology is still under debate, some 
researchers have reported a predominantly linear coupling between BOLD and neuronal 
activity. For example, a linear relationship between somatosensory-evoked potentials and 
BOLD was illustrated in [24]. Rees et al. [25] and Heeger et al. [26] also demonstrated a 
linear correlation between averaging spike rate in cortical area of monkeys and the BOLD 
signal.
Based on the above statements, it is clear that the relation between EEG and fMRI and 
their combination are not two distinct problems. It is an open research topic requiring 
extensive study about different aspects of EEG-fMRI fusion/combination. Simultaneous 
measurement of EEG and fMRI can be a useful technique to pave this path  giving more 
information about the exact relation between the two modalities. One of the major con­
tributions of this research is to address the existing problems in this regard and to provide 
appropriate solutions for analysis of combined EEG-fMRI.
1.5 O bjectives of th is thesis
The main objective of this thesis is developing efficient methods for analysis of EEG and 
fMRI as well as combinations of both modalities. Artifact removal from EEG recorded 
simultaneously with fMRI is an essential task to condition the signals for further pro­
cessing. We show that multi-channel signal processing approaches in the context of blind 
source separation (BSS) are suitable for this purpose. After appropriate artifact removal 
the behavior of EEG rhythms and BOLD signal are investigated to study sensory and
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cognitive processes performed by the brain. Integration of extracted features from EEG 
and fMRI is a challenging task not only due to low quality of data but also because of 
different nature of the two modalities. We tackle this problem by introducing several new 
approaches based on BSS techniques. In summary, the objectives of this thesis are as 
follows:
• Reviewing state of the art research on data-driven signal processing methods and 
model-driven methods.
• Developing efficient artifact removal methods in a simultaneous EEG-fMRI record­
ing.
• Reviewing the fMRI analysis techniques and proposing new approaches based on 
non-negative m atrix factorization (NMF) to detect brain activity from fMRI mea­
surement.
Developing a new method to design the fMRI time courses by extracting the event- 
related synchronization from single trial EEG signal.
• Integrating EEG and fMRI using a new technique based on multi-way data  factor­
ization.
1.6 O rganization o f the thesis
Chapter 2  is devoted to reviewing the fundamentals of data analysis techniques including 
data-driven and model-based methods. The BSS concept which belongs to data-driven 
methods, including m atrix and multi-way data  factorization, is reviewed in this chapter. 
Theoretical conditions which are essential to achieve a convenient blind identification and 
separation are explained in detail. General linear model (GLM) belonged to model-based 
methods is also addressed. Since GLM is the most common and widely used model-based 
approach for fMRI analysis, details of this technique are explained in the scope of fMRI 
processing.
In Chapter 3, the problem of removing artifacts is addressed. Ballistocardiogram is one of 
the major artifacts in EEG signals collected simultaneously with fMRI. The main origin
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of this artifact is interactions between the subject’s body and the magnetic field. Two 
methods are proposed for BCG removal. The first method is a combination of BSS and 
a mathematical transformation to estimate the shape of artifact. In the second method a 
semi-blind approach is proposed.
Detecting the BOLD signal is the main objective of fMRI analysis techniques. Chapter 4 
provides a comprehensive study about the application of NMF as a BSS technique to detect 
active areas inside the brain. First, a comparative study is drawn for this purpose. Next, 
two new approaches are proposed to impose the available spatial and temporal information 
about BOLD through the matrix factorization procedure. Finally, the performances of 
the proposed techniques are examined by extensive simulations on both synthetic and real 
fMRI data.
In Chapter 4 the problem of extracting event-related synchronization in beta band in 
single trial is addressed. A BSS technique based on a linear predictor suitable for separa­
tion of temporally correlated sources is proposed to study the behavior of EEG rhythms 
in different frequency bands. The results show that the proposed method outperforms 
the conventional techniques. The obtained results are then used to perform EEG-fMRI 
integration with the aim of detecting active voxels which are responsible for ERS.
In Chapter 5, a novel constrained multi-way data analysis is developed for EEG-fMRI 
fusion. First part of this chapter discusses the application of tensor factorization to analyse 
fMRI data collected in a joint EEG-fMRI acquisition. Then, a new method based on 
tensor factorization is proposed to incorporate the extracted EEG features into the fMRI 
factorization. ERS in beta band derived in Chapter 4 is used in this step. The results 
of the proposed method are compared with those of EEG-fMRI combination using GLM 
confirming that the proposed approach is capable of appropriately combining the two 
modalities.
Finally, in Chapter 6  the thesis is summarized and some future research directions are 
proposed.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 O verview
In this thesis model-based and blind approaches have been examined for detection of EEG 
and fMRI sources. Here, an overview of the popular and state of the art methods is 
presented. Blind source separation (BSS) referring to a set of data-driven techniques is an 
attractive research area in statistical signal processing and unsupervised machine learning. 
The main objective of BSS algorithms is to recover the underlying sources, mixed through 
an unknown environment, from a set of existing observations. These techniques known ais 
data-driven methods are suitable for the analysis of such complex paradigms when there is 
no prior knowledge about the mixing model. However, some weak assumptions about the 
sources such as statistical independence can be used in this context. BSS techniques have 
found many applications in biomedical signal analysis, digital communication and image 
processing. Independent component analysis (ICA) and non-negative matrix factorization 
are two well-known BSS techniques.
In contrast to data-driven methods, model-based approaches attem pt to fit of the observed 
data to the prior knowledge about the experimental paradigm and the properties of the 
data with minimum error. In other words, in these methods some prior knowledge about 
the mixing model is available. The general linear model is one of the well-known model- 
based techniques.
The outline of this chapter is a follows. The next section starts with introducing the 
instantaneous BSS problem. Then, the theoretical aspects of different BSS techniques
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Figure 2.1: General blind source separation model.
are described. Finally in section 2.3, the principles of the GLM as the most common 
model-driven approach for fMRI analysis is explained.
2.2 B lin d  source separation
Figure 2 . 1  presents a schematic illustration of BSS. Assume th a t m  observed signals 
shown in Figure 2.1, are linear combinations of n  unknown source signals Sj{ t )  and (m >  
n).  The BSS problem is to  recover the original sources from a set of observations. Source 
signals are either statistically  independent or have different tem poral structures. BSS 
problem can be form ulated as follows:
j —i
1 , 2 , . . .  , m (2 .1)
or in m atrix  notation
x(t) =  A s{t)  +  v(t) ( 2 .2 )
where x(t) =  [xi{t), ...,Xm{t)]'^ is the  m  x 1 observation vector, s{t) — [ s i ( t) , ..., s„(t)]^  
is the vector of n  source signals a t tim e t which are assumed to l)e zero mean, A  is an 
m  X n  unknown full column rank mixing m atrix, v(t) is m  x 1 noise vector and superscript 
T  represents the transpose operator. In BSS-based metliods, the source signals can be 
retrieved by determ ining an n x m  separation m atrix  W . After estim ating the separation
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matrix, the source signals are calculated by:
m
~  y  y 'WjiXi(t) j  = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n  (2.3)
Z= 1
or in matrix notation
y ( t ) = W x ( t ) .  (2.4)
where y{t) = [yi{t): . . . , y n { t ) ] ' ^  is the n x 1 estimated source signals at time t .
The conventional BSS methods estimate the unknown mixing matrix by processing the 
observations which are outputs of the dynamical system. These algorithms define a suit­
able optimization problem based on some prior knowledge about the system to estimate 
the source signals.
In general, there exist two classes of BSS techniques. The first class involves those working 
based on higher order statistics (HOS) [27,28], and the second class includes those working 
based on second order statistics (SOS) [29,30]. Algorithms based on HOS assume that 
the sources are statistically independent and non-Gaussian. These algorithms exploit 
the marginal distribution of observations so they are suitable when source signals are 
temporally independent. In contrast, algorithms based on SOS assume that the sources 
have some temporal structure and are colored with different autocorrelation functions. 
These algorithms are more suitable for noisy mixtures.
In contrast to BSS algorithms which recover all the sources simultaneously (batch algo­
rithms), in blind source extraction (BSE) algorithms only one or a selected number of 
sources are extracted at a time. The problem of estimating the sources of interest in BSE 
is equivalent to identification of the corresponding columns of mixing matrix, aj, or, w j  
(rows of separating m atrix W  =  A'*^ , where f denotes pseudo inverse operator).
In BSE, the source signals are extracted sequentially (one by one). A BSE algorithm 
may exhibit weaker convergence than  batch blind separation techniques. The main reason 
is the existence of some ill-conditioned problems due to accumulation of error during 
deflation procedures. In order to eliminate this problem a pre-whitening is applied to the 
observation signals x  in the form of:
x { t )  = Q x(t) (2.5)
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where Q G ^  decorrelation matrix ensuring that the correlation matrix, R x =
E { x x ^ }  =  1x715 is an identity matrix, where E{.}  denotes the expected value.
2.2.1 Ambiguities of BSS problem
In BSS the source signals cannot be estimated uniquely, but, up to the following indeter- 
minacies:
• Scaling: The amplitudes of original sources cannot be determined. Due to unknown 
nature of both A  and s{t), any scalar multiplier ap of Sp can be canceled by dividing 
the corresponding column by the same multiplier;
X “  (2 -6 )
To alleviate this problem the variances of the source signals in some BSS methods are 
assumed to be one, tha t is Vp E{s^]  =  1. It is notable tha t still there is an ambiguity 
in sign of the signals. This, however, is not so important in most applications.
• Permutation: The order of separated components is not preserved. Due to the same 
reason the order of the sources might be changed and so by changing the order of 
the corresponding column vector in the mixing matrix, no change will be observed in 
the sensor space. Mathematically speaking, the perm utation m atrix and its inverse 
can be substituted in the mixing model to give x(t) =  A P “ ^Ps(t). The elements 
of P s(t)  are the reordered form of the original signals. The m atrix A P “  ^ is a new 
unknown mixing matrix (with reordered columns) to be estimated [31].
These indeterminacies are usually not so important in real world applications. In major­
ity of signal processing applications, the desire is to have the estimation of the original 
waveforms which contain useful information. Therefore, the order of the sources or the 
scaling in the amplitude is not very crucial [32].
2.2.2 Independent component analysis
ICA is one of the most popular techniques in BSS. The most im portant assumption in 
this method is statistical independency of the components. Assume random variables.
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ui,U 2 , .. .Un are independent so that no information about uj can be extracted from Ui 
where j  i. Mathematically speaking, these variables are statistically independent if and 
only if their joint probability density function (pdf) is factorizable as:
n
piu i,U 2,.. . ,U n) = Y[pj{Uj).  (2.7)
where p(.) are the marginal pdfs and %% is a multiplication operator. In the methods based 
on higher order statistics the components are also assumed to be non-Gaussian. In these 
methods no more than one source can be Gaussian since the moments and cumulants of 
more than 2nd order are zero for Gaussian signals while they are needed for estimating 
the mixing m atrix and the source signals [31]. Basically, ICA methods rely on different 
assumptions which will be briefly described as follows along with corresponding methods.
M in im iz a tio n  o f m u tu a l in fo rm a tio n
M utual information is a measure of dependence between two random variables. In fact, 
having more information about one variable can reduce the uncertainty about the other. 
Consequently, these variables are statistically independent if their mutual information is 
zero. Relaxing this assumption means that in order to find a set of variable as independent 
as possible we should minimize the mutual information. This can be practically achieved 
by maximizing the output entropy which will be described as follows [31]. Consider a 
neural network with input x  and output y, yielding:
=  +  (2.8)
where are some nonlinear scalar functions, the Wj are the weight vectors of the 
neurons, and Cj are the additive Gaussian white noise components. The entropy of the 
output is estimated by:
H{y) = H{(f)i{w'[x),...,(f)n{-wlx)). (2.9)
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For an invertible transformation of the random vector x, y =  /(x ), the relation between 
the entropies of y and x  can be expressed as [33]:
R(y) = If(x) +^{log|det J/(x)|} (2.10)
where J f ( . )  is the Jacobian matrix of function /( .) .  According to (2.10), the transforma­
tion of the entropy in (2.9) can be obtained as,
dF
If(y) =  ff(x) +  E { I o g ld e t^ (x ) l}  (2.11)
where F(x) =  0 i(w fx ) ,. . . ,  <?i„(w^x) denotes the nonlinear function defined by the neural 
network. As F (x) is independent of W , the entropy of output can be expressed as:
jT(y) =  J^E{log(/>' (w Jx )} -f-lo g |d e tW | (2 .1 2 )
j
It is important to note tha t the output entropy can be equivalent to the likelihood. This 
occurs if are chosen as the cumulative distribution functions corresponding to the 
density pj of the j - th  source, i.e. — pj. In fact any method such as gradient, natural 
gradient, and fast fixed-point algorithms which are used to maximize the likelihood can be 
used here. Here, we refer to the Bell et al. [34] algorithm as the simplest algorithm which 
is obtained by the gradient method. The update relation of the neural network weight 
vector using the stochastic gradient in (2 .1 2 ) is as follows:
A W  oc [ ( W p - i  -  ¥j(y)x'^J (2.13)
where the 99(y) is a nonlinear function represented by a column vector whose j - th  compo­
nent is
The approximated probability density function (pdf) of the j - th  source signal is shown 
by p(yj). Infomax is one of the well-established ICA methods which works based on the 
above principle.
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M a x im iza tio n  o f n o n -G au ssian ity
Maximization of non-Gaussianity is inspired by the central limit theorem which states tha t 
the distribution of the sum of independent random variables tends to be Gaussian [31]. 
In BSS context this means that the distribution of the mixtures is closer to Gaussian 
distribution than that of the original sources. Therefore, statistical independence and 
non-Gaussianity are known to be equivalent. A suitable tool for quantifying the deviation 
of a random variable from Gaussianity is called Negentropy which can be mathematically 
expressed as [31]:
N (y) = H{xgauss) -  H{x)  (2.15)
where H{.) denotes the entropy of the enclosed term, and Xgauss is a Gaussian random 
variable of the same variance as æ. It is shown that negentropy function is always non­
negative [31]. Due to the complexity of calculating negentropy, the following approxima­
tion is normally used instead [31]:
N{y)  oc \E{g{y) -  E{p(a;gox,aa)}}] (2.16)
where g{u) can be any non-quadratic function. In particular, choosing a g th a t does not 
grow too fast can provide more robustness. The following choices of g have been proved 
to be very useful [31]:
c/(u) =  i  logcosh(aiu) (2.17)
g{u) = ~ e x p { -u ^ /2 )  (2.18)
where 1 <  «i < 2  is an appropriate constant often set to one.
To maximize the non-Gaussianity, the differentiation of (2.16) with respect to the sepa­
rating vector Wj corresponding to the j - th  source is taken:
Vwj =  a E {x g '{w ^x )]  (2.19)
where a  =  E{^(w J’x)} — E{g{xgauss)] and x  is the whitened mixtures. The following
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fixed point iteration is then suggested intuitively:
Wj <—  E{xp'(wjx)}. (2.20)
Since the convergence of the fixed point update rule (2.20) is not satisfactory, a Lagrangian 
approach is suggested in [31] to achieve a convergent fixed point iteration as follows:
wj 4— E { x ^ '(w jx ) - /(w jx )w j ) .  (2.21)
FastICA is a well-know approach which performs this procedure. Due to non-Gaussian 
nature of most natural signals, this method has been widely used in biomedical signal 
processing applications [31,35].
Joint approximate diagonalization of eigenvectors
Another ICA approach is working based on higher order cumulant tensors. Tensors are 
generalization of the matrices and hence the cumulant tensors are generalization of the 
covariance matrices. The fourth order cumulant tensor (simply called cumulant tensor) 
can be regarded as a four dimensional matrix. The entries of such tensor are given by the 
fourth order cross cumulants of the data, i.e, cum{xp,Xq,Xk,xi), where 1 <  p ,q ,k , l  < m. 
If we assume that the sources are independent, then, all the cumulants with at least two 
different indices are zero. This is an important property of fourth order statistics used in 
ICA [31]. The cumulant tensor defines a linear transformation F  =  {fpq} in the space of 
m x m  matrices. The p, q-th element of the matrix given by the transformation is expressed 
as follows:
f p q { y )  =  ' ^ V k l C \ i m { X p , X q , X k , X l )  ( 2 . 2 2 )
kl
where Vki is the k, Z-th element of V  and cum(.) is the fourth-order cumulant tensor. An 
eigenmatrix of the cumulant tensor is, by definition, a  matrix V  such that
F (V ) =  AV. (2.23)
This means that /pgV =  Xvpq where A is a scalar eigenvalue. The transformation has w?
and — real  eigenvalues for real and complex variables respectively.
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This idea can be used in ICA context by considering the whitened mixture x, i.e.
x  =  Q A s =  W ^s. (2.24)
where is the whitened mixing matrix. Let us assume that Wj is the j th  row of W , 
then, it can be proved that
fpq (w jw j)  = WjpWjqkurt{sj) (2.25)
where kurt(.) denotes the kurtosis defining via:
kurt(sj) =  B { s j}  -  3(J5{sj}^) (2.26)
Comparing (2.22) and (2.25) shows tha t any matrix of the form W jw J is an eigenmatrix 
of the tensor and the kurtoses of the independent components give the corresponding 
eigenvalues. The eigenmatrices can provide the columns of the whitened mixing m atrix 
if the kurtoses of the independent components (i.e. the eigenvalues of the tensor) are 
distinctly defined. However, one may not be able to find distinct eigenvalues in practice, 
thus, the eigenmatrices are assumed to be the linear combinations of the matrices w jw J .  
Therefore, a secondary process is required to estimate the eigenmatrices of the cumulant 
tensor of observations. Joint approximation digonalization of eigenmatrices (JADE) is 
one of the well-established methods to solve the problem of degenerate eigenvalues of the 
cumulant tensor [36]. Diagonalization is equivalent to the eigenvalue decomposition and 
since W  is the separating matrix in the the ICA model, then, JADE can be a useful tool. 
In fact, W  diagonalizes F V , i.e, W F V W ^  is diagonal for any V. This is because m atrix 
F  is a linear combination of the eigenmatrix terms W jwJ. In JADE for ICA, we have to 
choose a set of different matrices Vp and diagonalize the matrices W F V p W ^ as much as 
possible. This is due to the fact that the sampling errors and uncertainties in the model do 
not lead to exact diagonalization. Obviously, the best choice for Vp is the eigenmatrices 
of the tensor m atrix of the whitened data. The first m  significant eigenpairs are selected 
and the diagonality of the matrices D  =  W F V pW ^ can be measured using the following 
cost function:
=  (2.27)
k^l
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Second o rd e r  b lin d  id en tif ica tio n
One way of improving the estimation of the sources is using additional statistics. In fact, 
if the underlying sources in an ICA problem are time series with particular time structure, 
then, the non-Gaussianity assumption can be relaxed in some algorithms. As an example, 
the cross-covariance or cross-cumulant of the sources are used in some methods.
For instance, the covariance m atrix of an observation vector at delay zero, i.e. Rx =  
F{xx^}  does not contain enough parameters to allow estimation of the mixing matrix. 
This means simply trying to whiten the observation vector will not yield independent com­
ponents. This is the reason that exploiting the non-Gaussian structure of the components 
is essential in basic ICA methods.
An interesting solution can be obtained using the time delayed covariance matrix, R x (t)  =  
E{x.{t)x^{t — r)} , yielding more information about the underlying sources. The simplest 
case, is AMUSE (algorithm multiple unknown signals extraction) method [37] which con­
siders only one time delay. Assuming that x(t) is the zero-mean whitened version of the 
observation vector, x ( t) , 'th e  eigenvalue decomposition of R x (t)  =  ^[R x(r) -f R x(r)^] 
for some r  is calculated. Then, the rows of the separating matrix are replaced by the 
eigenvectors. Although this algorithm is very fast, it only works when all eigenvectors are 
distinct, which is not always the case.
To reduce the sensitivity to selection of an appropriate time delay and hence improving 
the performance an extended method has been proposed which considers the covariance 
matrices a t several time delays. The method, called SOBI, simultaneously diagonalizes 
the covariance matrices calculated at different time delays [29]. Since it is not practically 
possible to perfectly diagonalize all the matrices, the objective is relaxed to minimize the 
value of the following cost function:
J ( W )  =  Y ,  ofF(W Rx(T)W ^) (2.28)
tGT
where T  is the set of chosen lags r  and off(.) is the sum of squared off diagonal elements. 
The idea is based on the essential uniqueness of joint diagonalization theorem [29]:
T h e o rem  2.1. Let M  =  { M i,. . .  Mj^} be a set of matrices where, for i  < k < K ,  matrix 
M-k  is in the form AIk  = UD^U-^ withXJ a unitary matrix andJDk = diag(di(fc),.. .dn{k)) .
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Any joint diagonalizer of M  is essentially equal to U  i f  and only if
Vp, q where l < P 7^ g < n  3 k , l  < k  < K  dp{k)  ^  dq{k).  (2.29)
Based on the above theorem the approximate joint diagonalization is performed instead 
of exactly diagonalizing a single covariance matrix. This allows the information extracted 
from a set of covariance matrices to be integrated in a single unitary matrix. As shown 
in [29] the Jacobi technique can be easily generalized to the case of multiple matrices. This 
process consists of computing the unitary diagonalizer as a product of Givens rotations 
calculated at each iteration of the algorithm.
2.2.3 Blind extraction of temporally correlated sources
As discussed in previous section most ICA algorithms work based on the assumptions 
that the sources of interests are independent and non-Gaussian. Among the ICA algo­
rithms SOBI has relaxed conditions on the sources. In this section we describe a more 
advanced technique to consider the colored sources, i.e., with different temporal struc­
tures and arbitrary distributions including Gaussian. We will derive an on-line adaptive 
learning algorithm for sequential blind extraction of arbitrarily distributed but generally 
non-i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) sources from their linear mixtures [32]. 
These algorithms are computationally simple and efficient and rely on second order statis­
tics. This is particularly important in some biomedical applications where the sources are 
characterized as nonstationary signals.
If we assume that the source signals are temporally correlated then they can be modelled 
by an autoregressive process (AR) [32]:
K
^j{^) ~  T  y  ] ^ j p ^ j ~  p) — %(Z^ ) T  (2.30)
p=i
where Aj(z)  = Y^p=^iàjpZ~~^, z~'^ s{t)  =  s{ t  — p) and Sj{t)  are i.i.d. unknown innovative 
processes. The AR model can be practically extended to more general models such as 
multivariate autoregressive model (MVAR).
For ill-conditioned problems, as mentioned earlier, one can apply optional preprocessing
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram  illustrating im plem entation of learning algorithm  for tem porally 
correlated sources [4].
(prewhitening) to  the sensor signals x  and obtain x  (see Chapters 4 and 8  in [32] for more 
details). The tem poral structures of source signals can be modeled using a linear neural 
network cascaded with an adaptive filter with the transfer function B i { z )  (which estim ates 
one Aj { z ) )  as shown in Figure 2.2. The input-output relations of the network and the 
filter are described, respectively, as follows [32]:
i=l
and
(^) — [1 U — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n)
(2.31)
(2.32)
where B j ( z )  is the  transfer function of a suitably chosen filter. Different forms of Bj { z )  
can be used based on applications and requirements. Some examples are [32]:
•  Bj { z )  can be a simple F inite Impulse Response (FIR) filter performing a linear 
prediction (LP) of the output signal yj{t )  (more details will be given shortly).
•  A simplified case is to  use the first order FIR  filter (with a single unit delay) with 
one step prediction.
•  Employing Infinite Impulse Response (HR) or F IR  bandpass filters or banks of band­
pass filters are also possible to  extract source signals with specific properties, i.e., 
w ith specific frequency bandwidth.
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• In a more complicated setting one can use a nonlinear predictor instead of a simple 
linear predictor, for instance, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) or radial basis function 
(RBF) network. A basic nonlinear predictor can be described as
\ p = l
(2.33)
where (p{.) is a suitably chosen adaptive or fixed nonlinear function [32,38] enabling 
one to extend the class of extracted signals with specific structure, e.g. close to white 
independent or colored signals with similar power spectra [32].
Linear prediction algorithm
As a simple case we consider extraction of only one source signal, yj{t)^ from the avail­
able whitened observation vector x(t). This can be mathematically described using the 
following equations (for notational simplicity we omit index j  from yj{t), bjp and Wj):
m
y(t) = W^x(t) = ^ W i X i { t ) ,  (2.34)
i=l
K
e{t) =  y(t) -  ^  hpy{t -  p) =  w ^x(t) -  b^ÿ (t) (2.35)
p = i
where w =  [wi,W2 , . . . , WmV, b =  [6 i, 6 2 , • • •, ÿ(^) =  [y{t -  l ) ,p ( t  -  2 ) , . . . , p ( t  -
K ) Y  1 K  is the prediction order, and B{z) = Ylp=ibpZ~P is the transfer function of the 
corresponding FIR  filter. It is noteworthy to mention tha t the sequence of FIR  filter 
coefficients maybe sparse. Here, sparsity means having only few non-zero coefficients.
This occurs if we use merely one single processing unit with delay p  and bp ^  0 instead of
K  parameters. Furthermore, the processing unit has two outputs: p(t), which estimates 
the extracted source signals and e{t), which represents a prediction error or innovation 
after applying the output signal y{t) to the FIR filter [32].
It is desired to estimate the optimal value of w and b leading to a successful source 
extraction. To do this, we first define a global vector g =  A^w =  (wA)^ =  CjOj. This 
vector should contain only one nonzero element, e.g., in the j - th  entry, y{t) — cjsj, where 
Cj is an arbitrary nonzero scaling factor. This leads to defining the following cost function
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to be minimized:
(2.36)
Applying such a cost function allows us to model temporally structured sources using an 
autoregressive model [39]. This can play a crucial role in artifact removal applications 
from biomedical signals which will be addressed later in this thesis.
The standard stochastic gradient descent method is conventionally used to minimize (2.36) 
leading to an on-line learning algorithm for vector w  and coefficients of the FIR  adaptive 
filter bp. These are obtained as:
(2.37)d w  ^
K  K
= 7]E{{w'^ÿi{t) -  ^  bpw'^x{t -  p)){x{t) -  ^  bpx{t -  p))}
p = i  p = i
K  K  K
= p[w^R^(0) -  2w^ ^  6pRx(p) bpbqRi{p -  g)]
p = l  p = l  q = l
It should be noted that this model exploits the temporal structure of signals rather than 
their statistical independence [32]. Hence, the source signals are more predictable than  the 
mixtures. For example, waveforms of a mixture of two sine waves with different frequencies 
are more complex or less predictable than either of the original sine waves. Therefore, 
applying the standard linear prediction model and minimizing the mean squared error 
(2.36), measuring predictability, can extract signals with different temporal structures 
[32]. This is equivalent to maximizing the degree of temporal predictability for recovered 
signals [32].
It is interesting to note the analogy between the measure of temporal predictability and 
the measure of non-Gaussianity. An alternative measure of non-Gaussianity or statistical 
independence, the absolute value of the kurtosis and the generalized kurtosis can be used 
[32]. Nevertheless, temporal linear predictability and non-Gaussianity based on kurtosis 
may lead to different results. The non-Gaussianity measure forces the extracted signals 
to be as independent as possible while temporal predictability forces the smoothness and 
possibly less complexity of the signals.
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2 .2 .4  N o n -n e g a tiv e  m a t r ix  f a c to r iz a t io n
Non-negative m atrix factorization is another blind approach for separation of signals and 
images. It decomposes a non-negative matrix into two non-negative matrices. One of the 
most important aims of such matrix factorization is producing a low rank approximation. 
Not only does low rank approximated matrices need less storage, but they also provide a 
much cleaner and more efficient representation of relationship between the data elements. 
Moreover, many real-world data  are non-negative and their corresponding hidden com­
ponents have a physical meaning only when they are non-negative. For example, image 
processing and computer vision applications handle variables and parameters which corre­
spond to pixels so they need a non-negative decomposition in order to extract the relevant 
parts of the image.
In addition to non-negativity, NMF leads to sparse components [40]. Providing sparse 
decomposition causes a part-based representation of data [41]. For example, when NMF 
is applied to a matrix containing face images, the obtained sources represent different parts 
of the face. Both of these properties make NMF a useful matrix decomposition method 
in many applications.
The basic NMF problem can be formulated as follows. Given a non-negative m atrix 
X  G we must find non-negative matrices A G and S G such that:
X  =  A S - E V  (2.38)
where J denotes the rank of factorization and V  G R ^ ^ ^  represents error of factorization. 
The results of decomposition i.e. A  and S may have different physical meanings in different 
applications. In BSS problems A  plays the role of mixing m atrix and S refers to the source 
signals. In clustering problems A  is the basis matrix, while S expresses the weight matrix. 
Another example is acoustic analysis where A  represents the basis patterns, while each 
row of S denotes time points (positions) when sound patterns are activated. In standard 
NMF, we only assume non-negativity of factor matrices A  and S. However, unlike ICA, 
NMF does not assume that the sources are independent. Other assumptions or constraints 
on A  or S are used to obtain some specific properties.
The most serious weakness of NMF is its convergence. Different NMF algorithms converge
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to different local minima during optimization, and even the convergence to local minima 
is not guaranteed. As a result, NMF has no unique factorization and sometimes leads 
to incorrect or irrelevant solution. Another important issue is the initialization of NMF 
algorithms.
In order to find an approximate factorization in (2.38), an optimization problem should 
be defined and minimized. The most frequently used and the best known algorithms for 
NMF are based on two cost functions: squared Euclidean distance and Kullback-Leibler 
divergence shown respectively as:
J >  =  i | |X - A S | | | , ,  (2.39)
where ||.||_F denotes the Probenius norm, and
J k L = log  Xit +  [AS]it). (2.40)
it
Subject to A  > 0 and S > 0. The lower bound of these functions is zero and will be 
attained if X  =  AS. Even though these cost functions are convex in A  only or S only, 
they are not convex in both variables at the same time. Therefore, it is unrealistic to
expect that the optimization problems for finding global minima can be solved. Despite
the fact that search for global minima is a complicated task in optimization procedure, 
many techniques from numerical optimization can be used to find the local minima.
Several classes of algorithm including multiplicative updating and Hierarchical alternating 
least squares (HALS) are used to minimize the above cost function. Gradient descent 
is probably the simplest technique to implement but its convergence is slow [42]. The 
convergence of gradient based methods is also very sensitive to the choice of step size, 
which can be troublesome for large-scale applications. In contrast, conjugate gradient 
has faster convergence, specifically in the vicinity of local minima. It is however, more 
complicated in implementation than gradient decent approach [43].
M ultiplicative iterative algorithms
The aim of multiplicative learning algorithms is to minimize the NMF cost functions 
by alternately updating the parameters Uij while keeping Sjt fixed, and then updating
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the parameters Sjt while keeping all aij fixed. It is shown th a t sequentially minimizing 
two different cost functions with the same global minima, is a reasonable technique to 
estimate A  and S factors. This can be obtained by performing the following alternating 
minimization on the subsets:
A  =  argm in J '(X  || AS) for fixed S (2,41)
S =  argm inj7’(X || AS) for fixed A  (2,42)
Multiplicative learning rules for NMF must ensure the non-negativity of the factor m atri­
ces, In order to obtain non-negative factors and avoiding zero elements, all the estimated 
ttij and Sjt are forced not to be less than a small positive value e. W hat follows shows 
how multiplicative update rules for the cost functions defined in (2,39) and (2,40) are cal­
culated using the gradient descent approach. In order to derive the update rules first the 
gradient of cost functions with respect to each factor is calculated. Equations (2,43) and 
(2,45) present the gradient of squared euclidean distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence 
with respect to each individual component respectively:
V a  =  A S S^ -  X S ^ (2,43)
V s =  A ^A S -  A ^X  (2,44)
' ^ a J k l  = [1-MxN -  (X 0  A S)]S^ (2,45)
' ^ s J k l  = A^[lMxiV — (X 0  AS)] (2,46)
where 0  indicates Hadamard (element-wise) division and 1 is a m atrix of all ones with 
appropriate size.
Based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions the following equations should be sat­
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isfied [44]:
A  > 0, S > 0, (2.47)
VA J  > 0, V s J  > 0, (2.48)
A © V a c 7  =  0 , S ® VsJ7 =  0 , (2.49)
where ® denotes Hadamard (element-wise) product. Systems consisting of equalities and 
inequalities consider KKT conditions in their regularization process to find the optimal
solution. Based on the KKT conditions the following multiplicative update rules are
obtained for Euclidean distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence:
A  max{e, A  ® [(XS^) 0  (ASS^)]} (2.50)
m ax{e,S®  [(A ^X )0 (A^AS)]} (2.51)
A -f-m ax{e, A  ® [(XS^ 0  A SS^) 0  IS^]} (2.52)
S <r- max{e, S ® [(A ^X 0  A ^A S) 0  A ^ l]}  (2.53)
Lee and Seung [42] derived the above update rules for the first time and proved th a t the 
referred cost-functions are non-increasing under these update rules and converge to local 
minima.
H ie ra rch ica l a l te rn a tin g  least sq u ares
HALS has been proposed by Cichocki et al. [45] and refers to a method which uses a set 
of local cost functions to estimate the non-negative matrices A  and S. The cost function
used in HALS can be one of those used by a standard NMF such as squared Euclidean
distance or Kullback-Leibler divergence.
The following equations show that how local cost-functions and corresponding update rules 
are obtained for HALS technique based on Euclidean distance. Denote A  =  [a i, U2 , . . . ,  aj]
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and B =  =  [bi, b 2 , . . . ,  b j] , to state the Euclidean distance cost-function as:
, a j , b i , . . . , b j )  = - | | X  — A S |||r (2.54)
=  ^ I | X - X ^ a , b j
J
Tii2 
F
3=1
The residues for each index j  can be expressed as follows:
xW) =  X - ^ a p b ^  =  X - A B ^  +  a ,b J  (2.55)
=  E +  a jb J  J =  1 , . . . ,  J
Consequently a set of local cost-functions are defined based on each residue. Alternatively 
minimizing the local cost-functions with respect to parameters a^ and b J  leads to obtaining 
some rules to update values of a^ and b J .
= (2.56)
for j  =  1,2, . . . , J  subject to a^ > 0 and hj > 0. In order to estimate a.j and b J  for
j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  J , the gradients of the local cost-functions with respect to vectors a^ and b j
are computed.
V a , j i ? '> = a ,b J b , - X ( j ) b j  (2.57)
VbjJTÿ' =  aTa,b,' -  (2.58)
Using the calculated gradients and based on the KKT conditions the following update 
rules are obtained for each column of A  and B:
aj 4 -  m a x { e , — X^ -^^bj} (2.59)
b j 4 -  m a x {e , —X^^^^aj} j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  J  (2.60)
^3^3
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In itia liz a tio n
As it was mentioned before, initialization of factors plays a key role to obtain consistent 
results in the NMF factorization process. Based on previous discussions, the cost functions 
to be minimized are not convex in both variables so the optimization procedure is sensitive 
to selection of the initial values. Poor initialization may lead to slow convergence, incorrect 
or irrelevant solution. This issue is more crucial for large-scale NMF problems. NMF 
initialization has been under research recently [46,47].
In what follows, a robust initialization technique is introduced to find optimal initial 
matrices. This technique is referred to as multi-start initialization algorithm. In this 
technique, p  initial matrices A  and S are generated by one of the NMF algorithms. These 
matrices can be generated based on random initialization. The number of iterations to 
update the factors in each trial, p, is usually selected between 10 and 20. Results of 
factorization for each trial is shown by A^ and S^. The optimum initial matrices are 
denoted by and which correspond to the lowest value of the cost-function
(minimum error of factorization) among all the trials.
U n iqueness
The factorization of X  «  AS is not necessarily unique. For example, considering the 
arbitrary matrix P  and its inverse P “ ,^ one can write the following transformation:
AS =  A P P -^ S  (2.61)
If both matrices A  =  A P  and S =  P~^S are semi-definite and positive then there exist 
another factorization, X  =  A P P~^S , meaning tha t the NMF factorization is not unique. 
In some research the essential conditions to obtain unique results for NMF have been inves­
tigated [48-51]. They also have introduced several theorems which are able to determine 
whether the decomposition is unique. Berman [48] explored the possibility of existence of 
a non-negative factorization for a non-negative matrix. Thomas [49] solved the Berman’s 
problem such that the solution could be transferred into a NMF uniqueness theorem. In 
another research, Donoho et al. [50] defined the non-negative matrix factorization as a 
geometrical problem of finding a simplicial cone which contains a cloud of positive data
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points. The cone of interest must be contained in positive orthant. They used convex 
duality to find the situations in which NMF leads to a unique solution. They showed 
that if the column vectors of A  which describe different parts of the observed data are 
non-overlapping and thereby orthogonal the NMF solution is unique.
Simultaneously, with the progress of researches on NMF, Plumbley [52] introduced the 
non-negative ICA. He showed that under certain reasonable conditions, the estimated 
sources by non-negative ICA, y, are permuted version of the actual sources, s. One 
important problem in non-negative ICA is estimating the perm utation matrix, P , which 
should satisfy y  =  P s . He showed that in order to estimate a valid perm utation matrix, 
the elements of s should be well grounded and have probability density function in the 
vicinity of zero. In fact in [52], the statistical constraint of s is considered as uniqueness 
constraint.
In another work, Laurberg et al. [51] investigated properties of factorized matrices which 
are obtained in a unique factorization. They introduced the following conditions for 
uniqueness which have been used by Laurberg et al. in their approach:
Definition 2.1. Positive span of a set of vectors is given hy span+(bi , . . . ,  b^) =  {v =
Definition 2.2. A set. C is called a simplicial cone if there is a set B such that C =  
span'^ÇB). The order of a simplicial cone C is the minimum number of elements in B.
Definition 2.3. Dual to a set C, denoted hy C*, is given hy C* =  {v|v^g > 0 for all g G 
C}.
More general information about convex duality can be found in [53]. Assume th a t the rank 
of X  is r  and the factorized matrices (A and S) are full rank. If A  and A  are matrices 
that satisfy X  =  AS =  ÂS, then, span(X) =  span(A) =  span(Â). So the columns of 
A  and Â  are located in the same space and consequently a shift m atrix P  G exists 
such that A  =  A P . This is also satisfied for S. So, in this situation the ambiguity of 
NMF is in finding m atrix P . But if matrices X , A  and A  do not have the same rank, 
the above argument is not valid because span(A) 7  ^ span(A) and consequently there exist 
no m atrix P  which fulfils Â  =  A P . Laurberg et al. [51] stated tha t a m atrix X  has a 
unique factorization if matrix P  is a scaled perm utation matrix. The reason is th a t the
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inverse of a non-negative m atrix P  is non-negative if and only if P  is a scaled permutation. 
Based on the above definitions, they introduced two characterizations of the unique NMF 
as follows [51]:
1. If r  =  rank(X), an NMF is unique if and only if the positive orthant is the only 
r-order simplicial cone P  such that span'^(A^) Ç P  Ç span'^(S)* [51].
2. NMF is unique if and only if there is only one r-order simplicial cone P  such that 
span+(X) Ç P  Ç ,Q, where Q is the positive orthant [51], [50].
Laurberg et al. [51] also introduced conditions of matrices A  and S necessary for a unique 
factorization:
D efin itio n  2.4. A set of vectors U  in is called ‘^ boundary close” i f  for a q ^  p and 
k > 0 there is an element u  G U  such that Ug <  kup.
Definition 2.5. A set of vectors U  in R^ is called “strongly boundary close” i f  it is 
boundary close, and there exist a z > 0 and a number of elements in the vectors such that 
for all k > 0 and n  G {1, . . . ,  c? — 1} there are d — n vectors from  U,  { u i , . . . ,  Ud_m} that 
fulfil the following conditions:
J. u j  < /o r  a/ /p and,
2. A:2 ( [bi , . . . ,  bd_„]) < z, where k2 {.) is the “condition number” of the matrix defined 
as the ratio between the largest and smallest singular values, bp =  P ”u j and P ” G 
'^d-nxd jg ^ projection matrix that picks d — n last elements of a vector in  R'^
D efin ition  2 .6 . A set of vectors i nR^ is called “sufficiently spread” i f  for all q and k > 0, 
there is an element u  G U  such that Uq > k Yhp^q
Laurberg et al. [51] showed that if a pair of [A^, S] is “sufficiently spread” and “strongly 
boundary close” then the NMF problem, X  =  AS, is unique.
S p a rs ity  c o n s tra in t
Sparsity is one of the most important properties of NMF which makes it distinguishable 
among other decomposition methods. NMF causes sparse results because it does not allow
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any subtraction. Due to this property, NMF produces sparse components and leads to 
part-based representation [41]. Another important issue about sparsity is its key role in 
obtaining unique results. As discussed earlier in section 2.2.4, sparse factors A  and S are 
resulted from a unique factorization. So, in order to obtain unique factorization, a specific 
level of sparsity is needed. The level of sparsity depends on the data and application. The 
learning rules which are introduced by Lee and Seung [42] usually provides sparse positive 
results but they cannot guarantee the sparsest possible solution. Therefore, additional 
sparsity constraint should be used to achieve the desired level of sparsity, ^i-norm can be 
used to enforce sparsity in matrices A  and S. Equation (2.62) shows a cost-function based 
on Euclidean distance with sparsity constraint:
Æ . =  ^ l | X - A S f +  aA l|A ||i +  asl|S l|i (2.62)
where ||A ||i =  E i j  l«ül =  and ||S ||i =  kû'l =  and a s  are small
positive parameters which are used to control the level of sparsity. Taking first order 
derivative of (2.62) with respect to A  and S and applying KKT conditions leads to the 
following update rules:
A  4 -  max{e, A  ® [(XS^ -  a A ljW x  j )  0  (ASS^)]} (2.63)
S max{e, S ® [(A ^X -  a g l j x # )  0  (A^AS)]} (2.64)
Similar to the Squared Euclidean cost function, the Kullback-Leibler divergence can also 
be used with additional constraint:
J k l  = log 7^ -----+  [AS]^() +  aA ||A ||i 4- a s ||S ||i  (2.65)
it
The following equations present update rules for Kullback-Leibler divergence with sparsity 
constraint:
A-G-max{e, A  ® [(XS^ 0  A S S^ -  q a I m x j )  0  Im xaS ^]}  (2 .6 6 )
S f -  max{q, S ® [(A ^X 0  A ^A S  -  agl jx iv)  0  A ^ Im x a]}  (2.67)
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2 .2 .5  T e n s o r  f a c to r iz a t io n
A tensor is a multidimensional or multi-way array. The order of a tensor is equivalent to 
the number of dimensions which is also known as ways or modes. For instance, a tensor 
with only one way is a first-order tensor (vector), and with two dimensions is a two-way 
tensor (matrix). Tensors of order three or higher are called higher-order tensors. When a 
subset of indices in a tensor is fixed subtensors or subarrays are formed. Similar to matrices 
tha t have rows and columns, three-way tensors have fibres/tubes and slices/slabs. In other 
words, each slab/slice is formed when one mode is kept fixed. These terms are illustrated 
in Figure 2.3.
Multi-way arrays provide natural representation of many applications dealing with high 
dimensional data. These include data mining, clustering, detection, separation, etc. Hitch­
cock [54] was the first researcher who worked on tensor decompositions and factorizations 
in 1927. Then, Cattelin [55] and Tucker [56,57] developed other variants of multi-way 
models. Later, a new method called Canonical Decomposition (CANDECOMP) was pro­
posed by Carroll and Chang [58] which has received much attention. At the same time, 
Harshman [59] proposed an equivalent model called PARAFAC (Parallel Factor Analysis) 
which has been recently extended to PARAFAC2 [60] and is one of the well-established 
tensor factorization methods. We use PARAFAC2 in this work.
Traditional matrix factorizations, such as PCA/SVD, ICA, NMF, and their variants have 
proven to be effective tools to study the hidden characteristics of different types of data, 
noise reduction, and data  mining. However, these are limited to 2-way representations, and 
may not be optimal for high dimensional data. Tensor factorizations and decompositions 
seem to be a natural choice. For instance, it is used in biomedical applications where 
multi-channel, multi-subject, time-frequency, and multi-acquisition (e.g. EEG-fMRI) can 
be studied. ■
As it is not so convenient to directly work with higher order tensors, they are normally 
matricized (unfolded). This means that one can transform a higher order tensor into a 
m atrix by concatenating matrices in different dimensions. This operation makes the use 
of basic matrix operations and algebraic notations possible. There are several ways to 
arrange the fibers of tensors, and thus, the unfolding process is not unique [4]. Figure 2.4 
is a simple illustration of the unfolding process.
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mm.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: From left to  right: (a) columns (mode-1), rows (mode-2) and tubes (mode-3), 
and (b) horizontal, lateral, and frontal slabs of a tensor.
g kz :
Figure 2.4: Illustration of row-wise and column-wise unfolding (flattening, matricizing) of 
a third-order tensor [4].
Tensor-related products
There are several im portant m atrix  products for representation of tensor factorization 
which are studied in detail here.
A. Hadamard
H adam ard product of two m atrices X  and Y  G is of size I  x  J  and is expressed as:
X ® Y
xiiV ii  xi2yi2 
X2 1 JJ2 I X22V22
x i j y i j  
3:272/2 J
(2 .68)
B. Kronecker product
Kronecker product of two matrices X  G and Y  G has size I K  x  J L  and is
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expressed as follows:
X 0 Y  =
x i i Y  X12Y  . . .  x i j Y  
X2 1Y  X2 2Y  . . .  X 2 jY
x j i Y  X1 2Y  . . .  x j j Y
[xi0yi xi 0y2 XI 0  yg ... xj 0  yz,_i xj0yz,]
(2.69)
where Xj and yi are vectors of length I  and K  respectively.
C. Khatri-Rao product
Khatri-Rao product of two given matrices X  G and Y  G has size I J  x  K
defined as:
X  0  Y  =  [xi 0  y i X2 0  y 2 . . .  x a  0  y%] (2.70)
PA R A F A C
PARAFAC is defined based on a so called Kruskal model which models each tensor 
as a summation of some rank-one tensors [4]. PARAFAC decomposes the three or n- 
dimensional data in the same manner as what SVD does for matrices. It is basically the 
factorization of n-dimensional data to only n components or loading matrices with equal 
number of columns. In PARAFAC the number of components in all modes is the same. 
PARAFAC model for a three-way data array is formulated as follows.
Given a data tensor X  G R ^ x 7 x Q  a positive index L  denoting the number of compo­
nents, one needs to find three factors A  G R-^ -^ ,^ F  G and C G R ^^^  which perform
the following approximate factorization [4]:
X  =  ^ a i o f , o c ,  +  E  =  [A ,F ,C ] +  E
1=1
(2.71)
where X  =  [A, F , C] is the shorthand notation for PARAFAC factorization, a; =  [an] G 
R-^ , f; =  [fji] G R*^ , and c/ =  [cqi] G R ^ are the constituent vectors of the corresponding 
factor matrices A, F  and C respectively, E  G R ^ ^ J x Q  jg error of factorization and o
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r
Figure 2.5: PARAFAC model and rank one tensors.
denotes outer product. The above equation in element-wise form is written as follows:
^  y i^lfjlC-ql T  ^ijq 
1=1
(2.72)
which is in fact summation of L  rank-one tensors. Figure 2.5 illustrates the above cal­
culations leading to rank-one tensors. One important aspect of PARAFAC model is the 
uniqueness of factorization. It has been proved tha t a unique solution is achievable if:
kA T  kp  -f- kc  ^  2T -f- 2 (2.73)
where kp, and kc  are respectively the Kruskal-ranks (k-rank) of A,F, and C, and R  
is the number of rank-one tensors [61]. By definition, the k-rank of a m atrix is the largest 
value of k such that any subset of k columns of the matrix are linearly independent, and 
is at most equal to the matrix rank. It is noteworthy to mention that a three way tensor 
that can be uniquely factorized is called a trilinear tensor. The bound (2.73) was later 
extended and improved for A-dimensional data in [62]:
N
^   ^kfi k  2L -f AT — 1. (2.74)
n = l
The basic PARAFAC model can also be written in matrix notation when unfolding rep­
resentation is applied to data array X.
X(1) =  A ( C © F f  
X(2) =  F ( C G A f  
X(3, =  C ( F © A f
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
where 0  represents the Khatri-Rao product.
PARAFAC factorization problem (i.e. estimation of factors A, F and C), which is also
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called fitting process, can be carried out by minimizing the following cost function:
| |X -X ||^ . (2.78)
The main approach for this optimization problem is alternative least squares (ALS) al­
gorithm [63]. Trilinear ALS factorization methods for PARAFAC, sequentially estimate 
A, C, and F until convergence. Other existing methods for PARAFAC are Levenberg- 
M arquardt, conjugate gradient, and enhanced line search which have shown improved 
performance [64].
In ALS, first the gradient of cost function with respect to each component m atrix is 
calculated:
Va J  =  -X ( 1) (C © F) +  A(C^C ® F^F) (2.79)
V f57 =  -X ( 2) (C © A) +  F(C'^C ® A^A) (2.80)
V c 57 =  -X ( 3)(F © A ) +  C (F^F® A ^A ) (2.81)
Then, the ALS update rules for PARAFAC are obtained by setting the calculated gradients 
to zero.
A < -X (i,(C ® F )(C m ® F ^ F )t  (2.82)
F ©  X(2) (C 0  A)(C^C ® A^A)t (2.83)
C ( -  X(3)(F © A)(F^F ® A^A)t (2.84)
PARAFAC2
PARAFAC2 is a special case of PARAFAC with the aim of analyzing non-trilinear data. 
In PARAFAC2 the data tensor can be varied in one mode, for instance when the data  
matrices in each slab of tensor has the same column units but different (number of) row 
units. In this case J  will be variable for different slices of the tensor. This allows a certain
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freedom in the shape of J  slabs in the variable mode. PARAFAC2  model is given by:
X , =  F ,D ,A ^  +  E , (2.85)
where Xg is the transposed A:th frontal slice of the tensor ïor q = 1 , . . .  ,Q. A  is the 
component matrix in the first mode, Fg is the component m atrix in the second mode 
corresponding to the qth. frontal slice of X, Dg is a diagonal m atrix holding the qth row
of the component m atrix C and Eg represents the error corresponding to the Xg.
As is simply verified, the model presented in PARAFAC2 does not provide the unique­
ness properties of the PARAFAC model. The main reason of non-unique solution in 
PARAFAC2 is different component matrices Fg for different data matrices Xg. Harsh­
man [60] proposed a particular constraint to obtain unique results. He proposed to exploit 
the condition that the cross product matrix FgFg should be constant over q. Kiers et 
al. [65] have proposed a direct method to fit the model shown in (2.85) by minimizing the 
following cost function over all its arguments.
Q
572 =  ^ | | X , - F , D , A ^ | | | .  (2 .8 6 )
g = l
subject to the constraint F^Fg =  F jF p  for all pairs p,q = 1 , . . . ,  Q.
In order to impose this constraint, it is necessary and sufficient to have Fg =  P gF  for a 
columnwise orthogonal m atrix Pg G and F  G Replacing Fg by P gF  confirms
that F^Fg =  F ^ P ^ P g F  =  F ^ F  remains constant over q. So the above cost function is 
reformulated as follows:
Q
5T2 =  X ; I |X , - P ,F D ,A ^ | |J .  (2.87)
q = l
subject to the constraint P ^P g  =  Ip and Dg is diagonal, g =  1 , . . . ,  Q.
In the method proposed by Kiers et al. [65], an alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm is 
used to minimize (2.87) over Pg for fixed F , Dg and A ,q  = 1 , . . .  ,Q, and over F , D i , . . . ,  Dg 
and A  for fixed P i , . . . ,  Pg.
Minimizing (2.87) over Pg subject to P ^ P g  =  leads to maximizing the following func­
tion:
/ ( P , )  =  t r (F D ,A ^ X ^ P ,)  q = l , . . . , Q  (2.88)
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where tr{.) is the trace of a matrix, Assume F D gA ^X ^ =  U gSgV ^ is the singular value 
decomposition (SVD), then, the maximum of (2.88) over columnwise orthonormal Pg is 
obtained when;
Pg =  VgUg g =  l , . . . , Q  (2.89)
After calculating Pg, the problem of minimizing (6.2) over F , Dg, . . . ,  Dg and A  reduces
to minimizing:
Q
=  (2.90)
q = l
As it is clearly seen, minimizing (2.90) is equivalent to the PARAFAC problem when Xg 
g -'M'is replace by P jX ,
2.3 M odel-based signal processing m ethods
A general linear model is the most common approach in model-based methods. It is 
used to find suitable solution for variety of setups within an infinite number of different 
experimental designs. This model can is written as follows:
X  =  Y B - f E ,  (2.91)
where X  is a matrix containing series of multivariate measurements, Y  is the design matrix, 
B  is a m atrix containing unknown parameters usually to be estimated and E  is a matrix 
containing errors or noise. The error is assumed to have normal distribution. In this 
research, GLM is used to analyze fMRI data and so we elaborate explaining it from this 
perspective. The works in [66,67] have discussed fMRI analysis using GLM with the aim of 
BOLD detection. In GLM, the collected fMRI image in each voxel is considered as a linear 
combination of the haemodynamic responses of stimuli and its corresponding weighted 
parameters. So each column of matrix X  G corresponds to the collected fMRI
time series in each voxel. The aim of general linear model is interpreting and analyzing 
time course variation for each voxel. Figure 2.6 shows the time series for one sample voxel 
in an fMRI experiment. M  refers to the number of scans in fMRI experiment and P  is 
the number of collected voxels in one volume scanning. In fMRI analysis using GLM, 
the design m atrix is made by the expected brain response to a given task. Each column
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V o x e l tim e series
Figure 2.6: £MRI tim e series for one sample voxel.
of Y  G shows one of the predictors which is obtained by convolving the stim ulus
function and HRF. N  refers to  the num ber of available predictors obtained based on some 
prior knowledge. The stimuli function is determ ined based on type of experim ental design 
in fMRI session which can be block design or event-related design. As explained in section 
1.3, HRF can be chosen from some well defined functions such as Gam m a functions.
Figure 2.7 represents schematic views of produced model for a sample fMRI tim e series. 
In this model there are nine param eters ^ 2 , • • •, ^ 9  which should be estim ated. These 
param eters are considered as the coefficients of predefined regressors obtained based on 
prior knowledge.
W hen a model is specified based on prior information, the  weight param eters should 
be estim ated. This can be obtained by using estim ation techniques such as m aximum  
likelihood estim ation (MLE) or Bayesian estim ation. The param eter values th a t fit the 
da ta  and minimize the squared error can be estim ated by:
(2.92)
After param eter estim ation, detecting activated regions is performed by evaluating the 
statistical significance of the whole brain voxels [6 8 ]. Common techniques for analyzing 
fMRI da ta  evaluate the  statistical characteristics in each voxel of interest by t-statistic  [6 8 ].
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X  = X B
+
+
Figure 2.7; Specified model for a sample fMRI time series.
Then, the activated areas are detected by selecting the voxels in which the statistical 
significance is higher than a certain threshold value [33].
SPM [21] and FMRIB Software Library (FSL) [69] are two well-established toolboxes for 
analyzing fMRI data which have been developed based on GLM.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, different data analysis techniques including BSS and GLM were explored. 
General frameworks and mathematical formulation for all of the algorithms were also 
described. Based on the data features, the mixing model and the available prior knowledge, 
different approaches have been developed. Theoretical details of source separation using 
ICA, linear prediction and NMF were described. In addition to these methods, PARAFAC 
and PARAFAC2 which are used to separate the source of interest in multi-way data 
were explored. A brief review of GLM as the most commonly used technique to model 
biomedical signals and images was provided.
In the next chapter, artifact removal from EEG signal using BSS is addressed. Two 
proposed methods for removing Ballistocardiogram from EEG signals are described and 
the results compared with those of benchmark methods.
Chapter 3
Rem oving artifacts from EEG
3.1 Overview
Simultaneous recording of EEG and fMRI results in more inclusive and comprehensive 
information to study the human brain function. In spite of its great advantages, it is 
almost impossible to record clean data at the first stage. One of the major limitations in 
this regard is the effect of artifacts introduced in the EEG. EEG signals recorded in the 
magnetic field suffer from two major artifacts; gradient artifact and ballistocardiogram 
(BCG). An efficient artifact removal method is needed in order to have a successful EEG- 
fMRI combination. In this chapter we summarize the main characteristics of these artifacts 
and propose two novel algorithms for BCG removal. The proposed methods are based on 
BSS/BSE and are shown to be useful for this purpose. The first method uses a combination 
of ICA and discrete Hermite transform (DHT). Since conventional ICA-based techniques 
may fail to remove the BCG artifact without any destructive effect to EEG, especially in 
severely distorted conditions, we use DHT as an additional tool to decrease sensitivity of 
ICA and improving the final results. DHT is a powerful technique which is able to model 
a signal with no assumption about its shape. This feature makes DHT an appropriate 
tool to be combined with ICA for removing the BCG artifact. We show that the proposed 
hybrid ICA-Hermite transform can compensate for the existing drawbacks of the other 
two methods, when applied separately.
In the second part of this chapter a novel source extraction method is proposed which 
further improves the BCG removal from EEG. The proposed method is a semi-blind
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source extraction algorithm and is working based on linear prediction technique. We define 
a cost function according to a joint short-and-long-term prediction strategy to extract the 
BCG sources. We call this method SLTP-BSE standing for short-and-long-term prediction 
blind source extraction. The objective of this work is to modeling the temporal structure 
of the sources using short-term prediction and ii) imposing the prior information about 
the BCG sources using long-term prediction. These two procedures are simultaneously 
implemented to optimize the system.
In the next section the origin of gradient artifact and the related works used to remove 
this artifact are reviewed. The BCG removal techniques are described in section 3.3. Then 
our proposed methods for BCG removal are presented followd by extensive experiments 
in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 respectively.
3.2 Gradient artifact removal
Gradient artifact or imaging artifact results from changes in magnetic field in an MRI 
scanner during image acquisition. This artifact is identified by high frequency and ampli­
tude up to 100 times larger than the EEG amplitude, and will therefore render any visual 
data  inspection almost impossible [70]. Figure 3.1 presents a segment of recorded EEG 
signal inside the MRI scanner contaminated by gradient artifact. As it is seen from Figure 
3.1, eleven fMRI slices are recorded during this segment. The enlarged frame on the top 
righthand presents the high frequency contents of gradient artifact. The easiest way to 
avoid gradient artifact is to use interleaved EEG-fMRI protocols, for example periodic 
interleaved scanning [71,72] or EEG-triggered fMRI [73]. Although these techniques have 
been shown to be useful to study some specific forms of brain activity, they are usually less 
flexible and experimentally efficient than continuous recording. EEG and fMRI dataset 
which are used in this work are obtained from a continuous recording, so removing the 
gradient artifact is essential to recover EEG signals.
The most common technique for gradient artifact removal is average artifact subtraction 
(AAS). Since this artifact does not show significant variability over time it can be sub­
tracted from the EEG signal using an average template approach. In this approach first 
an artifact template is created by averaging successive artifacts in each channel and then 
the generated template is subtracted from the data. In this work, we use the m ethod pro-
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of gradient artifact for a sample segment of EEG  signal recorded 
simultaneously with fMRI.
posed by Allen et al. [74] which combines average artifact subtraction and adaptive noise 
cancelation technique together. In order to  generate the  artifact tem plate, EEG  signal 
should be segmented following fMRI triggering. These triggers are either volume tim ing 
triggers or slice tim ing triggers. These triggers are recorded by scanner and denote tim e 
points th a t MRI scanner sta rts  to  scan each volume/slice. It is obvious th a t any misalign­
ment between the actual and artifact tem plate eliminates some information w ithin the 
EEG signals. In order to  avoid this problem, we use slice tim ing triggers and since these 
triggers are not recorded by the system due to  shortage of memory a correlation-based 
algorithm  is developed to detect the triggers. Figure 3.2 presents a 5s segment of da ta  
from 13 channels obtained after applying Allen’s method.
3.3 B allistocard iogram  artifact rem oval
After removing the gradient artifact the EEG signal shows another severe artifact known 
as BCG. BCG is caused by movements of EEG electrodes in the m agnetic field. There
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Figure 3.2: 13 EEG channels covering the entire head contaminated with BCG artifact.
is a small movement in eeich electrode during the cardiEic pulsation and as a result, a 
voltage is induced into each electrode. Ballistocardiogram artifact obscures EEG at alpha 
frequencies (8-13 Hz) and below, with amplitudes around 150 //V inside a magnetic held 
with the strength of 1.5 T  [75].
3.3.1 Related works
Different data recording techniques and signal processing algorithms have been developed 
to eliminate this artifact. For example, Allen et al. [70] suggested an efhcient technique 
to reduce ballistocardiogram by hrmly bandaging the electrodes and wires to the subject. 
AAS is one of the hrst algorithms proposed for cancelation of BCG artifact [70]. In this 
method a template is built up for artifaot by averaging over the artifact trials. Hence, 
ballistocardiogram can be removed from EEG signal by subsequent template subtraction 
from each trial. One of the major drawbacks of this widely used method is incompatibility 
with artifact changes over time. Since the shape of BCG artifact is affected by both 
variation of heart beat and movements of subject, the assumption of occurring similar 
artifact in all trials is not always vedid. Moreover, in all the methods based on averaging.
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the reference EGG channel is needed. In order to modify the method for dealing with 
heart beat timing variation, a dynamic template with adaptive amplitude calculated by 
sliding and averaging has been proposed in [72], In another research, Bonmassar et al. 
[75] proposed an algorithm based on adaptive filtering to remove both EGG and motion 
artifact. Although this method is popular, it requires acquiring an extra signal by a motion 
sensor attached to the subject. Niazy et al. [76] developed an algorithm using principal 
component analysis (PGA) known as optimal basis set (OBS). In their method, first a 
mixture of artifact trials is formed for each channel, then, the principal components of 
this mixture are calculated. In the third step, few of the first principal components are 
selected as the basis set. In the last step a template is created using the selected basis set 
and subtracted from each BCG-affected EEG. This method does not lead to acceptable 
results when there is additional artifact in the EEG data due to subject movement. In [77] 
an algorithm using DHT has been proposed for BCG removal. The main objective in this 
method is modeling the BCG artifact using discrete Hermite transform. The shape of BCG 
is modeled using Gaussian functions which are initial Hermite functions. These Gaussian 
functions are eigenvectors of a centered or shifted Fourier matrix. In [77] the Hermite 
transform of EEG signal is obtained by computing the inner product between the signal 
and the Gaussian functions. This provides a set of transformed values corresponding to a 
particular shape within the EEG signal. Then, the artifact template is built using some 
of the transformed values and subtracted from the EEG signal.
Another class of artifact removal methods is based on BSS and use different ICA algorithms 
for this purpose. BSS approaches are useful when no EGG signal is available for tem plate 
matching. Moreover, they do not consider that the BCG artifact is predictable. Methods 
using ICA assume that the recorded EEG signals can be represented by a linear mixture 
of neural activity inside the brain, and artifacts caused by muscles and noise. On the 
other hand, ICA decomposes the EEG signals into a set of independent components (ICs). 
Removing ICs containing BCG artifact and backprojecting the remaining ICs achieves 
clean EEG signals. In several studies ICA has been used for removing BCG artifact 
[78] [79]. Nakamura et al. [79] evaluated the performance of different ICA algorithms for 
removing BCG from EEG data. They also used two diff’erent postprocessing methods 
to improve the results of ICA. In a recent method Ghaderi et al. [80] proposed a BSS 
technique with cyclostationary constraint to extract the BCG sources. In another attem pt
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Leclercq et al. [81] proposed a constrained ICA (cICA) to remove the BCG artifact. In the 
method proposed in [81], first, a template for BCG artifact is computed for each channel. 
Then, the artifact related components based on these constraints are extracted using the 
cICA algorithm. In the next step, the estimated artifact components are clustered and 
averaged over each cluster to have better estimation of the components related to BCG 
artifact. Then, the Gram-Schmidt algorithm is used for orthogonalisation and computing 
the separation matrix. In the last step, clean EEG signals are calculated by debating the 
sources selected as artifact and backprojecting the remaining sources.
An important issue in BCG removal by ICA, is choosing the correct number of extracted 
components tha t should be deflated. Different numbers for BCG components among the 
ICs have been reported in different researches. For example, in [79] three ICs are selected 
as BCG artifact. In contrast, Mantini et al. [78] show that the ICs which should be 
removed from the extracted sources comprise of three to six ICs. Some methods use the 
correlation between the estimated ICs and the EGG channel as a criterion to select the 
BCG components [78]. In another method [82] only the strongest component, in terms of 
power, is labeled as BCG. Selecting and removing only a small number of sources as BCG 
may leave some artifacts in the signals whereas selecting and removing a large number of 
sources may eliminate useful information from the EEG signals.
In the next section, we propose a new BCG removal method by combining ICA and DHT 
to exploit the advantages of both methods and overcome their existing drawbacks. The 
main advantage of the proposed method is robustness against changes in the shape of 
artifact over time. The proposed method alleviates the uncertainty in choosing the right 
number of sources to be deflated when using ICA-based methods. Moreover, an adaptive 
parameter selection strategy is proposed which decreases the sensitivity of DHT-based 
methods to variations of the model parameters.
3.3.2 Removing BCG artifact using a hybrid ICA-Hermite transform
Continuous Hermite transform is a well-known signal processing method and has found 
many applications in biomedical signal processing [83] [84]. DHT is a version of continuous 
Hermite transform with capability of applying to digital signals. DHT of a digital signal 
is obtained using discrete basis functions, h^, which are generated as a set of eigenvectors
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of a centered or shifted Fourier transform of that signal [85]. The eigenvectors of shifted 
Fourier transform, Fc, should satisfy:
(3.1)
where j  =  \ / ^  and A: =  1 , . . . ,  n. As it is mentioned before h i, h 2 , . . . ,  h„ are basis 
functions for a m atrix with dimension n  in discrete Hermite transform. In order to generate 
the basis functions, a tridiagonal matrix, T , which has the same eigenvectors as Fc is used 
[83]. The eigenvectors of matrix T  are orthogonal to each other, since T  is a symmetric 
n X n  matrix. The elements of T  can be computed using the following equations [83].
• The A:-th element on the main diagonal is computed by:
7T TtA* 7T
T(A:, A:) = - 2 c o s ( ^ ) s i n ( ^ ^ ) s i n ( ^ ^ ( ( n  -  1 ) -  A;)) (3.2)
where 1 <  A: < n
• And A:-th off-diagonal element is computed by:
T { k , k - l )  = T { k - l , k )  = s i n A ) s m { ^ ( n - k ) )  (3.3)
where 2 < A: < n — 1
• The remaining elements of T  are set to zero.
Parameter u > 1 in the above equations, known as dilation parameter, controls the width 
of the digital basis functions [77]. Choosing the value of the dilation param eter is an 
important issue. A proper value for this parameter allows the Hermite transform to 
model the signal with a minimum number of terms. Figure 3.3 presents five basis functions 
calculated for two different values of a when k =  256. Hermite transform of a digital signal 
s of size 1 X n can be computed by the inner product between the input signal and the 
basis functions. The result of this product is a set of transform values which is shown as:
C j t = < s , h f c >  A: =  l , . . . , n  (3.4)
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Figure 3.3: Generated basis functions for two different dilation parameters.
In fact, the coefficients of represent the shape contents of the signal. Therefore, the 
result of applying this transform to s (the segments of ICs containing BCG artifact) 
implies that the BCG can be modeled by a number (e.g. p) of elements of C^. This can 
be achieved by inverse discrete Hermite transform denoted as:
s =  ^  Ckhk. (3.5)
k=l
where s is an approximation for s. As it has been mentioned, ICA-based techniques are 
vulnerable to selecting sources which should be deflated from extracted components. We 
have found DHT as a suitable complement which can soften this problem. The combination 
of ICA and DHT can be achieved by applying DHT to those ICA sources labeled as BCG 
artifact. In this work, we first detect the existing peaks in BCG sources using a simple 
correlation based method. Then, each BCG source is divided into segments centered at 
the detected peaks. The segments are chosen in a way such that we have one peak in each
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Figure 3.4: BCG modeling w ith different values of the dilation param eter.
segment. Then, an adaptive DHT (which will be shortly introduced) is applied to  each 
segment in order to model the artifact. Finally, the obtained model is sub tracted  from 
each segment which gives a clean component w ith no artifact. Based on th is procedure 
all the obtained components are projected back to the electrode space giving clean EEG 
signal.
M ethods solely relying on DHT have some drawbacks. For instance one weakness of DHT 
in BCG removal is its disability to model the whole artifact with m inim um  num ber of 
basis functions. In the BCG tria l example, shown in Figure 3.4, the artifact tem plate 
is made by 15 basis functions and different dilation param eters. As can be seen, the 
am plitude and length of reconstructed tem plate are inversely related. Assuming a fixed 
number of term s, increasing the value of a  decreases the am plitude of basis functions, h^, 
and consequently decreases the am plitude of reconstructed model for BCG. A lthough the  
reconstructed model using a large value for dilation param eter does not cancel the  BCG 
artifact, in term s of am plitude, it covers the whole BCG variation. In contrast, decreasing 
the value of a  increases the am plitude of tem plate but decrease its length. As a result, it 
is not able to  remove the entire BCG artifact. Based on these weaknesses, we need to  use 
large number of coefficients of to reconstruct the BCG tem plate such th a t it covers 
the BCG artifact in term s of am plitude and length. Removing BCG with a large num ber 
of basis functions leads to removing EEG da ta  as well.
We observed th a t the  artifact is more obvious in the extracted BCG sources th an  in the 
raw EEG signals. Moreover, when the artifacts are grouped into few components, their 
relative amplitudes will be larger th an  the artifacts am plitudes in the raw EEG  data . We 
found th a t these characteristics of BCG sources (achieved by applying ICA to  the  raw
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EEG data) make them appropriate inputs for the DHT algorithm and can compensate for 
the drawbacks occurred by directly applying DHT to raw EEG data.
Another drawback of DHT based algorithms is their sensitivity to selection of a proper
value for the dilation parameter {a in (3.2) and (3.3)). One way to decrease the sensitivity
of the algorithm is by using an adaptive strategy which is proposed as follows:
m cr < thr
CTj+l (Ti -  cr > thr
where cr is the normalized correlation between the EGG signal and BCG source after 
applying the proposed method, i is the current iteration of the algorithm. /3 is step size 
which is manually selected by the user. The initial value of a  is manually selected between 
10-15. The value of this parameter is updated until reaching to a predefined threshold, 
thr. Since BCG artifact is appeared as spike in the results of ICA, an initial large value 
for dilation param eter is selected. Selecting the value of a  in this range leads to removing 
a small portion of artifact in the first few iterations due to obtaining a smooth template 
with low amplitude for the artifact. After several iterations the value of a  is decreased by 
the proposed iterative algorithm to obtain an optimal template for appeared spikes.
In what follows we summarize the steps of the proposed method for BCG removal:
• S tep  1 : Apply ICA to the EEG data contaminated by BCG artifact to separate 
BCG sources; ?
• S tep  2 : Select six ICA components which are more correlated with the EGG;
• S tep  3: Apply DHT with the proposed adaptive technique on each selected BCG 
source to find a template for the artifact. Repeat this step until cr < thr;
•  S tep  4: Subtract the template from each BCG source and backproject the residuals 
together with the remaining sources.
E x p e r im e n ta l re su lts
In this section, performance of the proposed algorithm for BCG removal is evaluated. 
Two data sets comprising synthetic and real EEG are used. The comparison between the
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obtained results using the proposed algorithm and other conventional methods confirms 
the effectiveness of the proposed methods to remove BCG artifact. We have observed tha t 
combination of ICA and DHT can be more effective than applying any of these methods 
separately.
A. Synthetic data
A set of five sources including artifacts and EEG rhythms are generated. In Figure 3.5, 
SI and S3 are 9Hz and 1 2 Hz sine waves respectively, S2 represents BCG artifact, S4 is 
random noise and S5 is a periodic signal. The sources are mixed by a random 5 x 5  matrix. 
Infomax, DHT, and the proposed methods are applied to synthetic EEG data set in order 
to remove the BCG artifact. In order to evaluate the results, the normalized correlation 
and root mean square error (RMSE) between the extracted sources and the actual EEG 
sources is computed. Thess values are calculated for two sources SI and S3 since these 
sources are considered as EEG rhythms. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the obtained results 
for normalized correlation and RMSE respectively when different noise levels are added to 
the mixtures. Higher values for normalized correlation and lower values for RMSE indicate 
better performance of the algorithm. The number of coefficients of used to model the 
artifact are 15 and 8  for DHT and ICA-DHT respectively. The dilation param eter when 
DHT is used to remove the BCG artifact, is selected as 3. The obtained value of this 
parameter for ICA-DHT, using the proposed adaptive strategy, is 2.5. Comparing the 
obtained results in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show that the performance of Infomax and 
DHT decreases at higher level of noise, while the proposed method is still able to remove 
the BCG artifact in these noise levels. Figure 3.6 shows a segment of reconstructed S3 
using different methods at SNR=5dB.
B. Real EEG-fMRI data
The real EEG data used in this study were recorded from five healthy men. All the subjects
Table 3.1: Normalized correlation between the extracted and actual simulated EEG 
sources.
Algorithm Source No noise SNR=20dB SNR=10dB SNR=5dB
Infomax SI 0.926 0.882 0.622 0.574S3 0.998 0.928 0.723 0.649
DHT SI 0.934 0.899 0.828 0.634S3 0.970 0.9387 0.818 0.369
ICA-DHT SI 0.980 0.935 0.862 0.802S3 0.998 0.962 0.897 0.872
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Figure 3.5: Five sim ulated EEG sources.
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Figure 3.6: E xtracted  sources for S3 after BCG removal when the level of noise is 5dB.
Table 3.2: Root mean square error between the extracted and actual sim ulated EEG  
sources.
Algorithm Source No noise 8NR=20dB 8N R =10dB 8NR=5dB
Infomax 81 0.026 0.063 0.113 0.201
S3 0.019 0.053 0.077 0.192
DHT 81 0.038 0.049 0.075 0.165S3 0.025 0.041 0.093 0.239
ICA-DHT 81 0.018 0.021 0.062 0.097
S3 0.015 0.035 0.047 0.084
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were right-handed and their ages ranged from 18 to 50 years. The study wag approved 
by the local ethics committee of King’s College London. The EEG was acquired using 
the Neuroscan Maglink RT system (impedance was kept within 10-20Kohms), providing 
64-channel comprising 62 scalp electrodes, one EGG electrode and one EOG electrode. 
The sampling rate of raw EEG data was set at lOKHz. The total length of collected 
EEG was 600 seconds. During the fMRI acquisition, 300 volumes including 38 slices 
(3.2969 X 3.2969 x 3.3 mm resolution, TR=2000 ms, TE=25 ms) were acquired.
In order to reduce the computational time, the number of channels decreased to 32. All the 
preprocessing steps used for this data  set were: 1 ) removing gradient or imaging artifact 
using the method proposed by Nieizy et al. [76]; 2) down-sampling the data to 250Hz; 3) 
bandpass filtering using a Butterworth filter between 0.5Hz and 45Hz.
After preprocessing, Infomax is applied to EEG data to separate all the sources. The 
number of sources are selected equal to the number of sensors. The EEG data  from two 
subjects are used for our experiments in this section. In the first step the entire length 
of EEG was segmented to 10-second segments as input for Infomax. After applying IGA,
-20
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Tim e (second)
Figure 3.7: Extracted BCG sources using IGA.
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the extracted sources are clustered based on their correlations with ECG channel. The 
clustered BCG artifact sources for a sample segment are shown in Figure 3.7. As can 
be seen there are some spikes in these sources which are due to  BCG artifact. Flence, 
DHT is used here for modeling and removing these spikes from the selected sources. For 
this purpose, these sources are segmented such th a t the  spikes fall in the center of each 
segment. In order to  have one artifact per each segment, w ith no overlap, the length of 
each segment is selected to  be 256. This is due to  the fact th a t the period of BCG artifact 
is approxim ately one second, and the sampling rate  of da ta  is 250Hz. The reconstructed 
tem plate for BCG artifact for one of the  sources is shown in Figure 3.8 (a). The residual as 
a result of subtracting the BCG source and the tem plate is presented in Figure 3.8 (b). As 
can be seen, the residual contains brain rhythm s retrieved by the proposed m ethod. In this 
work, 15 coefficients (5% of to ta l coefficients) from are selected to model the  artifact. 
The reason for selecting such a small fraction is to avoid losing useful EEG information 
while removing BCG. The algorithm  is able to remove the artifact from the BCG sources 
containing brain rhythm s such as the source shown at the  bottom  of Figure 3.7. Figure
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Figure 3.9: (a) Comparison between ICA and ICA-DHT for BCG removal from EEG. 
(b) The BCG source, not deflated when using ICA, together with corresponding model 
obtained by ICA-DHT.
3.9 (a) shows the results of artifact removal from one “EEG channeF’ using ICA and ICA- 
DHT clearly dem onstrating the advantage of the proposed m ethod in better removing the 
artifact w ithout losing any noticeable EEG information. The highlighted areas show some 
peaks of BCG artifact which have not been removed by ICA. The num ber of deflated 
sources when using ICA is five, while we selected six sources to  deflate when using ICA- 
DHT m ethod. Figure 3.9 (b) shows the BCG source not deflated using ICA m ethod.
Figure 3.10 shows the results of applying different m ethods for a segment of EEG  signal 
in CZ channel. The results confirm th a t the proposed m ethod removes the BCG artifact 
more efficiently than  the other methods. Our experiments on BCG removal for real EEG  
da ta  set show th a t the dilation param eter converges to  a  value around four. The averaged 
dilation param eter obtained as a  result of applying the proposed m ethod to  40 segments of
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Figure 3.10: Results of artifact removal from CZ channel.
EEC  signals (each segment comprises of 32 channel and 10 second signal) was 4.25. The 
threshold used for normalized correlation between the ECG channel and the BCG sources 
after applying the ICA-DHT was set to 0.001.
3.3 .3  B C G  rem oval using short-and -lon g-term  linear pred ictor
In the second part of this chapter, we propose a BSE m ethod based on linear predic­
tion [32] for BCG removal. In contrast to BSS algorithms, which recover all the  sources 
simultaneously, in BSE algorithms only one or a selected num ber of sources are extracted  
at a time. In BSE m ethods, it is desired to  extract the sources with particular sta tistical 
features or properties such as smoothness, predictability, or tem poral correlation.
In this work predictability is used as the criterion for source extraction. The m ain reason 
of using this criterion is to  exploit the tem poral structure of BCG sources as a priori. Al­
though those BSE algorithm s which use linear predictors extract the sources w ith specific 
tem poral structure  [8 6 ], they are only able to  model the  autoregressive structu re  of the 
sources. On the other hand, these m ethods only employ a model th a t describes short­
term  prediction. Since the BCG sources have more tem poral correlation th an  any other 
extracted sources, a technique based on short-term  prediction is not enough to  ex tract 
this artifact completely. In this work an algorithm  which jointly models bo th  short-term  
and long-term predictions is proposed to extract the BCG sources.
In the next two sections problem formulation for the proposed m ethod is given. The
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simulation results for both synthetic and real data are presented. Finally, the chapter is 
concluded.
P ro b le m  fo rm u la tio n
Consider the BSS model introduced in Chapter 2 where m  observed signals Xi{t), i = 
1 , . . . ,  m are linear combinations of n  unknown source signals Sj{t) {m >  n). BSS problem 
may be formulated as:
x(t) =  A s(t) +  v(t) (3.7)
where the aim is to determine the mixing matrix A  enabling us to retrieve the source 
signals from the observations. As mentioned earlier, the BSS problem can be equivalently 
represented as:
y(t) =  W x(f). (3.8)
where y{t) = [yi{t), is the n x 1 estimated source signals at time t and W  is
the separating matrix.
P ro p o se d  m e th o d
Based on the linear prediction method introduced in Chapter 2 the short-term  linear 
prediction problem can be expressed as follows:
Ki
Gg(t) =  y{t) -  bpy{t - p ) =  w ^x(t) -  b^ÿ (t) (3.9)
p = i
where w =  |wi, W2 , . . . ,  Wm^, b =  [6 i, 62 , • • •, bxiV,  ÿ(t) =  [y{t -  l ) ,y ( t  ~ 2 ) , . . . , y{t -  
Ki)]'^ and K \  is the short-term prediction order (for notational simplicity we omit index 
j  from yj{t) and wj).  It should be noted tha t x(t) represents the observed signals after 
whitening. It is desired to estimate the optimal value of w and b leading to a successful 
source extraction. For this purpose, the following cost function should be minimized:
J ,{ w ,h )  = ^E{e1(t)}  (3.10)
where F^{.} denotes the expected value.
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Although applying short-term linear prediction is useful for extracting the BCG artifact 
from EEG data, we aim to further improve the BCG removal by imposing a priori infor­
mation about the temporal structure of sources of interest. This can be achieved since 
we are aware of the temporal properties of BCG artifact. The quasi-periodic nature of 
BCG is exploited here by including and minimizing a long-term prediction error to the 
cost function (5.4). This allows use of a previous cycle for prediction of samples in a new 
cycle. W hat follows is the proposed approach to achieve this goal.
The resulting error of long-term linear predictor is formulated as follows:
q W  =  y{t) -  Y  -  T -  p) =  w ^x(f) -  d^yi{t)  (3.11)
P= 1
where w =  [wi,W2 , . . .  ,W m V, d =  [di,d2 , . . .  , f i{ t)  = [y{t -  r  -  l ) ,y { t  -  r  -
2 ) , . . . , p ( t  -  r  -  Ag)]^, K 2 is the long-term prediction order and r  is the prediction 
distance referring to the cycle length of periodic source signal. The following cost function 
is defined using long-term prediction error:
J l{w ,d )  = ^E {ef{ t)} .  (3.12)
In the proposed algorithm a joint model based on short-term and long-term predictors is 
defined as the cost function:
J { w ,h ,d )  = ^ E { e ‘^ }^ + ^ E { e ‘f}  = Js{w ,h)-\-J i{-w ,d)  (3.13)
where Ss and ei are short-term and long-term prediction errors respectively. The minimiza­
tion of the proposed cost function leads to extracting the sources which axe temporally 
correlated and their period is r  used in long-term prediction error. The necessary and 
sufficient conditions for extracting the sources from a set of observation using short-and- 
long-term linear prediction are given in Theorem 1, which is an extension of Theorem 0.3 
in [32].
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the observation matrix is a linear mixture of n  sources, 
s i ,S 2 , .. .Sn, such that.■
1. E { s j s J }  = 1 f o r  j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  ,n .
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3. Rs(p  — g) = B {s ( t  — p)s^(t  — ?)} are diagonal matrices for p,q = 0,1, —
Minimization of J{w, h,  d) has a global minima with respect to w  and matrix :
K i  K2
Rg^ =  2Rg(0) -  2 ^ bpRs{p) - 2 ^ dpRs{p +  r )  (3.14)
p = i  p = i
K i  K i  K 2 K 2
+  ^  ^  & p 6 g R g ( p  -  9 )  +  ^  ^  d p d g R g ( p  -  ç )  
p = l  q = l  p = l  q = l
Then, the global vector is defined as g =  A ^w  =  dhcej, where ej = [0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0]^ has
one non-zero element in the j - th  place, for scalar c and j  G {1 , . . . ,  n}.
Proof of the this theorem, extended from the proof of theorem C.3 in [32], is given in
Appendix A.
A consequence of applying such a joint model for BCG removal, is exploitation of the 
temporal structure of BCG artifact as a priori for source extraction. In order to determine 
the period or cycle duration r  in long-term prediction, a normalized auto-correlation of 
ECG channel or one of the EEG channels containing BCG artifact is used.
Standard stochastic gradient descent algorithm [32] is used to  estimate vectors w, b  and 
d  which minimize the proposed cost function. The partial derivatives of J7'(w, b, d) with 
respect to w, b  and d  are calculated as follows:
ô j(w ,b ,d )  _  a j;(w ,b ) , dJi{w,d)  
-  aw  +  aw  ’
^~^aw E{es(t){i{t)  -  y ]  bpk{t -  p))} (3.16)
P= 1
Ki
= w^Ric (0 ) -  2 w ^ Y  (p)
p = i
K i K i
+  ^  ^  6p6 gR i(p  -  ç ) ,
p = l  q = l
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-  Y  -  T -  p))} (3.17)
p=i
K 2
= w ^R x (0 ) -  2 Y  dpRsc (p + r)
p=i
K 2  K 2
+  ^  ^  dpdçRx(p -  g),
p=l q = l
V A: =  1 , . . .  K i : (3.18)
? £ l ÿ ^  = - E { e . m t - k ) }
= — w^Rx(A:)w
K i
+ Y  &pW^Rx(p -  k)w,
p=i
VA: =  1 , . . .A 2  : (3.19)
? ^ iÿ ^  = - E { e , i t M t - r - k ) }
= - w ^ R x ( r  +  k)w  
K 2
+  Y ^  dpW^Rx(p -  A:)w,
P=i
where and are A:th elements of vectors b  and d  respectively.
The learning rules for w, b  and d  are derived by substituting the derivatives obtained in
(3.16)-(3.19) into the stochastic gradient descent approach.
w(“+i) =  wW  -  pw[2wW^Rx(0) (3.20)
K i
- 2 wW  ^ 6 W Rx(p)
p=i
-  2 wW  ^  d ^ R x (p  +  T)
p=i
+ w « ^ f ; f ; 6 W 6 « R x ( p - ? )
p=l q = l  
K 2  K 2
+ Y  Y  4"^4"^R x(p -q)] ,
p=l q = l
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V k  = l , . . . K i :  (3.21)
+ Ë  R x ( p -  A;)wW],
P = i
VA: =  1 , . . . A 2 :  ■ (3.22)
^ ( u + i )  _  Rx(A: +  T)w(^)
^ 2
+  ^  d^'")wW^Rx(p -  A;)w(")],
p = i
where pw, Pb and pd are step sizes and and are the updated values
of the cost function parameters. We used fixed step sizes for this method.
The above updates are carried out for all the sources from 1 to n and the procedure of
updating the values of w, b  and d  is repeated to minimize (3.13). It is im portant to note 
that normalization of w  is necessary after each iteration to preserve the column norm 
of separation matrix. A pseudo-code of the proposed method (SLTP-BSE) is given in 
Algorithm 3.1.
After estimating the separation matrix, the sources which are related to BCG artifact can 
be determined visually. In places where an ECG channel exist, those sources which have 
highest correlation with ECG channel can be clustered as BCG sources. Another technique 
to detect BCG sources is calculating the autocorrelation function for each source. The 
sources with strong peaks in their autocorrelation, i.e. when the distances between these 
peaks are the same as r ,  are labeled as BCG. In the last step, the sources selected as BCG 
are set to zero and the remaining sources are projected back to the sensor space.
E x p e r im e n ta l re su lts
In this section, performance of SLTP-BSE for BCG removal is evaluated. First, it is 
compared to different ICA algorithms using a set of synthetic signals. Then, it is applied 
to a set of real world EEG data  and the results are compared to the results of commonly 
used methods.
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A lg o rith m  3.1: SLTP-BSE.
Input: X: observation matrix, K\: short-term prediction order, K 2 ' long-term prediction order, 
r: prediction distance, n: number of sources.
O utput: W: separation matrix.
1 begin
2
3
4
for j = 1 to n do
random initialization of vectors wj, b and d. 
repeat
• Wj f— Wj/||Wj||2
• V A: =  1 ,... Ki :
• V A: = 1 ,... K 2 :
until a stopping criterion is met; 
end 
end
Infomax, FastICA, JADE and SOBI are used as benchmarks here. Also, the results of 
proposed method for real EEG data are compared with the results of well-known AAS [70] 
and OBS [76] algorithms.
A. Synthetic data
Four sources including artifacts and EEG brain rhythms with specific temporal structure 
are used to generate synthetic EEG signals (Figure 3.11 (a)). In this figure the first two 
sources from the top are assumed to be the BCG artifacts extracted from real EEG data, 
the third source is a 10 Hz sine wave and the last one is a uniform random noise. The 
sources are mixed by a full column rank random 4 x 4  matrix. Figure 3.11 (b) shows a 
typical mixture of the synthetic sources.
In order to determine the prediction distance for long-term prediction, the normalized au­
tocorrelation of each simulated EEG signal is calculated. Thé distance between the peaks 
appeared in the estimated autocorrelation function is approximately equal to the period 
of BCG artifact and is selected as the prediction distance, r .  For synthetic data utilized in 
this work, r  is obtained as 290 samples. An experiment including 1000 independent trials 
is carried out to estimate the optimal values of prediction orders for short- and long-term 
prediction. It should be noted that, different mixing matrices are used for different trials.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated EEG data; (a) sources, and (b) mixtures.
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In order to evaluate and compare the performance of different algorithms for synthetic 
EEG signals the following performance indices are used.
The first performance index presents the accuracy of the algorithm to extract the BCG 
sources. Assume that the number of sources which are extracted as EGG is denoted by h. 
The correlations between these sources and the actual artifact sources reflect the ability 
of the algorithm for extracting artifacts:
P / ,  =  i  g  10log, 0 | - ^ = g | g | _  -  II (3.23)
Smaller value of this index shows better performance of the algorithm.
The second index used in this work evaluates the success of a typical BSE algorithm [32,87]. 
In all source extraction algorithms, it is desired to find a vector Wj such tha t the value of 
each source at time t  is estimated using yj{t) = w jx ( t) . In the ideal case, gj = A '^w j = 
±Cjej is a vector with only one non-zero element in the j t h  place, corresponding to the 
j th  extracted source, ej is a vector with only one unitary element, and Cj is a positive 
scalar. Vector gj is used to quantify the quality of source extraction algorithm defined as:
Smaller values of this index indicate better quality in the results of source extraction.
The third index presents the performance of the artifact removal algorithms by measuring 
the improvement in normalized power spectrum ratio (INPS) [8 8 ] [89].
where </>Xretrieved i (/) the power spectral density of signal in the %th electrode after re­
moving BGG. F  is a set of intervals around the basic frequency of BCG artifact and its 
harmonics. The length of this interval is selected 0.5 Hz in our simulations. Higher values 
of this index show better performance of the algorithm in terms of removing the frequency 
components of BCG artifact.
In order to measure the amount of data which is distorted by the deflation process next
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index is used. Assume that the remaining data  which are back projected into sensor space 
after deflating the BCG sources, is denoted by x(t). The correlation between x(t) and 
the actual clean available data, x(t), shows the amount of data lost during the deflation 
process.
^  I '  |
Smaller values of this index show higher ability of the algorithm to deflate the sources of 
interest without distorting the data.
The next index measures RMSE between extracted sources as BGG and actual ones for 
synthetic data. Similar to P Ii ,  we assume that h sources are extracted as BGG sources.
1 ^
P / 5  =  -  ^  101ogio(fe(t) -  -  Sj{t )))  (3.27)
Smaller values of this index show better performance of the algorithm.
The last index is another measure of the data lost during deflation. Using this index, the 
RMSE (in dB) between the clean data obtained by SLTP-BSE and actual clean data  is 
calculated.
1 ^
-^"^6 =  — ^  101ogio((^i(() -  (3.28)
i—1
Smaller values for this index indicate better performance in preserving task-related parts 
of the data after deflating the BCG sources.
Figure 3.12 presents the performance index values, averaged over all 1000 trials for K i , K 2 = 
2 , . . .  60. These two-dimensional maps are obtained as a result of calculating P / i ,  P / 2 , 
P / 3 , P / 4 , P / 5  and P /e  for any combinations of K \  and K 2 on a 60 x 60 grid. It is visually 
found that, the best high-performance-region in all these maps occurs approximately at 
the center of each map, equivalently around (15,30) < ( K i ,K 2 ) < (30,45).
For comparison, we also present the average performance indices for different methods 
in Table 3.3. Similar to the previous experiment 1000 independent trials with different 
mixing matrices were implemented. We selected K i  = 20 and K 2 = 34 for short-term  and 
long-term prediction orders respectively. It is seen from Table 3.3 tha t the performance 
of the proposed method is very close to that of SOBI with similar assumptions for both 
methods (i.e. temporally correlated sources). Additionally, Table 3.3 shows th a t the
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g
n
Figure 3.12: Average performance indices of 1000 trials for different values of prediction 
orders {K\  and K 2 ). The colour m ap from dark blue, as the lowest, to  dark red, as the 
highest, represents the performance index value in dB.
proposed approach outperform s other methods. Superiority of SLTP-BSE can be due to 
incorporating the prior information about the period of BCG sources and using weighted 
lagged-covariance matrices which is not the case in SOBI.
In order to  investigate the influence of using long-term predictor as a constraint to  model 
the BCG sources, another experiment is designed. In this experiment the performance 
of the SLTP-BSE is compared with those of LP-based BSE m ethods w ith only short­
te rm / long-term linear predictor. Numerical values of different performance indices are 
given in Table 3.4 for a selected num ber of prediction orders. These values indicate the 
improvement when both  short-term  and long-term predictors are used for source extrac­
tion.
To evaluate the robustness of the SLTP-BSE against the changes in prediction distance, 
we calculated P I i  and P I 2 while varying r  from 200 to 380 samples. The resulting graphs
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Table 3.3: Different performance indices (in dB) for several BCG removal methods.
performance
index
Method
P A F A FA FA FA F A
SLTP-BSE -29.384 -43.845 17.396 -39.962 -51.289 -62.041
Infomax -17.142 -23.049 6.974 -16.294 -21.712 -28.049
FastICA -23.562 -33.511 11.743 -25.818 -33.421 -36.927
JADE -21.886 -29.816 13.026 -28.554 -37.0692 -39.925
SOBI -27.812 -43.362 15.981 -38.475 -48.289 -56.843
Table 3.4: Comparison of performance 
linear predictors.
indices for the proposed method with different
Predictor type short-term long-term short-long-term (SLTP-BSE)
(Ai.ATz) (20, - ) (2 4 ,- ) (1 8 ,- ) ( - ,1 4 ) (—, 32) ( - ,3 0 ) (20,14) (24,32) (18,30)
FA -19.839 -20.315 -20.237 -20.169 -22.136 -23.071 -23.961 -27.793 -26.255
FA -30.376 -36.829 -34.519 -32.246 -36.235 -37.456 -39.401 -42.764 -40.027
FA 11.021 12.252 11.140 11.237 12.481 12.583 15.127 16.924 16.673
FA -27.375 -30.185 -27.546 -29.189 -31.503 -33.195 -36.024 -39.897 -39.157
FA -31.157 -38.682 -36.092 -33.616 -40.591 -38.561 -39.186 -47.725 -45.391
FA -43.651 -48.198 -46.7516 -44.718 -50.127 -48.561 -51.379 -58.412 -55.814
are shown in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that, the proposed method performs consistently 
for around 270 < T < 310. This confirms that, if the sources of interest are semi-periodic 
with approximate tolerance of T 4: 0.069T, the proposed method is still able to perform 
desirably.
210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370
X
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Numerical values of and B / 2  versus variations of prediction interval T .
B. Real EEG-fMRI data
Real EEG data and the preprocessing steps in this section are the same as what has been 
used in section 3.3.2. A lOs segment of the recorded data  contaminated by BCG artifact
is shown in Figure 3.14 (a).
The experimental design consists of three blocks: cued movement, free movement, and 
visual control. During the cued movement one of the arms of a cross would become
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Figure 3.14: 32 EEG channels (a) before and (b) after cleaning the BGG artifact using 
SLTP-BSE.
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illum inated (green) and participants were required to move the joystick in the illuminated 
direction. During the free movement two arms would become illum inated (red), and 
participants were free to  move toward one of the non-illum inated arms. During the visual 
control block one of the arms of a cross changed color (red) and participants should not 
move the joystick. In all 3 blocks, there were 9 trials per block and each tria l including 
turning light on and off lasted 2.4 seconds.
We use the entire length of recorded EEG d a ta  for five subjects in all the experiments 
presented in this section. In order to  remove the BCG artifact using the proposed m ethod, 
first, the d a ta  is divided into smaller segments ( 1 0  seconds) to  decrease the sensitivity of 
the algorithm  against heart beat changes during the experiment. Then, the prediction 
distance r  for each segment is calculated using either ECG channel or one of the  EEG 
channels. Figure 3.15 shows the period of BCG artifact equivalent to prediction distance r ,  
in one sample segment of EEG signal. The values for short-term  (Ki )  and long-term  ( K 2 ) 
prediction param eters were selected the same as the  optim al values of these param eters 
obtained for synthetic data. A nother im portant issue is choosing the sources which should 
be deflated from the results of separation. A similar procedure such as w hat has been used 
to find the prediction distance is carried out to  find the BCG sources. So, after applying 
the proposed m ethod to  each segment of EEG  signal, five sources out of 32 separated 
sources w ith period equal to r  are selected as BCG. In the last step the selected BCG 
sources are set to  zero and the remaining sources are projected back into the sensor space. 
Figure 3.14 (b) shows the result of applying the proposed m ethod to  the  segment given in 
Figure 3.14 (a). It is seen th a t the proposed m ethod has removed a significant portion of 
the BCG artifact. The average power spectral density from all channels before and after 
artifact removal using the proposed m ethod for one of the subjects is illustrated  in Figure 
3.16. It is seen th a t the strong existing peaks in the original da ta  at the m ain frequency 
and harmonics of the  subjects heart beat frequency have been entirely removed.
300
>  200 — > 1
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Figure 3.15; A cycle of BCG artifact in an EEG signal segment.
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Figure 3.16: Averaged power spectral density of the  original EEG signal and the output 
of the proposed m ethod.
Table 3.5 shows an improvement in normalized power spectrum  ratio  (INPS) (3.25) for 
all subjects after removing the BCG artifact using above three m ethods. The num ber 
of components removed in OBS is selected as five. In another experiment, averaged root 
mean square error of the original EEG signal and the outputs of SLTP-BSE, AAS and 
OBS over all trails containing one cycle of BCG artifact is calculated. The results are 
presented in Table 3.6. The obtained values for INPS and RMSE show th a t SLTP-BSE 
and OBS outperform  the AAS m ethod. As can be seen from tables 3.5 and 3.6, the 
proposed m ethod gives higher INPS and RM SE indicating th a t more of the artifact has 
been removed from EEG.
However, all the  pervious experiments present the am ount of BCG artifact removed from 
the EEG signals only. Therefore, the following experiment is carried out to  show the 
amount of EEG  features rem ained untouched after deflating the BCG sources. Since the 
experim ental design includes hand movement as the task and there is a functional relation 
between hand movement and f.1 rhythm , we were interested to investigate the m odulation 
of /i rhythm  due to  performing a m otor task. The BCG artifact d istorts the EEG  signals
Table 3.5: Normalized power spectrum  ratio (INPS) for different artifact removal m ethods.
1 2 3 4 5
SLTP-BSE 6.758 7.846 9.331 6.073 7.051
AAS 5.646 6.523 7.699 4.015 6.891
OBS 6.361 6.694 7.908 5.471 7.095
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Table 3.6: Calculated RMSE for all subjects after removing BCG artifact.
1 2 3 4 5
SLTP-BSE 21.194 24.857 27.262 19.648 22.528
AAS 16.473 19.157 23.924 11.284 20.694
OBS 19.489 20.673 26.102 16.417 22.861
at fi frequencies ( 8  — 13), so assessing the behavior of the recovered g  rhythm  by the 
proposed method reflects the degree of success in the artifact removal stage. Moreover, 
investigating the changes of oscillatory brain rhythms during the brain activities provides 
useful information to associate EEG and fMRI for our future work.
The work in [90] is one of the first research which reports EEG desynchronization or 
blocking the alpha rhythm  due to motor behavior. Some research have been carried out 
to understand the change of g  rhythm  as a result of movement [91-94]. In another study, 
Formaggio et al. [95] investigated the correlation between the changes of fi rhythm  and 
BOLD signal peak. As it is shown in all the previous research, movement preparation sup­
presses n  rhythm  with a decrease in power over sensory motor areas. This pre-movement 
power change is known as event-related desynchronization (ERD) and is quantified as de­
creasing of instant power density due to movement. In this work, we use Morlet wavelet 
transform to detect the instantaneous interaction between the power of EEG signal in g, 
band and motor task. The complex Morlet wavelets w{t, fo) is defined as follows [96]:
w{t, fo) = A e x p ( ^ )  exp(2 i7r/ot) (3.29)
with a f  = lf27Tat and A  = {(T^a/^)^/^. The trade-off ratio (/o/c’’/)  is equal to 7 to create 
a wavelet family. The time varying energy E{t, fo) of a  signal at a specific frequency band 
is the squared norm of convolution of a complex wavelet and signal (EEG signal after 
removing BCG):
E{t, fo) = \w{t, fo) * x{t) 1^ (3.30)
where * indicates convolution operator. After removing artifacts from the EEG signals, the 
clean EEG is filtered between 8  — 12Hz. Then, its time-frequency transform is calculated 
to detect the power changes of g  rhythm.
Since there is no EEG recording outside the scanner, the correlation between the time- 
frequency transform for each channel and a predefined regressor is used to detect event
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Table 3.7: T-scores obtained by paired student t-test for different artifact removal methods.
1 2 3 4 5
SLTP-BSE 4.176 4..S24 5.416 3.729 4.526
AAS 3.102 3.876 4.693 3.027 4.301
OBS 3.724 4.328 4.721 3.251 4.412
related desynchronization due to  movements. The regressor is made based on the recorded 
movement triggers and stim ulus tim e onsets, such th a t the value of regressor from the 
s tart of each tria l to  1 second after movement, in which desynchronization of activity 
is expected, is set to zero and the values of regressor from 500ms after movement to  the 
end of trial, which is considered as the baseline, is set to one. GLM is used to  investigate 
the relation between the time-frequency transform  of the channels in alpha band and the 
predefined regressor. Then, two sample t-test (ERD /baseline) [97] is com puted to  find the 
channel which is more correlated w ith a  predefined regressor. The level of significance is 
set to 0.05. Table 3.7 presents T-scores obtained by paired t-test. All values are related to 
electrode C3 which has the maximum correlation with regressor. In Table 3.7, the  obtained 
T-scores are greater th an  1.96 rejecting the null hypothesis. Calculated T-scores for the 
ou tput of three artifact removal m ethods show significant improvement in the results of 
the proposed m ethod than  AAS and OBS. Topographic m ap of the correlation between the 
ERD and predefined regressor for subject 3 is given in Figure 3.17. All the  m aps show the 
activity in sensory m otor area. The obtained topographic m aps for different algorithm s 
show th a t the estim ated ERD from the results of SLTP-BSE has more correlation w ith 
the predefined regressor.
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Figure 3.17: Topographies of obtained T-scores for subject 3 using different artifact re­
moval methods.
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3.4 Conclusions
In the first part of this chapter a new method, called ICA-DHT, was proposed for the 
problem of BCG removal from EEG data. The proposed method exploits the useful 
properties of both ICA and DHT in developing a more effective BCG removal approach. 
We also proposed an adaptive dilation parameter to decrease the sensitivity of DHT to 
the selection of this parameter. The experimental results were promising and showed the 
effectiveness of the proposed method in removing the BCG artifacts.
In the second part of this chapter, a new advanced method based on linear prediction 
concept was proposed for BCG removal. The method employs a new cost function to use 
both short-term and long-term predictions jointly. The main objective of the proposed 
cost function is exploitation of the available a priori information about the BCG artifact 
to extract it. The a priori information of period of BCG artifact was imposed through the 
long-term prediction. Different experiments were carried out to investigate the robustness 
and performance of the proposed algorithm. Comparing the results of applying the SLTP- 
BSE to synthetic and real EEG data with other well known techniques implies tha t the 
proposed method is able to remove this artifact effectively.
Chapter 4
Constrained NM F for BOLD  
D etection in fMRI
4.1 Overview
The main objective of .fMRI analysis techniques is detection of BOLD from collected fMRI 
sequences. The focus of this chapter is on application of non-negative matrix factorization 
to blindly separate the sources of fMRI. As it was explained in Chapter 2, NMF is a 
BSS technique and is able to detect BOLD signal without relying on any prior knowledge 
about stimulus onset timings. This is in contrast to GLM which is the most widely used 
technique for fMRI analysis. NMF decomposes a mixture of fMRI data into a set of time 
courses and their corresponding spatial sources. Extracted time courses represent the 
brain temporal response to stimuli or artifacts. Each time course is related to a source 
known as active map and represent the active area in the brain. Ulfarsson et al. [98] state 
that a suitable fMRI analysis technique should provide sparse sources. That means having 
a small number of active (non-zero) voxels in each source. Sparsity is required because the 
brain networks of interest such as motor or visual cortexes typically have sparse spatial 
structure [98]. NMF is able to produce sparse results because it only allows non-negative 
decomposition. This feature persuades us to study the performance of NMF algorithms 
for fMRI application.
In the first part of this chapter, performance of NMF applied to a set of measured fMRI 
is investigated. There exist several NMF algorithms in the literature and no comprehen­
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sive assessment of their performances has been reported. Therefore, our objective is to 
study the results of using different cost-functions to realize which one is more suitable for 
fMRI application. Then, two constrained optimization problems (spatial and temporal 
constraints) based on NMF are proposed with the aim of obtaining the BOLD signal. The 
proposed techniques are very effective when there exist some prior knowledge about the 
spatial or temporal characteristics of brain response.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Next section provides the related works 
regarding BSS techniques for fMRI analysis. Section 4.3 brings a comparative study of 
different NMF techniques for BOLD detection followed by some experimental results. In 
section 4.4 we propose a spatially constrained NMF technique to  detect brain activity 
more efficiently due to imposing some prior knowledge about BOLD spatial pattern. Fi­
nally, in section 4.5 a temporally constrained NMF using HALS technique is developed 
to incorporate the available prior knowledge about BOLD time course. Both proposed 
methods are supported by extensive experiments using synthetic and real fMRI data.
4.2 R elated  works
The most common model-free methods applied to fMRI data are independent component 
analysis and non-negative matrix factorization. As already mentioned these methods 
detect the BOLD by decomposing a mixture containing measured fMRI data into a set of 
time courses and their corresponding spatial maps [19] [99]. Generally, separated sources 
and time courses are divided into two groups: signal of interest and signal not of interest. 
Signal of interest includes task-related, function-related and transiently task-related [19]. 
The task-related signal is referred to BOLD which is the main outcome of fMRI. If the 
brain response to a given task dies before turning off the stimulation or changes due to 
repeated stimuli, it will lead to a transiently task-related signal [19]. The function-related 
signal reveals the similarities between voxels inside a particular functional domain [1 0 0 ].
Signal not of interest includes physiology-related, motion-related and scanner related sig­
nals [19]. Breathing and heart rate are considered as the physiology-related signals. Brain 
ventricles and area containing large blood vessels are the origins of physiology-related 
signals.
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The proposed method by McKeown et al. [101] was the first application of the spatial 
ICA for fMRI analysis. In spatial ICA (SICA), each row of mixture m atrix refers to the 
vectorized form of collected fMRI image in one scan. In contrast to SICA, in temporal ICA 
(TICA) each column of mixtures refers to fMRI image acquired during one complete scan. 
In SICA, the algorithm attem pts to find a set of spatially independent components and 
their associated (unconstrained) time courses. While in TICA, the algorithm attem pts to 
find a set of temporally independent time courses and their associated spatial maps. The 
decision to choose either spatial, temporal or even both depends on desired criteria [1 0 2 ]. 
In spite of exploiting both spatial and temporal independence by some researches [102,103], 
most approaches still rely on the assumption of spatial independence due to lack of good 
understanding of the unknown brain activities and temporal dynamics of fMRI. Moreover, 
spatial ICA has lower computational complexity than TICA and this makes SICA more 
favourable for decomposing fMRI data. ICA employs different algorithms to separate 
independent sources and their associated time courses. Performance evaluation of these 
algorithms is an important issue which has been studied in some researches [104-106]. 
Distribution of sources is used to find a suitable ICA algorithm. As it has been shown in 
many researches such as the one in [105], Infomax leads to reliable results for separation 
of fMRI.
Although ICA has been found much interest in fMRI analysis, it is not able to extract 
the sparse sources effectively; mainly due to a number of zero components which makes 
higher order averages hard to handle. Moreover, ICA is not designed to suitably add extra 
constraints, while NMF is very fiexible for this purpose. This motivates us to use NMF 
as a suitable tool to analyze fMRI data. Wang et al. [99] proposed constrained NMF to 
detect active areas in the brain. They use sparsity and uncorrelatedness as constraints on 
decomposed factors. In another work they extended their method using K-mean clustering 
algorithm to improve the initialization of NMF [107]. In these works, spatial NMF is used 
to decompose a set of fMRI images into a set of non-negative sources and a set of non­
negative time courses. We also employ spatial NMF throughout this chapter. Although 
constraints such as sparsity and uncorrelatedness improve the uniqueness and therefore 
reliability of the outputs, they do not incorporate any information about the sources of 
interest. In this research, we propose two constrained NMF which impose available prior 
knowledge about the source of interest (BOLD) directly through factorization process. Not
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only do these constraints improve the results, but also lead to unique situations. Moreover, 
our proposed constraints mitigate the need for any post-processing stage to classify the 
results.
In the next section, different NMF cost functions are reviewed briefly. Then, their results 
for synthetic and real fMRI are provided. After comparing the results obtained in the 
next section, the most suitable NMF cost-function for fMRI application is selected to be 
used for the rest of the chapter.
4.3 Com parison betw een different N M F algorithm s for anal­
ysis o f fM RI
As already mentioned in Chapter 2  there are various cost functions to evaluate the error 
of factorization. Squared Euclidean distance and generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence 
are the best known and the most frequently used cost functions in NMF. Some other cost 
functions are Csiszar’s divergence [108], Bregman divergence [109], generalized divergence 
measure [110] and a or ^  divergences [111]. A suitable cost function can be determined 
based on the assumption about noise distribution. When noise has normal distribution, 
the squared Euclidean distance is an optimal choice. In some applications, such as pattern  
recognition, image processing and statistical learning, noise is not necessarily Gaussian and 
the cost functions based on information divergence are often used [4].
In this part of our research, we investigate the application of different NMF algorithms 
in order to detect BOLD. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time th a t NMF 
cost-function based on a-divergence recently derived by Cickocki’s group, is applied to 
fMRI data [112].
Recall from Chapter 2 the following problem is considered in NMF formulation. Given a 
non-negative matrix X  G containing the input data, we must find two non-negative
matrices A  G and S G such that:
X  =  A S -b V  (4.1)
where V  G represents error of factorization and J  denotes rank of factorization
and is assumed to be known or estimated by information-theoretic criterion. In order
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to complete the factorization process an appropriate cost function should be defined and 
then minimized. The following Euclidean distance shows the most widely used NMF cost 
function:
Æ  =  | |X - A S | | | .  =  ^ ( r r i ( - [ A % ) 2 ,  (4.2)
it
Multiplicative update rules for the above optimization problem have been derived by Lee 
and Seung [42]. They proved that the referred cost function would converge to a local 
minima under these update rules.
Recently, a family of new algorithms based on a-divergence has been proposed by Cichocki 
et al. [112]. The following equation shows the basic «-divergence between X  and AS:
Ja  = —,—— pr ^(3:^[AS]]^^ “ -  axit +  (« -  l)[AS]i^) (4.3)
The above equation is normally applied for «  G [0 2]. Following cost-functions are special 
cases of «-divergence that are commonly used:
Kulback-Leibler (KL) I-divergence (« —> 1):
[AS]J k l  = ^ ( %  In -  Xit  -f- [AS]ii) (4.4)
• Dual KL I-divergence (« -4- 0):
JdKL =  T ( [A S ]«  In +  Xit -  [AS]it) (4.5)
if
• Squared Hellinger divergence (« =  0.5):
JsH  = y ^ (\/[A S ]if  -  s / x l t f  (4.6)
it
• Pearson divergence (« =  2):
The choice of optimal «  depends on both the application and the data. The following 
equations present the main learning rules for «-divergence algorithms. These update rules
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are suitable for large scale NMF [111] and can be expressed as:
«Ü ^  ( a « ( E (4.8)
(4.9)
where w is the over relaxation parameter and is typically selected between 0.5 and 2. The 
over relaxation parameter accelerates the convergence and stabilizes the algorithm, «sa 
and ass are small positive parameters which are used to enforce the sparsity constraint on 
the algorithm.
In the next section, we apply these update rules to detect activated areas in the brain. 
The aim is to illustrate the performance of these NMF techniques and see whether they 
can be extended as the main tool for this application. We also compare these results with 
the results of commonly used Euclidean distance based method.
4.3 .1  E xperim ental resu lts
We used the «-divergence based NMF algorithms to detect brain activation in a set of 
synthetic and real fMRI data. In order to find optimal value of «, source separation 
procedure was repeated with different « values. Moreover, the performance of the groups 
of «  algorithms were compared with more common NMF algorithms such as Euclidean 
distance based methods.
A. Synthetic data
The simulated data was provided by the machine learning for signal processing (MLSP) 
laboratory [113]. The simulated fMRI data contains eight sources and their corresponding 
time courses (Figure 4.1). s i shows the task-related simulated source (BOLD), S2 and 
S6 are transient task-related, and the rest are the artifact related simulated sources. The 
aim of fMRI analysis methods is to separate task-related source or BOLD from the fMRI 
sequence.
In order to generate the mixtures, the m atrix containing time courses is multiplied by the 
m atrix of sources. In order to evaluate the performance of the NMF algorithms we used
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Figure 4.1; Simulated fMRI. 
the SIR value of separated task-related source. The SIR value is defined as follows [4];
SIR =  20 log Si
| S l  — S1 I I 2
(4.10)
where si is the extracted and si is the actual task-related source or BOLD. We eval­
uated the performance of Euclidean distance, KL I-divergence, dual KL I-divergence, 
square Hellinger divergence and Pearson divergence for this data set for 100 times. Our 
experiments show that the best convergence of these algorithms is obtained when the over­
relaxation parameter is cu =  1.9 and sparsity regularization parameters are Osa =  ctss =  
0.001. The average SIR was computed using (4.10). Figure 4.2 shows the computed aver­
age SIR for the results of Euclidean distance and different a —divergence based NMF algo­
rithms. It is seen from the figure that the best SIR is related to Euclidean distance which is 
29.33 dB. This value is much higher compared to the results of a —divergence based meth­
ods. Among a —divergence based NMF algorithms, KL I-divergence and square Hellinger 
divergence show higher SIR compared to dual KL I-divergence and Pearson Divergence.
It should be noted that sparsity constraint is used in Euclidean distance to obtain more 
accurate results. The regularization sparsity parameter was selected as 0.1 for this part 
of the experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Com puted SIR of source of interest for different m ethods.
B. Real fM R I  data
Real da ta  sets used in this work are taken from the SPM website [21]. The first d a ta  
set is Auditory fMRI da ta  from single subject experiment. This da ta  set, taken from the 
whole brain, was acquired by a 2T Siemens MAGNETOAI Vision scanner w ith the scan to 
scan repeat tim e (TR) of 7 seconds. The Auditory stim ulus is bi-syllabic words presented 
binaurally a t a rate  of 60 per minute. The da ta  set contains 96 scans and each scan 
consists of 64 contiguous slices (3 x 3 x 3mm voxels). The 96 scans include 8  blocks of size 
1 2 , each of which containing 6  scans under rest and 6  scans under auditory stim ulations.
The second da ta  set is a Visual fMRI d a ta  collected using a 2T Siemens M AGNETOM  
vision system. There are 360 scans during four runs each under four conditions of fixa­
tion, attention, no attention and stationary. In the  attention condition the subject was 
instructed to  detect changes and during the no attention condition the subject was in­
structed to  ju st keep the eyes open. During the attention and no attention subjects fixated 
centrally, while white dots emerged from the fixation point to  the  edge of the  screen.
The given da ta  sets needed preprocessing before separation. We have performed all the 
preprocessing steps including realignment, slice tim ing, coregistration, norm alization and 
smoothing using SPM software [21].
In the experiments on real fMRI data, we applied KL I-Divergence and Square Hellinger to 
both  d a ta  sets. Visual comparison of the results for different m ethods is difficult. Figure 
4.3 shows the extracted BOLD and its corresponding tim e course of the first d a ta  set. As 
it is seen, the  activated region is correctly detected for different brain slices.
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Figure 4.3: Auditory d a ta  analysis results obtained from KL I-divergence m ethod; (a) 
spatial m ap and (b) corresponding time course.
Figure 4.4 presents the  results of applying KL I-divergence to  the visual fMRI d a ta  set. 
We can clearly see the detected BOLD in the occipital lobe which is responsible for vi­
sual processing tasks. The extracted tim e course also verifies the tem poral behavior of 
activation.
In order to  compare the results, normalized correlation between the extracted tim e course 
and the predicted tem poral response of brain has been calculated. Temporal response of 
brain to  a specific task  can be modeled by convolving the task-waveform and the  H RF [114]. 
The results show th a t the normalized correlation between the extracted tim e course and 
the predicted brain tem poral response for the results of Euclidean distance has higher 
value than  those for the two other a —divergence based methods. The numerical results 
of this comparison for bo th  d a ta  sets are given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Visual da ta  analysis results obtained from KL I-Divergence m ethod; (a) spatial 
map and (b) corresponding time course.
4.4  P rop osed  sp atia lly  con stra in ed  N M F
In this work we use a spatial constraint to, improve the results of fMRI factorization. This 
constraint is generated based on prior knowledge about the  spatial location of BOLD 
inside the brain. The location of activity can be predicted based on available physiological 
knowledge about functionality of different area of the  brain and type of stimulus. Using 
spatial information as a constraint for NMF is a ttractive because NMF has the ability 
to learn a part-based representation of all the sources. In this work, we explore the 
potential of NMF to take advantage of this inform ation and improve the procedure of 
BOLD detection.
The proposed optim ization problem uses a decomposition model which separates the  fac­
torization result into two parts: task-related and non-task related. Task-related part refers
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Table 4.1: Normalized correlation between the extracted BOLD time course and predicted 
brain temporal response.
"^'-'--^Dataset Auditory dataset Visual dataset
KL I-Divergence 0.6950 0.8736
Square Hellinger 0.6371 0.8152
Euclidean distance 0.8689 0.9102
to the source and time course of BOLD and non task-related part refers to the remaining 
sources and time courses composed of artifacts, transiently task-related and noise compo­
nents. Based on the results obtained in the previous section Euclidean distance is selected 
as the NMF cost-function in this work. We express the proposed factorization problem as 
follows:
X  =  -j- ) (4.11)
where contains the observed fMRI data, atr E s^r E denotes the
time course and spatial map of BOLD, respectively, and Antr E g
represents the non-task related part including time, courses and sources not related to 
BOLD.
The proposed constraint is made based on prior knowledge about the spatial pattern  of 
BOLD and is applied to Str using an appropriate penalty function. Ji{str,str)  is the 
penalty term corresponding to BOLD spatial pattern  str-
&7l(Sfr; S(r) — A (|| S^ j- | |2  . || Sfr | |2  ^tr^tr) (4.12)
where str E is the available template (spatial pattern  of the activated area). The
proposed constraint attem pts to maximize the correlation between the learnt str and the 
available spatial pattern. A is a small positive coefficient known as regularization parameter 
(also called penalty factor or lagrange multiplier) tha t balances the factorization error and 
the constraint strength.
The following objective function is defined by introducing the constraints:
Sfr II2 • I II2«V — o 11^ Afitr^ntr ||jr T  A (4.13)
Update rules for Antr,^ntr,^ tr  and Str are derived by taking the gradient of objective 
function with respect to each one and using the KKT [44] conditions. The gradients of
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objective function (4.13) with respect to all factors are as follows:
=  ~ ^ ^ n t r  F  Antr^ntr^ntr +  ^tr^tr^ntr (4.14)
dAjitr
d<F
=  - X s ^  +  Antr^ntrsJr +  ^-trStrsJr (4.15)
datr
d N
— ~ - ^ n t r ^ F  Aji^j.Ajitf^jitr F  Aj^ j^.atTfStr (4.16)
dSntr
=  - a ^ X  +  a^Anfr-Snfr +  af^^irStr +  A ( || Str | |2  "Sfr j (4.17)
OStr \  11 Str ll2 /
Based on the KKT conditions the multiplicative update rules are obtained as:
v c T
A ntr  E- Antr ® W ^ c T  oT  (4.18)
■^ntr^ntr^ntr ^tr°tr^ntr
X s^
atr E- atr ® "7 % ^  j p  (4.19)
Antr^ntrStr T  atr Str S^ ^
S„tr <- S„tr ® ---------  (4 2 0 )
Antr-^ntr^ntr +  ^ntr^trStr
S t r ^ S , , m  T j ,  c  II- II ■ (4-21)^tr Anti-Snir +  ^tr^trStr +  A]|gpp||str | |2
All matrices and vectors are calculated by iteratively updating the above rules until achiev­
ing an acceptable error. As it has been mentioned in Chapter 2 , the initial value is an 
important issue for NMF as it influences the convergence of algorithm. In this work, 
we applied the multi-initialization method to find the best initial value. Furthermore, 
A should balance the trade off between the constraint and factorization error. Here, we 
propose a simple rule to update the value of A as follows:
A ^ A  +  m ( i - | | ^ ^ ^ | | ‘; " { P | | J  (4.22)
where p is a very small positive value empirically selected as 0.05. In order to obtain the 
best regularization parameter (A), the above rule is updated until reaching an acceptable 
normalized correlation between the source of interest str and spatial constraint str-
4 .4 .1  E x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l ts
In this section the performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated. The proposed 
algorithm is examined using two different datasets consisting of synthetic and real fMRI.
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A. Synthetic Data
We consider the same synthetic data used in section 4.3 for this part of experiment.
In the first part of experiments, we applied the proposed method to the synthetic mixture. 
Figure 4.5 (a) shows the spatial constraint, which is vectorized to str- The proposed 
algorithm was applied to the simulated fMRI data 100 times and when different noise 
levels added to the mixture. Based on the experiments, the optimum value of A obtained 
for the case of no noise, SNR=5dB and SNR=15dB are 0.11, 0.15 and 0.15, respectively. 
Table 4.2 shows the computed averaged SIR values for the reconstructed source of interest 
(str) and different levels of noise. The SIR is defined using (4.10) and SNR is computed 
as:
SNR =  20 log^o
IXI
l|V|U’
(4.23)
where is a matrix representing additive random Gaussian noise. As can be seen
from Table 4.2, the SIR value in the proposed method is higher compared to the uncon­
strained case. This improvement is robust against different noise levels as it is reflected 
in the table. The results of unconstrained and constrained source separation approaches 
for SNR=5dB are shown in Figure 4.5. Comparing the extracted simulated BOLD in 
these figures, reveals the ability of the proposed constraint to effectively take advantages 
of sparse part-based representation feature of NMF. Correspondingly, the extracted time 
course as a result of proposed method is more correlated with the actual square wave given 
in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.2: Average SIR values for different experiments.
unconstrained proposed method
noiseless 27.95 35.11
15dB 19.17 25.61
5dB 10.45 19.78
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B. Real fM R I Data
Similarly, the same auditory data as used in section 4.3 was considered for this experiment.
The spatial constraint is designed based on the knowledge about the type of stimulation. 
We constructed the spatial constraint using WFU-PickAtlas toolbox [115]. As the stimula­
tion does not involve any high level of auditory processing, the “primary auditory cortex” 
and “superior temporal gyrus” are considered as the regions activated due to hearing the 
words.
In order to estimate the number of sources, we used minimum description length (MDL) 
criterion [116]:
M DL(J) =  - ( M  -  J) X  A  X  In
1
M —J
(4.24)
where J  is the number of sources, M  is the total number of scans, N  is the number 
of voxels per frame and denotes the Ah largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
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Figure 4.5: (a) Spatial constraint for the simulated data. Extracted active map and its 
corresponding time course using (b) unconstrained NMF and (c) proposed method for 
SNR=5dB.
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Figure 4.6; Results of the proposed method: (a) active area in auditory region, and (b) 
its corresponding tim e course.
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Figure 4.7: Result of SPM  for the same real d a ta  set; (a) design m atrix, (b) active area 
in auditory region, and (c) predefined regressor using stim ulus onset times.
X X ^ . A proper value of J  € 1, . . .  , M  which minimizes the  above function is selected as 
the num ber of hidden sources. The obtained num ber of sources for this experim ent was 
35. Therefore, we set K  =  34 as the to tal num ber of non task-related sources and one 
remaining source indicating the source of interest (s^r).
Figure 4.6 represents the active area and its corresponding tim e course obtained using 
the proposed m ethod. To determ ine the value of param eter A for real da ta  and examine 
the convergence of the proposed m ethod, we ran  the algorithm  70 times. The results of 
experiments show th a t A converges to  a value in the  range of [0.11 0.12] according to 
(4.22).
The normalized correlation between the estim ated BOLD tim e course, and the ex­
pected BOLD tim e course was calculated to compare the performance of the algorithm . 
The expected BOLD time course is obtained by convolving HRF and task-waveform of the 
fMRI experiment [114]. Our experiments show th a t the normalized correlation between 
the estim ated BOLD time course and the expected one has the maximum value of 0.9123.
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This correlation value is 0.8584 for the case of unconstrained separation, which is smaller.
Finally, we compared the results of the proposed method to the results of SPM which is a 
benchmark in this field. Figure 4.7 shows the generated design m atrix by SPM. Since the 
data set is recorded in a block design experiment, a box car waveform is used to simulate 
active and rest periods for the stimuli function. This box car waveform is placed in the 
first column of design matrix as seen in Figure 4.7(a). The last column in the design 
m atrix is constant similar to the last column in all other design matrices. After estimating 
the parameters, one sample t-test is used to detect the voxels which are activated due 
to presenting auditory stimuli. The obtained spatial maps by SPM are shown in Figure 
4.7(b). It is found from Figures 4.6 and 4.7 tha t the detected active region using the 
proposed method matches the results of SPM, which confirms the correctness of the result 
of the proposed method. Figure 4.7(c) presents the predicted temporal response of the 
brain used by SPM as a regressor. This response is generated by convolving the stimuli 
function and HRF.
4.5 Proposed tem porally constrained N M F
In some experiments where stimulus onset time is available, temporal response of the brain 
can be predicted. This can be achieved by convolving the stimulus onset time sequence 
with HRF. GLM uses the predicted temporal brain response to detect active area inside 
the brain directly. Using predicted brain response as a constraint for BSS techniques leads 
to a semi-blind algorithm which makes these algorithms more intelligent. Moreover, in 
contrast to model-based techniques semi-blind algorithms does not rely only on predefined 
brain response.
One of the suitable NMF-based methods for imposing the constraint on the source of 
interest is called hierarchical alternating least squares (HALS) proposed by Cichocki et 
al. [45]. We use this method to add prior knowledge about fMRI experiment to detect 
the active regions. The advantage of HALS is in using a set of local cost functions and 
performing simultaneous or sequential (one-by-one) minimization of these local cost func­
tions. Recall from Chapter 2 tha t the local cost function based on Euclidean distance is 
defined as follows:
j F  =  t | |X « - a , - b J ’|||, (4.25)
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for j  = 1,2, . . . ,J  subject to aj > 0 and b j > 0. Moreover, A  =  [ai, a 2 , a j ]  and for 
simplicity we define B  =  =  [bi, b 2 , hj].  Matrix can be expressed as
XÜ) =  X  -  ^  a p b j =  X  -  A B ^ +  a ^ b j
PT^ j
(4.26)
J  is the rank of approximation (number of sources) which is either chosen based on the 
prior knowledge or is estimated by some information-theoretic criteria such as MDL [116].
The possibility of locally optimizing each column of A  and each row of S allows us to add 
our desired constraint to one of the local cost functions (e.g. for j  = 1). Here we propose 
a constrained optimization problem which exploits the prior knowledge as a constraint 
in the decomposition process. We expect tha t this constraint improves the results of 
factorization. Another advantage of this constraint is to avoid the need for additional 
heuristics or classifiers to extract the task-related signal after decomposition.
In a typical block design fMRI experiment, the stimulus is applied according to a task 
waveform. The task waveform generally has several periods of rest alternating with several 
periods of activation and can be simply simulated using a square wave shown in Figure 
4.8 (a). The response of the brain to a particular task is modeled by convolving the task 
waveform with HRF. The output of this operation is called reference function and is highly
ACTIVATÎON ACTIVATION ACTIVATION ACTIVATION L  L  L  J L  L  /L  /V.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Task-waveform for a typical fMRI block design experiment, (b) HRF 
function and (c) predicted temporal response of the brain.
correlated with BOLD time course. Figure 4.8 (c) presents the predicted brain response 
in temporal domain for given task-waveform in Figure 4.8 (a). We apply the reference 
function as a template, representable by vector r, to one of the HALS local cost functions. 
This template is applied to only one of the time courses (a^), which is desired to be the 
BOLD time course. Furthermore, sparsity conditions is applied to all source vectors (b j) . 
The following equations describe the local cost functions related to the proposed NMF
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problem:
-  a jb j i l l  +  agp||bj||i for jV p (4.27)
-  apbjillr +  ^ | | r  -  apll^ +  o;sp||bp||i for j = p  (4.28)
where j  = 1 ,2 ,.. .p , . . .  J ,  and p is the index of time course of interest, asp > 0 and 
p > 0 are the regularization parameters controlling the level of sparsity and influence of 
the template, respectively. Moreover, H'H^  represents ^i-norm. In order to calculate the
update rules first the gradients of defined local cost-functions with respect to a j ,h j  are
computed as follows:
= a J 3ijhj -  X(^)^aj -  asplNxi  (4.29)
Va,, =  a jb T b j -  X (;)bj for j  f  p  (4.30)
Vap =  apb jbp  -  X^^hp  -  p{r -  a^) for j  = p  (4.31)
Based on the KKT conditions the following equations should be satisfied:
bj ® [a ja jb j -  X^^^^aj -  ttsplivxi] =  0 (4.32)
Rj ® [a^bjbj — X -^^^bj] =  0 for j  p (4.33)
ap ® [apbjbp -  X^^hp -  p (r -  ap)] =  0 for j  =  p (4.34)
Then, the update rule can be derived as follows:
bo i—m a x { e ,( X ^ - ^ ^ ^ a j  -  o;spl7Vxi)} j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  J  (4.35)' 1 > J.XJ.CA>^  1 C. J rinaTaj
aj f -  max{e, X^-^^bj} for j ^ p  (4.36)
" j  b j
ap 4- max{e, -■■-—^ - -(X^^^bp +  pr)} for j  = p  (4.37)
P + UpUp
The proposed optimization problem can be implemented using the above update rules. 
Therefore, we perform the standard HALS algorithm [45] for NMF, with considering the 
proposed constraint. In other words, the standard HALS algorithm which is an iterative 
process has a different update rule for p th  column of A. This modified algorithm is shown 
as a pseudocode in Algorithm 4.1.
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A lg o rith m  4.1: Temporally constrained NMF.
Input: X G input data, J: rank of optimization.
Output: A G R^^-^ and S = G R i ^ ^ .
1 begin
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
ALS or random nonnegative initialization for A and S =  B^.
foreach a, of A  do a, <—- a j / | |a j ||2
repeat
for j  =  1 to  J  do 
if j  7  ^p then
I ay<-ay + 5^[(XBl,-A[B^B],j 
else
I -  A[B^B|j + a,bp, + H
end
b; <- b,- 4- ^^ [[X ^A ]j -  B[A^A]j -  Ospl^vxi] 
end
until a stopping criterion is met]
14 end
4.5.1 E xperim ental results
We conducted extensive experiments on both synthetic and real data to show the perfor­
mance of the proposed method and its ability to separate the source of interest. We first 
introduce the data set which is used in our experiments. Then, the results of the proposed 
algorithm on both synthetic and real fMRI data are presented.
A. Synthetic data
Synthetic data generated as a set of 32 mixtures by multiplying a 32 x 5 m atrix consisting 
of 4 random columns and one noisy square-wave column (time course of interest), with 
5 sources taken from NMFLAB provided by RIKEN group [117]. The image sources are 
shown in Figure 4.9. The reference function (template) was chosen as a square wave, 
normalized to one, with the same period. In the first part of this experiment, we ran the 
proposed algorithm 50 times for different values of p  in the range of 0 to 1. The number 
of iterations for this experiment was 100 with asp = 0.01. Then, the average value of 
correlation (denoted as Cav) between the estimated and the original time course of 
interest was calculated for each p. A  m ulti-start initialization strategy was used. The 
results of this experiment are given in Table 4.3. As it is seen from the table, the highest
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Figure 4.9; Synthetic source images.
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Figure 4.10; (a) Original (left) and separated sources (right) of interest, (b) the corre­
sponding original time course (left) and separated time course (right).
correlation occurs at around p  =  0.1. However, the average correlation for p  < 0.04 is 
significantly low, whereas this value decreases slowly for p > 0.3. This trend indicates 
that the proposed algorithm can successfully extract the desired source and time course 
in a reasonable range of p. Figure 4.10 represents the recovered source image and the 
corresponding time course in a single trial experiment for /i =  0 .1 .
In the next part, the performance of the proposed method was evaluated for a fixed p = 0.1 
and different noise levels. Table 4.4 represents the average SNR for source of interest in a 
100 trial experiment when Gaussian noise with varying variance of 0 to 0.5 was added.
B. Real fM R I  data
Real fMRI data used in this section is the auditory fMRI data set which is also used in 
section 4.3.
The temporal constraint is produced as before and the reference function is generated 
based on experimental design which is a square wave with a period of 1 2  scans ( 6  rest 
and 6  active). Then, this task waveform is convolved with HRF to obtain the predicted 
temporal response of the brain. The predicted BOLD time course for this real data  is
Table 4.3; Average value of correlation between the estimated and the original time 
course of interest for p E  [0 1].
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.5 0 .7 1.0
0.2398 0.3408 0 .5976 0.6377 0.8091 0.9771 0.9981 0.9969 0.9977 0 .9969 0.9963 0.9959
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Table 4.4: SNR values for different noise variance (x G [0 0.5], asp =  0.01 and // =  0.1.
a 0 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
SNR(dB) 68.3 63.2 61.1 58.8 57.1 56.1 55.0
!
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: The results of applying proposed technique to auditory data: (a) the separated 
BOLD, (b) the extracted time course.
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Figure 4.12: ICA result for the same auditory fMRI data: (a) BOLD, (b) time course, 
shown in Figure 4.8 (c).
We use a multi-initialization method using 30 iterations in order to find the best initial 
values for A and B. The main algorithm was then performed in 500 iterations. The 
sparsity factor asp was set to 0.1 in all real fMRI experiments. As seen from Figure 4.11
(a), the detected source well represents the BOLD area in the brain image.
In order to check the performance of the proposed method against changes in p  we eval­
uated the success rate when p  varies from 0 to 1. The algorithm was repeated 100 times 
and the average success rate was calculated, which is given in Table 4.5. From tfiis table 
we observed that the highest success rate is achieved for 0.5 < p < 0.7.
Table 4.5: Success rate for different values of p.
0 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Success rate(%) 16.1 21.1 60.2 78.0 64.6 62.1 54.5
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Furthermore, we analyzed the same auditory data using SPM software [21]. The results 
of BOLD detection using SPM has already been given in Figure 4.7. It is found tha t the 
results of our proposed method matches tha t of SPM, indicating good performance of the 
proposed method.
For further assessments, we also applied ICA to the real fMRI data to find the active area 
in the brain. Infomax was used in this experiment and the number of sources was the 
same as that in our previous NMF experiments, i.e. 35. The active area detected by ICA 
is compatible with the obtained result from our experiment. Figure 4.12 illustrates the 
detected BOLD using ICA method. In all methods the activation is observed in auditory 
region of the brain. However, the sparse nature of the result of our proposed method 
(Figure 4.11 (a)) leads the BOLD area to be distinguishably detected compared to both 
SPM and ICA results.
4.6 Conclusions
The problem of BOLD detection using source separation was presented in this chap­
ter. First, five different variations of NMF were applied to fMRI data. These methods 
include Euclidean distance. Dual KL I-divergence, KL I-divergence, square Hellinger di­
vergence, and Pearson divergence. In contrast to Euclidean distance based method, the 
a —divergence based methods consider non-Gaussian distribution for noise in the factor­
ization process. We then presented the simulation results of these methods. It is observed 
tha t the a —divergence methods are very sensitive to selection of over-relaxation param eter 
which is a disadvantage. However, the separation results of these techniques were correct 
and comparable to those obtained by applying Euclidean distance based method.
In the second part of the chapter, we proposed a spatially constrained NMF technique to 
detect the task-related component in fMRI. The aim of applying the proposed constraint 
was to use the additional available physiological information related to the location of 
BOLD. Using such spatial constraint for the sources within NMF factorization algorithm 
allows us to benefit more from the part-based representation property of NMF. The ex­
tensive simulation results confirmed the ability of the proposed method to correctly detect 
the active area.
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In the third part, a temporally constrained NMF algorithm for separation of active area 
in the brain from fMRI data was proposed. In order to apply the prior knowledge about 
time course of the source of interest, we proposed to use a template and added a penalty 
function to one of the local cost functions in the HALS algorithm. We then computed 
the update rules for the proposed constrained HALS cost function. This constrained 
optimization problem was applied to the auditory fMRI data yielding encouraging results. 
The advantage of using constraint was more obvious when different noise levels were added 
to the input data. It was shown that the proposed constrained methods have better 
performance especially when the level of input noise is high.
The proposed methods in this chapter demonstrated the advantages of applying semi­
supervised source separation procedures for fMRI applications. In contrast to GLM which 
relies only on the predefined model and BSS which decomposes fMRI data  blindly, semi­
blind techniques bridge between these two methods. In other words, semi-blind techniques 
use the constraint(s) as an indication to find a more accurate solution.
Chapter 5
Construction of fMRI Time 
Course from EEC Signal by 
Semi-Blind Extraction of Rolandic 
B eta
5.1 Overview
In this chapter a BSE technique based on linear prediction is developed to extract rolandic 
beta rhythm  from EEC signals. The EEC beta rhythm  over cortex central region refers 
to rolandic beta rhythm. This rhythm, which is modulated during various motor and 
cognitive task, is measured by electrode 03 and 04 over motor cortex. Our main objective 
is to investigate the amplitude variations in beta rhythm  due to performing a motor task. 
In other words, it is desired to detect event-related synchronization in beta band. We 
call the proposed method CLP-BSE standing for constrained-linear-prediction BSE. The 
reason for employing linear prediction is its ability to extract sources which are temporally 
correlated. The proposed constraint has a spatio-temporal structure designed to extract 
the beta rhythm. This constraint is derived from recorded EEC signals based on some prior 
knowledge about the frequency and location of the source of interest. The output of CLP- 
BSE is used to construct a regressor for analysis of fMRI data collected simultaneously 
with EEC. The performance of our method is empirically evaluated using both synthetic
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and real EEG data. The obtained results confirm that this technique is able to extract 
rolandic beta rhythm from other contaminating signals effectively.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, the literature of event-related 
oscillation and common methods used to analyze this phenomenon are reviewed. Section 
5.3 describes the mathematical details of the proposed algorithm. Then, the results of 
applying CLP-BSE to synthetic and real EEC are presented.
5.2 R elated  works
The changes in synchronous activity of the neuronal population cause event-related vari­
ations in the amplitude of EEC oscillations [118]. There are two strong event-related 
changes in brain oscillations: event-related desynchronization in alpha rhythm  and event- 
related synchronization in beta rhythm. Movement preparation suppresses EEC oscillation 
in both alpha and beta rhythms over the sensory motor area [90,93,94]. This phenomenon 
is known as event-related desynchronization and starts approximately one second before 
the movement. At movement onset alpha decreases and beta increases. Following move­
ment termination while alpha rhythm  returns to the baseline, beta power also returns to 
baseline and exceeds premovement level [119,120]. This sharp increase in the power of beta 
band is known as event-related synchronization or post movement beta rebound (PMBR). 
Using the information obtained from EEC rhythms as a regressor for fMRI analysis enables 
us to localize the BOLD which is correlated with a specific neuronal rhythm. Concurrent 
recording of EEC and fMRI is a useful technique and provides further opportunity for 
researchers.
Most of the methods used for estimation of ERD/ERS, measure the power changes of EEC 
signals in the corresponding frequency band after averaging over a number of trials con­
taining the movement. Since the event-related oscillation is a non-phase-locked response 
and varies from one trial to another, the estimation and analysis of ERD/ERS is a diffi­
cult task for single trial measurement. Studying variability in amplitude, latency or scalp 
distribution of ERD/ERS over consecutive trials reveals im portant information about cog­
nitive and physiological states [121]. Therefore, a method tha t can extract ERD/ERS in 
single trial recording with acceptable quality is essential for this purpose. Moreover, such 
a method allows us to have shorter experiment time which is helpful for subjects with
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impairment in motor or cognitive performance [1 2 2 ]. Some techniques are developed to 
analyse evoked brain potential (time and phase locked response) and event-related oscilla­
tion (time and non-phase locked response) in single trial. Majority of approaches used for 
this purpose are based on BSS. For example, in [121] ICA was used to identify and localize 
event-related potential in single trial multi-channel EEC data. Lee et al. [123] proposed an 
ICA-based spatio-temporal method to analyze single trial post-movement beta synchroni­
sation in Magnetoencephalography (MEC) data. In another research, R itter et al. [124] 
used BSS to separate the rolandic alpha and beta rhythms from EEC signal recorded while 
performing a motor task. Their results show that the extracted sources i.e. rolandic alpha 
and beta rhythms are more correlated with motor task than raw EEC signals recorded at 
channels C3 and C4.
In this chapter, we propose a BSE method based on linear prediction to extract beta 
rhythm in time domain from EEC signals. In all the methods based on BSS, the recorded 
EEC signals are considered as weighted linear combination of underlying cortical source 
signals. These weights are related to the distance between the cortical source regions or 
patches and the electrodes, the orientation of the cortical patch relative to the electrodes, 
and the electrical properties of the intervening tissues (cortex, cerebral spinal fluid, skull, 
and skin). However, the inherent scaling ambiguity does not allow an exact estimations of 
these weights. To solve this problem several attem pts have been made to incorporate the 
available signal characteristics and to develop semi-blind source separation techniques.
In this work, the spatio-temporal information about the source of interest representing the 
EEG activity in the beta band is used to extract the rolandic beta rhythm  in a single trial 
recording. This information is added as a constraint to a linear predictor. The constraint 
is called spatio-temporal since it is built up as a result of filtering the recoded EEG signal 
from a specific region of scalp. The main objective of the proposed method is to enhance 
the SNR for the extracted rhythm leading to better demonstrating of variations in the 
amplitude of this rhythm. Incorporating these information increases the quality measure 
of post-movement beta rebound in EEG data used in this work. Although, the proposed 
method is applied to the EEG signal in the time domain, it also considers the information 
about the frequency content of the source of interest.
Computing PMBR, requires a technique to obtain the power of extracted rolandic beta 
rhythm in different frequency bins. The most common method to assess the frequency
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content of EEG is Fourier transform [125]. In order to detect lack or existence of specific 
frequency components in some time-intervals, a simultaneous time-frequency decomposi­
tion is needed. One possible option is short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The main 
drawback of STFT is using a fix window size for all frequencies which may lead to los­
ing EEG information in very low or very high frequencies. Wavelet analysis is a good 
solution for this problem and can provide a better trade off between time and frequency 
resolutions. Storti et al. [126] used wavelet transform to analyze the EEG signals recorded 
simultaneously with fMRI. We use complex Morelet wavelet here to study the behavior of 
power of extracted rolandic beta rhythm.
5.3 Proposed LP-based blind source extraction
Recalling from Ghapter 2, the BSS problem is defined as follows.
Assume x(t) = [xi{t), X2 {t), .. .,Xm{t)]'^ denotes m  observed EEG signals at time t, which 
are weighted sum of n  individual sources s{t) = [si(t), sgff),...,Sn(^)]^  at time t:
x{t) = A s { t ) +  v{t) (5.1)
where A  denotes an m x n matrix called mixing matrix and v  =  [u i(t),V2{ t ) , . . . , Vm{t ) ]  is
the noise vector. In EEG applications, columns of mixing matrix represent the projections
from sources to the scalp electrodes. In BSS techniques, the source signals are retrieved 
by determining an n x  m  separation matrix W :
y[t) = W x(t) (5.2)
where y{t) '= lyi{t), y2 {t), • •. ,?/n(^)]^ is the n  x 1 estimated source signals at time t. The 
estimated source signal yj{t) is modeled by an AR process as follows (for simplicity of 
notations we drop index j):
K
e(t) =  y{t) 4 - ^  hpy{t -  p) (5.3)
p = i .
= y{t) + b^ÿ(t)
=  w ^x(t) — b^w ^x(t)
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where e{t) represents the prediction error, K  is prediction order, b  =  [6 1 , 6 2 , • • • ? are 
weights of prediction, w  =  [wi,W2 , . Wm]'^, ÿ{t) — [y{t -  l ) ,y { t  -  2 ) , . . .  ,y{t -  K)]'^ and 
x{t) = [x{t — 1 ) ,  — 2 ) , . . . ,  x{t — K)]'^. In order to estimate the source signal, the error
of prediction should be minimized:
J { w , h )  = ^ E { e ‘^ {t)} (5.4)
The proposed method extends the model introduced in (5.3) to exploit the prior infor­
mation about the location, temporal structure and bandwidth of the source of interest. 
These information are imposed using a reference signal obtained by bandpass filtering of 
EEG signal recorded by electrodes placed in the expected location of source of interest. 
W hat follows presents the proposed constrained minimization problem:
min J7(w, b), s.t. -  E{{y{t)r{t)) ‘^ }Ÿ  (5.5)
w , b
where r  =  [ r ( l) ,r (2 ) , .. .r(T )]^  is the reference signal defined based on the location and 
frequency content of the source of interest. ^ is a suitably chosen positive constant rep­
resents the maximum expected correlation between r  and source of interest. The above 
constrained minimization problem can be converted to an unconstrained function as fol­
lows:
J c { w ,  b) =  ^ E { e ^ { t ) }  +  A(4 -  E { { y { t ) r { t ) f ] f  (5.6)
where A is the regularization parameter which stabilizes the tradeoff-ratio between the
i7(w, b) and the constraint. The standard stochastic gradient descent algorithm [32]
is used to estimate w  and b  which minimizes the proposed cost function. The partial 
derivatives of J7c(w, b) with respect to w  and b  are calculated as follows:
-  2 w ^  6 p R i ( p )  ( 5 . 7 )
p = i
K K
+  ^  ^  h p h q R i i p  -  q)
p= l  q=\
-  4A(^ -  (0)w) ( v y ^ R ^ r (0))
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VA; = 1,...A:: (5.8)
=  -E{e {t )y{ t  -  k)} =  -w ^R x(/c)w  
K
+  ^  6pW ^Ri(p - /c)w,
p=i
where bk is A;th element of b, R ^ =  E { x x ^ }  and Rxr =  E {xr^}  are the correlation 
matrices, and x  is the whitened version of x. The learning rules for w  and b  are derived 
by substituting the derivatives obtained in (5.7-5.8 ) into the stochastic gradient descent 
approach.
K
w(“‘^ i) =  Y j &pRx(p) (5.9)
p = i
K  K
+ Y  E  - g)
p=l q=l
-  4A(( -  w W ^R ^r(0 )w)(w("")^R^r(0 ))]
V A: =  1 , . . .  A  : (5.10)
^(u+l) _  (^u) _
K i
4- Y j Rx(p -  /c)w^“)],
p=i
where r/w and %  are step sizes and and are the updated parameters. We
used fixed step sizes for this method.
The regularization parameter. A, is made variable starting from a high value and decreasing 
toward zero. We used the following function for this variation:
where Aq is initial value of A, 7  is a positive scalar selected within (0 1] and i tr  is the 
iteration counter.
The above updates are carried out for all the sources from 1 to n and the procedure of 
updating the values of w  and b  is repeated to minimize (5.6). It is im portant to note
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that normalization of w  is necessary after each iteration to preserve the column norm of 
separation matrix.
5 .3 .1  E x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l ts
Two sets of data including synthetic and real EEG data are used to evaluate the perfor­
mance of the proposed method. The results are represented in this section.
A. Synthetic EEG
Ten sources including EEG rhythms and noise are used to generate a set of synthetic EEG 
signals (Figure 5.1). The EEG rhythms are derived from real EEG data. These rhythms 
belong to five different frequency bands: delta (si), theta (s2), alpha (s3), beta (s4 and 
s5) and gamma (s6 ). s4 is related to lower beta band (13 — 17 Hz), s5 represents the upper 
beta band (17 — 26 Hz) and s7-sl0 are random uniform noise. Sampling rate of synthetic 
EEG signals is 128Hz. In order to generate the synthetic EEG signal similar to the real 
scenario, we followed the model of the brain described in [127-129]. In this model EEG 
signals, denoted by X  in (5.12), are represented by an m x T  matrix, where m  is the
number of electrodes and T  is the number of time samples.
m
X  =  H M S  +  N  =  ^  UqiUqSq +  N  (5.12)
q r= l
In this expression H  is an m x 3n matrix describing the forward mixing model of the n 
sources to the m  electrodes, M  is a 3n x n  matrix describing the orientation of the n  
sources and S is an n x T  m atrix containing the time-courses of sources. In this work. 
Brainstorm  software^ is used to create the forward model. We used a three layer spherical 
head model with conductivities of 0.33, 0.0042, and 0.33/xS/cm, for scalp, skull, and brain, 
respectively. The generated synthetic sources are placed in different locations inside the 
brain. The location of sources are shown in Figure 5.2. Then, EEG signals in 19 channels 
are obtained using (5.12). In the last step, Gaussian noise is added to all the channels 
to obtain synthetic data with different SNRs. The reference signal r  is reconstructed 
based on the knowledge about the location of the source of interest. In this work, we are 
interested to extract EEG oscillations in upper-beta band in motor cortex. So, a (17 — 25 
Hz) bandpaiss filtering in channel C3 is undertaken to obtain the reference signal.
 ^http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/
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Figure 5.1: Simulated EEG sources.
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Figure 5.2: Source locations inside the brain.
In order to evaluate the results, two different experiments are carried out. In the first 
experiment, the algorithm is executed for diSerent values of prediction order started from 
2 to 25 to find the optimal value. It should be noted that, in this experiment A is set to
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Figure 5.4: Trend of updating A versus number of iterations.
zero. The following performance index is used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm 
for different prediction orders [32].
(5.13)
where n is the number of extracted sources. This is equivalent to P /2  as used in Chapter 
3 where more details have been provided. Smaller values for this index indicate better 
quality of source extraction.
Figure 5.3 shows the obtained performance indices for different prediction orders. It is 
seen that P / i  reaches to its minimum value for 10 < p < 17. Based on the obtained results 
for this experiment the prediction order is set to 12 in the subsequent simulations.
In the second experiment the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with 
those obtained using other well-established BSS methods. The performance indices utilized 
here can show the capability of the proposed method to extract the source of interest. The
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first index measures the correlation between the extracted source as the beta rhythm and 
the actual one:
P / ,  =  1 0 1 o g , o | - = 4 ^ M ™ - l |  (5.14)^{y{t),s{t )){y{t) ,s{t) )  
where y{t) is the source of interest extracted by the algorithm and s{t) is the actual source. 
Smaller values of this index show better performance of the algorithm.
The second index measures the RMSE between the extracted source of interest and actual 
one:
P /s  =  101ogio((y(t) -  s(f)), {y{t) -  s{t))) (5.15)
Similar to previous index, y{t) is the extracted source as rolandic beta rhythm  by the 
proposed method, and s{t) is the actual source. Smaller values of this index show better 
performance of the algorithm.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present the values of P / 2  and P / 3  for LP-BSE, CLP-BSE, Infomax 
and SOBI when different noise levels are added to the mixture. LP-BSE refers to source 
extraction based on linear prediction when no constraint is incorporated. Infomax and 
SOBI are well known ICA algorithms which are proposed by Bell et al. [34] and Belouchrani 
et al. [29] respectively. As can be seen from the tables, the proposed method outperforms 
other methods. In addition to imposing the constraint, assumption of having colored 
sources based on autoregressive model leads to improved results. This assumption makes 
the linear predictor-based techniques suitable for extracting periodic and semi-periodic 
sources such as EEG rhythms. It is also seen from Table 5.1 tha t SOBI which is based 
on second order statistics and uses similar assumption about the sources, shows highest 
performance after CLP-BSE. The results presented in Table 5.1 are obtained when 0.5 
and 0.9 are selected for parameters Aq and 7  respectively. Figure 5.4 represents the trend 
of changing value of A during the source extraction procedure. As seen, the effect of 
constraint is higher at the beginning but it decreases at the iterations evolved.
Table 5.1: Obtained values for P / 2  (in dB) for diifferent methods.
LP-BSE CLP-BSE Infomax SOBI
no-noise -19.46 -26.96 -16.81 -22.29
20 -15.49 -22.43 -14.08 -18.18
15 -12.93 -16.53 -10.84 -13.15
10 -9.82 -12.63 -8.29 -10.17
5 -7.59 -11.34 -7.03 -8.65
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Table 5.2: Obtained values for P i s  (in dB) for different m ethods.
LP-BSE CLP-BSE Infomax SOBI
no-noise -38.924 -48.289 -27.215 -42.904
20 -22.873 -41.481 -21.0642 -30.738
15 -18.694 -26.734 -16.384 -20.582
10 -11.216 -19.559 -12.472 -13.941
5 -9.725 -15.428 -10.0967 -10.627
-  Original source
-  LP-BSE
-  CLP-BSE 
Infomax
-SOBI
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Figure 5.5: (a) E x tracted  source of interest by different methods, and (b) topographic 
projection of the estim ated mixing weights by CLP-BSE for source of interest, when the 
input SNR is 5dB.
Figure 5.5 shows the extracted source of interest, for input SNR=5dB, by different m eth­
ods. As it is seen from the figure, the extracted be ta  rhythm  using the CLP-BSE well 
approxim ates the original source. The estim ated weights corresponding to the extracted  
beta  rhythm  is also shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The topographic map after projection shows 
th a t the maximum weight occurs in the left side of the m otor area where the  original 
source in the upper be ta  rhythm  has been placed.
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B. Real EEG-fMRI data
Simultaneous EEG-fMRI data used in this chapter is similar to what has been used in 
Chapter 3 provided by. Institute of Neuroimaging, King’s College London. All the pre­
processing steps including artifact removal, down-sampling in time and space domain and 
filtering are performed as described in section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3.
After preprocessing, the proposed method is applied to segments of real EEC signal to 
extract the beta rhythm  from other contaminating biological and measurement induced 
interferences such as residual of gradient artifact. Figure 5.6 (a) shows the results of 
factorization for one sample segment of data. The third extracted source, yg, represents 
the brain activity in the beta band. The corresponding extracted topographic map in 
Figure 5.6 (b) also shows the region of activity in the left area of primary motor cortex.
In order to obtain the time-frequency transform of the signal we use wavelet transform. 
As it has been mentioned complex Morlet wavelet is used here to compute time-varying 
representation of the energy of the EEC signal. Recalling from Chapter 3, the complex 
Morlet wavelet w{t, fo) is formulated as follows [96]:
w{t, fo) = A e x p ( ^ )  exp(2 i7r/o^) (5.16)
with cry  =  l/27rat and A  = ( c r ^ ^ / ï r ) ^ /^ .  The trade-off ratio ( / o / < T y )  is equal to 7  to create 
a wavelet family. We created a family of Morlet wavelet at 1 Hz frequency intervals in the 
range of 1 3  to 3 0  Hz. The time-varying energy E{t, f o )  of a signal at a specific frequency 
band can be calculated by convolving the complex wavelet with signal ( 5 . 1 7 ) .
E { tJo )  = |w(t, fo) * y{t)P ( 5 . 1 7 )
Figure 5.7 (a) shows the estimated power time course of yg. The amplitude of this time 
course represents the power of signal in beta band. The calculated time-frequency trans­
form for rolandic beta rhythm obtained by filtering the EEC signal from channel C3 is 
also shown in Figure 5.7 (b). Pink dashed lines in the figure show the movement triggers. 
The post-movement beta rebound in Figure 5.7 (a) is more visible than that in Figure 5.7 
(b).
We also calculated the ERS values for the results of the proposed and conventional filtering
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Figure 5.6: Extraction results using CLP-BSE: (a) the estim ated source signals and (b) 
topographic m ap of the estim ated sources, yg as the extracted rolandic be ta  rhythm  
presents brain activity in m otor cortex area.
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Figure 5.7: Power spectrum  of the rolandic beta rhythm ; (a) estim ated by CLP-BSE and
(b) extracted  by filtering.
technique to  compare the performance. A bandpass butterw orth  filter w ith suitable cut-off 
frequencies is used to filter the  EEG signal and then wavelet transform  is used to  calculate 
the power tim e course. The recorded EEG by channel C3 is used as input of the filter. 
The following equation is used to calculate the ERS:
_  {Pgctivation Prest) ^ ^qq
P.
(5.18)
rest
where PacHvation is the signal power when beta  rebound occurs and Prest is the signal 
power during the specific reference interval. ERSs are calculated for three frequency 
bands covering the beta  rhythm . Table 5.3 presents the averaged values for ERSs of each 
subject. The obtained results for ERS show th a t the spatio-tem poral constraint improves 
the signal to noise ratio of the signal representing the brain activity in be ta  band. The 
frequency bin which has the maximum power in each band is used to  calculate the ERS. 
The highest values for ERS are obtained for frequencies between 17 — 22Hz.
As described above, the power tim e course of the EEG signal in beta-band is obtained 
using wavelet transform. The calculated power tim e course represents the  instantaneous 
interaction between the EEG activity in be ta  band and m otor task. Power tim e course is 
then convolved with the HRF to make the regressor for flMRI analysis. This regressor is
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Table 5.3: Percentage of calculated ERS for different techniques (%).
Subject
12-16 Hz 17-22 Hz 23-30 Hz
Filtering CLP-BSE Filtering CLP-BSE Filtering CLP-BSE
1 73 96 ‘ 152 214 25 38
2 67 89 183 236 46 59
3 62 87 125 198 45 67
4 53 85 .96 239 34 47
5 47 69 89 172 27 41
used to predict the BOLD response in fMRI data which are collected simultaneously with 
EEG. This is used for the purpose of EEG-fMRI integration in the next chapter.
5.4 Conclusions
Gonstruction of the fMRI time course has been followed in this chapter. A new method 
to extract rolandic beta rhythm  was proposed. The method is a semi-blind technique 
based on linear prediction which uses the a priori information about the source of interest 
through the source extraction procedure. Linear predictor is a suitable technique to model 
the colored or periodic sources such as EEG brain rhythms. Moreover, imposing the 
proposed spatio-temporal constraint leads to incorporating the additional information and 
improving the quality of the extracted source of interest. The results obtained for synthetic 
and real EEG confirmed the ability of the proposed method to extract beta rhythm. The 
power time course of the extracted beta rhythm  was computed using complex Morelet 
wavelet to calculate the ERS for this rhythm. The results indicated tha t employing the 
proposed constraint enhances the computed values for ERS. The calculated power time 
course will be used in next chapter to build up the regressor for fMRI analysis and localize 
regions in the brain which are responsible for post movement beta rebound.
Chapter 6
A Partially Constrained Tensor 
Factorization Approach for 
EEG-fM RI Fusion
6.1 Overview
In chapter 1 , it was stated tha t EEG-fMRI integration reveals new information about 
brain functionality which can not be observed in EEG or fMRI individually. Generally, the 
relationship between synchronous neuronal activity and BOLD is not clear. Simultaneous 
recording of EEG and fMRI provides the opportunity to identify different areas of the 
brain involved during EEG events. In this chapter a novel partially constrained semi­
blind technique is proposed to investigate the correlation between post-movement beta 
rebound and BOLD. The proposed method uses a constraint to incorporate information 
derived from EEG signal into fMRI analysis procedure. This information was obtained 
after EEG analysis using the proposed method in Ghapter 5. PARAFAC2  as a tensor 
factorization algorithm is selected for the purpose of EEG-fMRI fusion in this chapter. 
The main advantage of using PARAFAG2 is capability to analyze data in multi-modes 
rather than two modes. This feature provides valuable information about BOLD and its 
time course. Moreover, the multi-way data analysis allows us to process the data  at a 
lower computational cost. Our experimental results confirm that the proposed method 
effectively detects the area in brain which is responsible for post-movement beta rebound.
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This can be empirically proved when comparing the results with those obtained from GLM 
as we will see at the end of this chapter.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Next section presents a comprehensive literature 
for different EEG-fMRI integration techniques. Then, our proposed method based on 
PARAFAG2 is given followed by extensive experimental results.
6.2 R elated  works
Gurrent approaches for EEG-fMRI integration are divided into two main groups: model 
driven and data driven. A computational biophysical model is the basis of model driven 
approaches [130]. In these methods, the assumptions about the neural activities are used to 
model the relation between EEG and fMRI. Despite the fact that model driven approaches 
provide deeper understanding about the neuronal mechanisms, they require an explicit 
description of mutual neuronal substrates to annotate the measured EEG and fMRI data. 
However the demands for the application of model driven methods is decreased due to 
lack of knowledge about the neuronal substrates [130].
D ata driven approaches are based on common interactions between EEG and fMRI. These 
approaches are classified into two main categories: EEG-fMRI fusion based on constraints 
and EEG-fMRI fusion based on prediction. In EEG-fMRI fusion based on constraint, the 
fMRI active map obtained from fMRI analyzer methods is used as a priori information for 
electromagnetic source localization. Since the number of EEG sensors is generally smaller 
than the number of sources within the brain, the EEG inverse problem is underdetermined 
and ill-posed. Therefore, additional constraints or a priori information are always needed 
in order to obtain a unique and stable solution for the location of sources in EEG. Two 
strategies are used for EEG-fMRI integration based on constraint namely fMRI-constraint 
dipole fitting and distributed source modeling. Fujimaki et al. [131] proposed a method 
based on dipole fitting. In their method the neural activity a t each fMRI hotspot is mod­
eled as an equivalent regional current dipole. Then, the location of dipoles are fixed to 
fMRI hotspots or the fMRI hotspots are used as seed points for dipole fitting while a 
maximum distance constraint is applied. When the dipole locations are estimated, the 
dipole moments can be determined by fitting the equivalent current dipole (ECD) model 
to the EEG data. The temporal dynamics of the regional neural activity is figured out
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after estimating the dipole time courses. Although methods based on dipole fitting find 
unique solution, they are only able to detect the active dipoles at fMRI activation areas. 
Some techniques have been also developed based on distributed source modeling [132,133]. 
In these works, the geometrical information of BOLD obtained from fMRI active map is 
used to derive the covariance prior to source reconstruction. Weighted minimum norm 
frameworks and Wiener filter are two techniques which are used for this purpose in [132] 
and [133] respectively. In contrast to methods based on dipole fitting, the fMRI con­
strained distributed source imaging methods are capable of obtaining dipoles not only at 
fMRI activation areas but also at areas where fMRI fails to show activation. However, 
the performance of these methods is affected by some drawbacks such as identification of 
fMRI weighting factors and problems which are resulted from differences between EEG 
and fMRI in terms of temporal resolution. These problems refer to “fMRI extra sources” , 
“fMRI invisible sources” and “fMRI discrepancy sources” [134]. In [135-137], the authors 
have suggested some empirical values to overcome the problem of defining fMRI weight­
ing factors. These values are 3, and 1.4, respectively. In another research, Phillips et 
al. [138] used expectation maximization (EM) as a data driven technique to select the 
fMRI weighting factors. They use expectation maximization algorithm to estimate a re­
stricted maximum likelihood of parameters associated with constraint. This enables the 
“Maximum a posteriori” solution to be calculated.
Integration through the prediction refers to incorporation of EEG features as additional 
regressors for fMRI analyzer frameworks. The main objective of such techniques is ex­
ploring the correlation between the fMRI time-series and event related potentials or EEG 
rhythm oscillations. The main superiority of these algorithms is the ability to directly 
use neural responses (measured by EEG) instead of using regressors relying only on the 
timing of the stimuli or tasks. One of the best examples is investigating the interictal and 
ictal epileptic activity to localize epileptic foci and characterize the relationship between 
epileptic activity and the hemodynamic response [139,140]. In another research, Horovitz 
et al. [141] investigated the neural activations underlying the brain rhythm  modulations 
in the rest or pathological brain. Formaggio et al. [95] studied the correlation between 
the changes of p  rhythm  and BOLD signal peak. In both researches, the regressors are 
derived from the power of a specific frequency band.
Recently, BSS techniques such as IGA are used to combine EEG and fMRI. This class
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of methods works based on measuring mutual dependence between the two modalities. 
In these approaches, first the original EEG and fMRI data are decomposed into several 
components. Then, these components are matched to each other. Galhoun et al. [142] 
proposed a multivariate technique using IGA to analyze the features extracted from EEG 
and fMRI. In another research [143] an algorithm using parallel IGA has been developed 
for EEG-fMRI fusion. In their method the integration between the modalities is done 
using a simple pair-wise matching across trial modulation. Joint IGA is another technique 
which has been proposed by Moosmann et al. [144] and is able to link the components 
which are decomposed from two modalities.
In this work, we propose a technique based on BSS to fuse EEG and fMRI. PARAFAG2 
which is an extension of PARAFAG selected here to analyze EEG-fMRI data  obtained 
from a simultaneous recording. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which 
uses this technique to analyze fMRI data  and EEG-fMRI integration. PARAFAG is a BSS 
technique with ability to analyze multi-way data. Beckmann et al. [145] have used this 
technique to perform multi-subject and multi-session fMRI analysis. The main superiority 
of using multi-way data  analysis methods rather that two-way data analysis techniques in 
fMRI applications, is extracting meaningful features in more than two modes. Moreover; 
these methods improve the computational speed and are able to process more data. In the 
proposed method first PARAFAG2 is used to analyze fMRI with the aim of extracting sig­
nal of interest in temporal, spatial and slice modes. The main reason of using PARAFAG2 
instead of PARAFAG is dealing with non-trilinear data mixture due to changing the size 
of the brain area scanned at each slice. Then, a semi-blind method based on PARAFAG2 
is proposed to integrate EEG and fMRI. In the proposed method a constrained technique 
is developed to incorporate the time course obtained by detection of rolandic beta rhythm  
into the separation procedure. Imposing such a constraint leads to separating the active 
area inside the brain which is mostly correlated with the time course derived from EEG 
signal. The proposed technique can be categorized as a data driven technique in the family 
of EEG-fMRI combination based on prediction.
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6.3 Proposed  partially constrained m ethod
Recalling from Chapter 2, the cost function defined in PARAFAC2 is expressed as:
Q
=  (e.i)
q = l
subject to the constraint tha t F^Fg =  F jF p  for all pairs p,q = . . .  ,Q.
Xg =  X(:, :, q)'^ is the transposed gth frontal slice of the tensor X  for g =  1 , . . . ,  Q. A  is the 
component matrix in the first mode which is fixed for all slabs, Fg is the component matrix 
in the second mode corresponding to the qth frontal slice of X  and Dg is a diagonal matrix 
holding the qth row of the component m atrix C. The above cost function is reformulated 
as follows to impose the constraint:
Q
j 2 ( P l , . . .  ,P g ,F , A ,D i , . . . , D ,)  =  ^  ||X , -  P ,F D ,A ^ ||^  (6.2)
q = l
subject to the constraint P ^ P g  =  Ir  and Dg is diagonal, q = 1 , . . .  ,Q.  Using the method 
proposed by Kiers et al. [65], the PARAFAC2  problem is changed to PARAFAG problem 
when Xg is replaced by P^X g.
Let’s assume that the data tensor, X  € contains the recorded fMRI images for
one subject. Each fMRI volumes recorded in one scan is composed of a number of slices. 
In order to arrange the fMRI data in multi-way tensor, first the slices are converted to 
vector then are inserted as rows of the tensor. According to this arrangement, X(z, :,:) 
holds the recorded volume in scan ith , X (:,:,g ) holds gth slice of all recorded volumes 
during all scans and X(:, j ,  :) holds the recorded voxel in the j t h  spatial location. If the 
tensor is made based on the above arrangement, matrices A, F  and C denote loading 
factors in temporal, spatial and slice domains.
The main objective of the proposed technique is to combine the available additional in­
formation about the loading factor in temporal domain. These information are obtained 
by processing EEG signals collected with fMRI simultaneously. In order to incorporate 
the prior information obtained by analysis of the EEG signals, the following constrained 
optimization problem is proposed regarding the model of PARAFAG defined in Chapter
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2 :
y 3 (A ,F ,C ,M ,fc ,R ) =  | |Y - [ A ,F ,C ] ||J ,  +  A i |M -A R ^ ||J . s.t. R ^ R  =  I  (6.3)
where Y  =  P^X g, M  G is a matrix containing the prior information about the
temporal signature of Y  and R  G is the permutation matrix. A is the regularization
parameter and stabilizes the trade-off between the main part of the cost function and 
constraint.
In this work, the constraint m atrix M  is designed such that its columns hold the regressors 
derived by EEG analysis. Consider that K  out of L  columns of M  are known. These 
columns indicate the regressors which are available for fMRI analysis. So, the constraint 
m atrix is defined as M  =  [Mfc : M.uk] such that G and E are
the known and unknown submatrices respectively.
M  =  [Mfc : = (6.4)
Here, one regressor is available which is inserted as the first column of M . This regressor is 
built up by convolving the extracted power time course of rolandic beta rhythm  and HRF 
(obtained in previous chapter). M atrix R  matches constraint matrix M  with estimated 
factor for temporal mode A.
Alternating least squares approach is traditionally used to estimate the factors. In this 
approach, first the gradient of cost function in (6.3) with respect to each component m atrix 
is calculated. For this purpose, the unfolded version of data  array is used. The following 
equations present gradient of the proposed cost function with respect to each individual
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component matrix.
V A ^  =  -Y ( i) (C © F )  +  A ( C 0 P y ( C 0 F )  (6.5)
-A M R  +  AAR^R 
V f J 3  =  -Y (2 )(C © A )H -F (C 0A )^ (C © A ) (6.6)
Vc.% =  -Y(3)(F © A) +  C(F 0  A)^(F 0  A) (6.7)
=  ([M „i -  AR^J A  +  1 : L) (6.8)
Then, the ALS update rules for the proposed cost-function are obtained by equating the 
calculated gradients to zero.
A < - (Y ( i ) (C 0 F )  +  AMR)((C^C)®(F^F) +  AR^R)< (6.9)
F < -Y (2)(C 0A )((C ^ C )®  A^A))t (6.10)
C «-Y (3 )(F 0A )((F ^ F )® (A ^ A ))t  (6.11)
Muk <- ([AR^l A  +  1 : L) (6.12)
In order to calculate the permutation matrix, R , a similar procedure to what has been 
used to compute Pfc is performed. Since R  is orthonormal, minimizing (6.3) over R  is 
reduced to
nm xfr(R A ^M ) (6.13)
Let A ^M  =  U S V ^ , the unique minimum of (6.3) is obtained as R  =  V U ^. M atrix R  
estimated using this equation is orthonormal.
The regularization parameter. A, is selected to be variable starting from a high value and 
decreasing toward zero. The function we used for this variation is:
^  1 _  ^ t r
where Aq is initial value of A, 7  is positive scalar selected within ( 0  1 ] and itr  is the iteration 
number. A pseudo-code of the proposed method is given in algorithm 1 .
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A lg o rith m  6.1: Proposed method.
Input: X: three-way data tensor, M^: matrix containing the regressors.
O utp ut: A , F , C: separated factors for terriporal, spatial and slice domain, R: permutation matrix, 
Mufc: submatrix containing the unknown columns of constraint matrix.
1 b e g i n
2  Calculate the best initial values of A , F , C, R  and Mufc using multi initialization technique.
3 r e p e a t
•  Compute the SVD F D gA ^ X ^  and update P ,  
as V gU ^, g =  1 , . . .  Q
4
5 e n d
•  Compute Y g  = P ,  X g ,  q = 1,... ,Q
itr = 1 
r e p e a t
•  A - ^ - ( Y m ( C O F ) - f  AMR)
((C ^C ) ® (F ^F ) d- AR^R)t
.  F < -Y (2 )(C © A )( (C ^ C )®  A ^ A ))t
•  C d -Y (3 )(F O A )((F '^ F )© (A ^ A ))+
• Mufc ([AR^] :, A; 4- 1 : L)
•  A ^ M  =  U S V ^ , R < - V U ^
• A f -  itr = i tr+ 1
• =  ||Y  -  [A, B , C]||^ +  ||M  -  AR^II^
u n t i l  >  6 : 7 ^ " ;
.A =  E ? = . l | X , - P , P D , A ’- f  
u n t i l
6 .3 .1  E x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l ts
EEG-fMRI data set used in this chapter is the same data which has been used in Ghapters 
3 and 5. In this section first the performance of the PARAFAC2 model to analyze fMRI 
data is evaluated. The obtained results by PARAFAG2 are compared with the results 
of the general linear model. The proposed semi-blind technique based on PARAFAG2 is 
then used to integrate EEG and fMRI.
A. FM RI  analysis using PARAFAC2
Standard fMRI preprocessing including motion correction in three dimensions, normaliza­
tion and smoothing were carried out using 8 PM toolbox. After preprocessing the number 
of slices for each volume is changed to 69. As it has been mentioned in this experiment, 
parameter A is set to zero to investigate the performance of PARAFAC2 for fMRI anal­
ysis. So, the results are obtained from a completely blind algorithm and show the active 
area correlated with task design in each slice. The procedure explained in section 6.3 is 
performed to make the three-way data tensor X. Forty slices of each volume covering the
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motor area are used to make the mixture. Our results indicate that incorporating this 
number of slices in the data array is enough to obtain an explicit representation of BOLD 
change for different brain locations. Component matrix C holds this information.
Figure 6.1 presents the results obtained by applying PARAFAC2 to fMRI data  for each 
subject. Four component factors, A, F , C and P , are estimated as a result of applying this 
method to three-way data set containing fMRI images. Factor A  is a matrix representing 
time courses, factor F  is a tensor containing the spatial patterns and factor C is a m atrix 
representing the changes of obtained time courses and spatial patterns in different slices of 
the collected fMRI. The results shown in Figure 6.1 presents the extracted spatial pattern  
of BOLD with its corresponding columns in m atrix A  and C. Clearly, all the results show 
activity in the left area of primary motor cortex. The weights obtained in m atrix C imply 
tha t BOLD has maximum contribution in slice numbers 62,63,54 and 54 for subjects 1, 
2, 3 and 4 respectively. The weights presenting the maximum contribution are shown in 
Table 6.1. The results obtained by PARAFAC2 are compared with the results of GLM as 
a well-known technique in fMRI analysis. In order to analyze data with GLM, first a box 
car design matrix is created using the stimulus onset timings for each subject. Then, the 
image contrasts are calculated for both types of movements versus control. The estimated 
active maps are thresholded at p <  0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected) and are overlayed on the 
structural scan for a subject in Talairach space (Figure 6.2). This space is a coordinate 
system of human brain used to represent the location of brain structures independent from 
differences between the subjects in terms of size and shape of brain. All these procedures 
are performed using SPM toolbox [21]. The results of applying the GLM confirm activity 
in the motor cortex. The maximum achieved T-score for active area is given in Table 6.1. 
Normalized correlation between active map obtained by both PARAFAG2 and GLM is 
also computed to show the similarity between the results numerically.
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Figure 6.1: Detected BOLD with its corresponding time-course. The curves show BOLD 
change in different slices by PARAFAC2 for (a) Subject 1, (b) Subject2 , (c) Subjects, and 
(d) Subjectd. In these figures SAG, COR and TRA refer respectively to sagittal, coronal 
and transaxial views.
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Figure 6 .2 : Detected BOLD by GLM, (a) Subject 1, (b) Subject2, (c) Subjects, and (d) 
Subjectd. In tliese figures SAG, COR and TRA refer respectively to sagittal, coronal and 
transaxial views.
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Table 6.1: Results of fMRI analysis by PARAFAC2 and GLM.
subject T-Score (max) Bold Change (%) Correlation with SPM active map
1 13.26 24.85 0.7831
2 13.53 21.35 0.5691
3 15.51 25.44 0.7934
4 14.91 24.81 0.8521
B. Comhining EEG and fM R I
In this part the correlation between the post movement beta rebound and fMRI is inves­
tigated. The strategy used in our work is a data driven based EEG-fMRI fusion which 
uses the extracted information from EEG signal as a predictor for BOLD signal. For this 
purpose, we use the power time course of rolandic beta rhythm  obtained by the proposed 
method in the previous chapter. The calculated power time course represents the instan­
taneous interaction between the EEG activity in beta band and motor task. Power time 
course is then convolved with HRF to make the regressor for fMRI analysis. This regressor 
is used to predict the BOLD response in fMRI data which are collected simultaneously 
with EEG. A schematic illustration of data analysis is given in Figure 6.3.
In order to employ the proposed method to combine EEG and fMRI, the created regressor 
after time-frequency analysis is placed in one of the columns of submatrix M ^. Arrange­
ment of fMRI data in tensor X  is the same as arrangement of data in the previous section. 
In order to apply the proposed semi-blind algorithm to impose the obtained predictor from 
EEG, a positive value is selected for parameters Aq and 7 . We selected 0.2 and 0.99 for 
A q and 7  respectively. Figure 6.5 shows the results of the proposed method. The high­
lighted regions by the proposed algorithm show voxels with time courses correlated with 
the changes in beta rhythm. In order to assess the performance of the proposed method, 
the obtained results are compared with those of GLM when it uses the EEG regressor as 
predictor for fMRI analysis (Figure 6.5). It is seen th a t voxels located in supplementary 
motor area are detected by both methods. The meiximum T-score for computed active map 
by SPM and percentage of changing BOLD estimated by the proposed method are shown 
in Table 6.2. In addition, the normalized correlation between the BOLD and changes of 
beta rhythm are also calculated and presented in Table 6.2. The detected BOLD shows 
acceptable positive correlation with beta rebound. In order to show that the obtained 
results are compatible with the results of commonly used GLM, normalize correlation of 
the results of both methods are calculated and shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of different steps of EEG-fMRI analysis.
Table 6.2: Results of EEG-fMRI integration using GEM and proposed method.
Subject T-Score (max) Bold Change (%) Correlation with SPM active map
Correlation with 
Beta change
1 4.05 25.86 0.8126 0.7259
2 3.53 20.76 0.7329 0.8834
3 3.51 25.56 0.7891 0.9012
4 3.63 24.42 0.7025 0.7619
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(d )
Figure 6.4: Combining EEG and fMRI using the proposed method to investigate the 
correlation of BOLD and post-movement beta rebound, (a) Subject 1, (b) Subject2, (c) 
Subject3, and (d) Subjectd. In these figures SAG, COR and TRA refer respectively to 
sagittal, coronal and transaxial views.
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Figure 6.5: Combining EEG and fMRI using GEM to investigate the correlation of BOLD 
and post-movement beta rebound, (a) Subject 1, (b) Subject2 , (c) Subject3, and (d) Sub- 
Ject4. In these figures SAG, COR and TRA refer respectively to sagittal, coronal and 
transaxial views.
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6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter a new method based on parallel factor analysis has been proposed to 
integrate EEG and fMRI. The proposed method is a semi-blind technique based on 
PARAFAC2 and incorporates the information obtained by EEG through fMRI processing 
to localize active area whose activity are correlated with EEG events. The main objec­
tive of this work was to detect the sources responsible for post-movement beta rebound. 
The proposed method was applied to an EEG-fMRI dataset obtained from a simultaneous 
recording. The results were presented in two levels: i) the results of applying PARAFAC2 
to fMRI data only, ii) the results of applying the proposed method in order to combine 
EEG and fMRI. The obtained results of both levels confirmed the strength of the algorithm 
in BOLD detection and EEG-fMRI integration.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future 
Researches
7.1 Sum m ary and conclusions
In this study, several advanced techniques for analysis of EEG and fMRI have been pro­
posed. Developing effective methods such as artifact removal for EEG signals, extracting 
event-related oscillations from EEG and detecting BOLD in fMRI have been addressed 
in this thesis. These steps are essential for a successful EEG-fMRI integration as our 
ultimate objective in this research. Most of the proposed approaches in our study rely on 
BSS concept as a powerful tool in biomedical signal processing applications. The main 
objective of the proposed algorithms is to exploit a priori information about the structure 
of the source of interest to improve the overall performance. The methods are summarized 
as follows:
1. Two algorithms (called ICA-DHT and SLTP-BSE) to remove BCG artifact from 
EEG signals recorded simultaneously with fMRI.
2. A comparative study of different NMF algorithms for BOLD detection in fMRI, and 
two constrained NMF-based approaches with the aim of exploiting the prior knowl­
edge about spatial and temporal characteristics of BOLD within fMRI separation 
procedure.
3. A BSE method based on linear prediction leading to semi-blind extraction of the 
rolandic beta rhythm  from EEG signals collected in a joint EEG-fMRI recording.
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4. A novel EEG-fMRI fusion technique which combines EEG and fMRI using a partially 
constrained tensor factorization approach. PARAFAC2 has been selected for this 
purpose.
The concepts of data-driven methods (including different BSS algorithms) and model- 
based methods (including GLM) for multi-modal data analysis have been introduced in 
Chapter 2 . Details and mathematical formulations of well-known BSS techniques were 
explained. Linear prediction as a suitable technique to separate sources with specific 
temporal structure has been introduced. Moreover, PARAFAC and PARAFAC2  used to 
factorize multi-way data arrays have been described and implemented. Last but not least, 
details of GLM as the naost common approach for fMRI analysis have been presented.
Artifact removal is a crucial step in preprocessing of EEG signals recorded simultaneously 
with fMRI. BCG is one of the major artifacts contaminating EEG signals obtained from 
joint recording. This artifact is resulted from interactions between the subject body and 
magnetic field inside the MR scanner. Two novel techniques have been proposed for 
removing this artifact in Chapter 3. The first method used a combination of ICA and 
DHT for BCG removal. The main reason for using DHT for this purpose is its robustness 
against the changes of the shape of BCG artifact. Moreover, an adaptive strategy to 
compute the best value of dilation parameter in DHT has been proposed.
In the second method, a BSE algorithm has been developed to extract sources related 
to the BCG artifact. The proposed method, called SLTP-BSE, attem pts to impose the 
prior knowledge about temporal structure of BCG artifact through source separation us­
ing a long-term predictor. Source separation using a linear predictor assumes tha t the 
underlying sources are temporally correlated. This assumption is justified in our proposed 
technique due to the periodic nature of the BCG artifact. The main superiority of this 
method rather than other BSS techniques, especially SOBI, is using weighted covariance 
matrices to extract BCG sources. Extensive simulations were carried out to evaluate the 
robustness and performance of the proposed algorithm. Results of applying the SLTP- 
BSE to synthetic and real EEG data were promising and confirmed that our proposed 
method outperforms other well known techniques used for BCG removal.
The main aim of fMRI is to measure local haemodynamic changes, i.e., the so called blood 
oxygen level dependent in the brain. One of the most common techniques used to analyze
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fMRI and detect the BOLD signal is GLM. GLM is usable when the stimulus onset times 
are available. In contrast to GLM, BSS techniques do not rely on such a priori knowledge, 
however their performance can be improved by imposing some constraints made based on 
available prior information. NMF as a BSS method was applied to fMRI data  with the aim 
of detecting a BOLD signal in Chapter 4. First, a comparative study was performed to 
compare the performance of different NMF algorithms for this purpose. Obtained results 
for this part of the study showed th a t Euclidean distance provides more reliable results 
than those can be achieved using divergence-based NMF algorithms. Then, two semi-blind 
NMF techniques were proposed to incorporate available prior information about BOLD 
in both space and time domains. Euclidean distance was used as the basic cost function 
in both methods. Our spatially constrained NMF separates all the sources simultaneously 
while our temporally constrained NMF uses HALS to separate sources one by one. The 
main advantage of HALS is in utilizing a set of local cost functions which simplifies adding 
constraints. In addition, we demonstrated that non-negativity results in sparser spatial 
maps than what is normally obtained by ICA. The results also illustrated the advantages 
of performing semi-supervised source separation for fMRI applications.
Investigating the correlation between event-related synchronization and BOLD reveals 
useful information about the relation between neuronal oscillations and haemodynamic 
response of the brain. Extracting event-related oscillation such as ERS in a motor task 
experiment is challenging because they are non-phase locked in nature and vary from one 
trial to another. A novel method based on linear prediction was developed in Chapter 5 
to extract rolandic beta rhythm  from multi-channel EEG obtained from a simultaneous 
recording. In this method we used a spatio-temporal constraint based on expected char­
acteristics of this rhythms such as location and frequency. For this reason the recorded 
EEG signals at channel C3 were bandpass filtered in three frequency bands to obtain the 
constraint. Although the constraint is applied in the time domain, it incorporates both 
temporal structure and information about the frequency contents of the source of interest. 
After extracting the rolandic beta rhythm, complex Morelet wavelet was used to compute 
the power time course of the extracted source in order to investigate post-movement beta 
rebound. The proposed method was applied to both synthetic and real EEG data  and 
the results demonstrated tha t employing the proposed constraint enhances the SNR for 
the extracted rolandic beta rhythm. The calculated power time course in this chapter was
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utilized in the method proposed for EEG-fMRI fusion in Chapter 6  to make a regressor 
for fMRI analysis.
EEG-fMRI integration provides great opportunity for researchers to study brain functions. 
The techniques explained so far, attem pt to analyze EEG and fMRI separately to study 
and investigate different aspects of this subject. Therefore, as a final contribution, a novel 
method based on multi-way data factorization was proposed in Chapter 6  to integrate 
EEG and fMRI. This method is a partially constrained tensor factorization which imposes 
the extracted ERS in rolandic beta band as a prior knowledge through fMRI separation. In 
the first part of this chapter, PARAFAC2 was applied only to the fMRI mixture to extract 
the BOLD signal. This could provide valuable information about BOLD behaviors, the 
corresponding time course and the changes of BOLD in different locations of the brain. In 
addition, since PARAFAC2  analyzes the data in more than two modes the computational 
cost, which is considerable in applications dealing with images such as fMRI, was reduced. 
In the second part, the information obtained from EEG analysis in Chapter 5 was used as 
a regressor for the purpose of EEG-fMRI integration in Chapter 6 . The obtained results 
demonstrated that the proposed method is able to detect the voxels responsible for post­
movement beta rebound. Comparing the results with those of GLM also confirms the 
strength of the algorithm in both BOLD detection and EEG-fMRI integration.
7.2 Future work
The concept of combining EEG and fMRI using semi-blind techniques presented in Chapter 
6  is a contribution to make a step forward in using BSS algorithms for multi-modal data  
fusion. This is an open field of research requiring more extensive study due to existing 
difficulties in analysis of simultaneous EEG-fMRI. Other semi-blind techniques proposed in 
this thesis mainly attem pt to exploit some prior information to improve the performance. 
For example, imposing a long-term linear predictor to incorporate the temporal structure 
of the BCG artifact in Chapter 3, or employing spatial and temporal constraints for NMF 
with the aim of improving BOLD detection in fMRI analysis in Chapter 4, and developing 
a semi-blind method based on spatio-temporal constraint to extract rolandic beta rhythm  
in Chapter 5. Hopefully, these works will a ttract the attention of researchers to the high 
potential of the given ideas for biomedical signal and image processing applications.
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One of the most im portant prerequisites to have successful source extraction using semi­
blind techniques is the accuracy of the constraints or prior information. Incorrect con­
straints may lead to false results. For example, in methods developed for EEG-fMRI fusion 
and BOLD detection by temporally constrained NMF, HRF function was used to build 
up the constraint. As stated in Chapter 1, the haemodynamic response function varies for 
different persons and different brain regions. So, using the same HRF for all the cases may 
not be very accurate. Another issue which should be considered in performing semi-blind 
algorithms is violation of the basic assumptions in each algorithm. Some examples are in­
dependency in ICA, non-negativity in NMF and having the same cross-product of matrices 
in PARAFAC2. The regularization parameter is another factor affecting the performance 
of the algorithms when a constraint is added. Some adaptive techniques were proposed in 
this thesis to obtain the optimal value for the regularization parameters. These issues can 
be further addressed in future researches where semi-blind techniques are designed.
DHT is a powerful technique to model the shape of signals. However, the performance of 
DHT is affected by some drawbacks. Two such examples are selection of appropriate num­
ber of coefficients of the Hermite transform of a signal which should be used to recover the 
signal shape, and the optimal value of the dilation parameter. In the proposed method in 
Chapter 3, we suggested an adaptive technique to update the value of the dilation param ­
eter to reduce the sensitivity of the algorithm with respect to this parameter. However, 
we manually chose the number of coefficients of the Hermite transform to reconstruct the 
shape of the BCG artifact. This should be further investigated in future studies.
The proposed joint short-and-long-term prediction was shown to be a suitable solution 
for BCG removal. Several experiments were carried out to show the robustness of this 
algorithm. However, changes of BCG artifact over time in terms of amplitude and cycle 
period due to heart beat changes, may have some destructive effects on performance of 
the algorithm. One possible solution is to reduce the length of EEG segments used as the 
input of algorithm. This problem can be addressed in future researches.
A ppendix A
Theorem 3.1 states the necessary and sufficient conditions for source extraction using a 
joint model based on short-term and long-term linear prediction. Based on this theo­
rem, a source signal with a unique temporal structure can be, extracted from the mixture 
successfully and independent of initial conditions.
Let y ( w ,b ,d )  reaches its minimum at point w. The following equation is obtained using 
the proposed cost function (5.5) and taking into consideration that y{t) = w ^x(t) and 
= As{t).
y (w , b ,d )  =  2 w ^A F {s(t)s^ (i)}A ^w  (1 )
K i .
—  2 2^ bpw'^AE{s{t — p)s^{t)}A^w
p = i
K 2
-  2 2^ dpw'^AE{s{t -  r  -  p)s^{t)}A^w
p = i  
K i  K i
+  2^ ^ 2 bpbqw'^AE{s{t -  p)s^{t -  q)A^w
p = l  q = l  
K2 K2
T ^  ^  dpdqw'^AE{s{t -  T -  p)s^{t -  r  -  g)}A^w
p = l  q—l
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Since g =  A ^w , the cost function can be expressed as follows:
J(w,  b, d) =  g^2Ra(0)g -  2 ^  6pg^Rs(p)g (2)
P = i
K2 Ki Ki
-  2 ^  d p g ^ R s ( p  +  r ) g  +  -  g ) g
p = l  p = l  q = l
K2 K2
4 - ^  ^  dpdgg^Rs(p -  g)g =  g^Rs^g 
p = i  9 = 1
In order to extract a source, the proposed optimization problem converts to the following 
form:
max J ( g )  =  ^  tjg^ = g^Rs^g (3)
3=t
S .t .  II g | | 2 =  C >  0
where Rg^ is a diagonal matrix; Rg^ =  dm p{ri,r2 , . . .  ,r„}. Assume that index jo, which 
satisfies r^o =  m a x i < , uniquely exists. This point locates the global maximum. The 
point of global maximum is exactly the vector Tce^o, where e^o =  [0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0 ]^.
Proof. Assume that g* =  . . . ,  is a point of local maximum. Applying a Lagrangian
approach leads to the following equation:
L{g,X) = J { g ) - X { \ \ g \ \ l - c ^ )  (4)
where A is Lagrange multiplier. Using the Lagrange’s theorem, the condition at equilibrium 
point g =  g* is:
VgL(g,A) =  ^ |M _ 2 A g  (5)
~  ~ ^9j  ~  0 ) (j — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n)
After multiplying (5) by gfL followed by summing over j ,  the local maximum of J { g )  is
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derived as:
ffrnax ~  Ac , (6)
Therefore,
Substituting (7) into (5) results in:
A =  ^  (7)
In order to satisfy (8 ), either =  0 or Jmax = TjC^  for j  =  1, . . .  ,n.  For this.reason, 
g* =  icGjo if g* is a global maximum.
In order to prove that every local maximum is global, second order optimality condition 
is used. A point is a local maximum if:
c^V 2i(g* ,A )c<0 (9)
Vc G Ff(g*) =  {c : g* =  0}, c ^  0,
V jL (g ,A ) =  f j r , - A
J = 1
K{dicej) =  {c : Cj =  0 }.
It is concluded tha t the quadratic form (9) is negative at point g* for c G A '(g‘’') iff A =  rjo 
and g* =  itcejo-
□
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